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TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
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ReNYairtel dated 4/20/64. 

Enclosed herewith for the information of the Bureau 
and Chicago. are- ‘photographic copies of the new open code 
utilized by NY 694~S* in communicating with the Soviets, This 
copy of the code contains: the new revisions set out in 
referenced airtel, Also enclosed for the Chicago Office is a 
photographi copy o£ the map depicting the "BERKMAN" rendezvous 
to be utilized by. CG 5824-S* in his dealings. with the Soviets 
during the absence of NY 694-S*, 

For the information of CG 5824-s*, it should be 
noted that Safe Deposit Box #483 at the Chemical Bank, New York 
Trust, 67 Broad Street, New York, N. Y¥., continues to be 
maintained under the dual control of JACK CHILDS and MORRIS 
CHILDS signatures, However, the Safe Deposit Box #1271 at the 
Chemical Bank, New York Trust, 27 Pine Street, New York, N. Y., 
maintained under the dual control o£ JACK BROOKS and HAROLD M. 
JULES signatures, has been changed to Box #53 (larger box) 
utilizing the same key that gs used for the former Box #1271. 

3.4 8B Ὁ (100-428091) (ξι 5. 61) (RM) 
1 - CHICAGO- (134-46~Sub-B)inc ,.3) (AM=RM) 6 Ww 
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CONTROL COMMITTEE 

DEPART, DEPARTED DEPARTING 
DEFENSE 
VIBA i 
JAMES JACKSON Ὶ 
MILT ROSEN 
WORLD FEDERATION! OF TRADE 

UNIONS (WFTU) | 
BOLIVIA 
MoCARRAN ACT: 
HUNGARY 
USSR 
LEAVING, WILL RANE, LE? 
PRAGUE 
MAQ Tse-tung = 
DOROTHY HEALEY . 

SUPREME COURT | 
ALEX TRACHIPENBERG 
BRAZIL 
WORKER (THE) 
JOHN ABT 
MARY KAUPMAN 
MEXICO 
SAN DAVIS 
BRUSSELS 
GEORGE MEYERS 
ISADORE WORSY 
MICKEY LIMA 
WILLIAM PATTERSON} 
CHINA | 
GENE DENNIS, Jr, 
WARSAW 
MALI 
TACK KLING 
AFRICA | 
COLONBIA 
SPLIMER =} | 
ΠΟΘ Ὁ 
HELSINKI ) 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 

NATIONAL COMMITTEE 

PUERTO RICO 

~ 

10? 
TRAINOR 
TUFT 
TUG 
TULIP 
TURF 
TUSK: 

"WILLIAM ἢ, FOSTER 
ARNOLD JOHNSON 

LATIN AMERICA 

bé 
Je 
he fhe 

; 

WORLD MARXIST REVIEW 
EAST GERMANY 
SOUTH AMERTCA 
JACK BROOKS: 
BEN DAVIS 
BOOKSTORE 

PICER 

COORDINATION 
MEDICAL TREATMENT OR’ REST 
LENINGRAD 
UNITED NATIONS . 
DESTINAT LON 
MEMBERSHIP 
WORK 
ECUADOR, 
NATIONAL BSCE COMMITTEE 
PIDEL CASTR 
RADIO 
HELEN WINTERS 
COPENHAGEN 
KHRUSHCHEV 
WILL WEINSTONE 

δῷ 
ἢ- hed 
bh ἐν 

COMMISSION /COMMITTEE 
ARGENTINA 
LONDON 
MARXIST *LENINIST 
INTERNAT TONAL 

REVOLUTION 
JOE NORTH 
ROBERT THOMPSON 
PARAGUAY 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS 
VENEZUELA 
TNTERNATTONAL PUBLISHERS 

-UNTEED PARTY OF SOCTALIST 
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Open Code - Completed 

ABT, JOHN 
ALBERTSON, BILL 
ALLEN, πὶ 
APTHEKER, HERB 
BART, PHIL 
BERT, ERIC 
BLAIR, ‘FRED 
BLUM, MANNY 
BROOKS, JACK 

i , MORRIS 
DAVIS, BEN 
DAVIS, SAN 

FLYIN, SLIZABETH GURLEY 
POSTER, WILLIAM 2, 
GANNETT, BRETY 
GREEN, GIL 

HEALEY, DOROTHY 
JACKSON, JANES 
JOHNSON, ARNOLD 
JOHNSON, BEATRICE 
JOHNSON, LYNDON 
KAUFMAN, MARY 
KERUSHCHEY 
KLING, JACK 
KRCHMAREK 
KUSHNER, SAM 

} 

MEYERS, GEOROE 

bs 

MORRIS, GEORGE, = bic 
MORRIS, LESLIE 
NELSON, BURT 
NORTH, JOE 
PATTERSON, WILLIAM 
PERRY, PETTIS 
POTASH, IRVING Βξ 
ROSEN, MILT bie 
RUBIN, DANNY 

| 
STACHEL, JACK 
THOMPSON, ROBERT 
TOOHEY, PAT 
TORMEY, JIM 
TRACHTENBERG, ALEX 

WILL . 

6 
, KENRY bie 

WINTERS, CARL 
WINTERS, HELEN 
WORSY, ISADORE 
BRUSSELS 
COPENHAGEN 
HELSINKI 
LENINGRAD 
LONDON 
HOSCOM 
PARTS 
PRAGUE 
ROME 
WARSAW 
WASHINGTON 
ZURICH 
ALBANTA 
AFRICA 
ALGERTA 
BULGARTA 
CANADA 



i 

CHINA 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
EAST’ GERMANY 
GHANA 
HUNGARY 
MALT 
RUMANTA 
USSR} 
UNITED NATIONS 
ARGENTINA 
BOLIVIA 
BRAZIL 
BRITISH GUIANA 
CHILE 
COLOMBIA 
CUBA 
ECUADOR 
LATIN AMERICA 
MEXICO 
PARAGUAY 
PERU 

, PUERTO RICO 
" SOUTH AMERICA 
UNITED STATES 
VENEZUELA 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE 

MARXISE STUDIES 
CENTRAL COMMIDTER 
CTA 
CONTROL COMMITTER 
COMMUNIST. PARRY 
COMMUNIST PARTY, SU 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
FBI 
FREEDOM MOVEMENT 
FREEDONWAYS 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

COMMITTEE, N46, 
INPERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS 
NATIONAL COMMTDPRE 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF 

AMERICAN SOVIET FRIENDSHIP 
NATIONAL EXECULIVE COMMITTEE 
MARXIST -LENINIST 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS 
PROGRESSIVE LABOR 
VETERANS ABRAHAM LINCOLN 

BaPTALTON 

KOZ 
TRAINOR 
VIM 
YORE 
SALT 

EAGLES 

UNITED PARTY OF 
SOCIALIST REVOLUTION 

WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE 
UNIONS (WFTU) 

WORLD MARXIST REVIEW 
ARRIVING, ARRIVED 
BOOKSTORE 
CLOSED CHANNEL 
COMMISSION /COMNIDTER 
CONFERENCE/MEET ING 
CONVENTION 
COORDINATION 
CP MEMBER 
DEFENSE 
DELEGATE 
DELEGATION 
DEPART, DEPARTED, DEPARTING 
DESTINATION 
ELECTION 
EMBASSY 
FLOATING VISA 
INTERNATIONAL 
LEAVING, WILL LEAVE, LEAVE, ΠΕΡῚ 
MAY 1st 
MeCARRAN AC? 
MEDICAL TREATMENT OR RES? 
MEBT ING /CONFERENCE 
MEMBERSHIP 
NEGRO 
OFFICIAL, OFFICER 
PRACE 
PLENUM 
POLISH 
RADIO 
REGISTER 
SMITH ACT 
SPLITTER 
STUDENT 
SUPREME COURT 
TROTSKYITE 
22ND CONGRESS 
VISA 
WORK 
WORKER (THE) 
YOUTH 
YOUTH FESTIVAL, 

CASHTER 

VINE 

RESORT. 
LUGGAGE 
TIDE 
PANE 
FULL 
LANB 
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6 ACORN 
AGAX 
ANT 

BOXER . 

ΠῚ 

HERB APTHEKER 
BRITISH GUIANA 
FBI 
HY LUMER 

Cr — 
CONVENTION 
JIN ALLEN 
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOL 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
RUMYANTSEY 
PETTIS PERRY 
CP MEMBER 
GUS HALL 
ATBANTA 
GIL GREEN 
CPUSA 
FLOATING VISA 
JACK STACHEL 
CARL WINTERS 

Crm — 
BETTY GANNETT 
ERIC BERT 
ARRIVING, ARRIVED 

Y 
ΚΟ 

PEIL BART 
DELEGATE 
USA 
ROMANIA 

ZURICH 
ROME 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS COM., N.C, 
REGISTER 
VETERANS ABRAHAM LINCOLN BATTALION 
PEACE 
FREED OMWAYS 
AMERTCAN INSTITUTE OF MARXIST 

STUDIES 
IRVING POTASH 
WASHINGTON 6; 
BEATRICE JOHNSON 
STUDENT 
MAY Let 
YOULE 
ALGERTA 
CLOSED CHANNEL 
GHILE | 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN 
cl | 
POLISH 
PARTS 
PERU 
NEGRO 
LEM HARRIS 

bé 

ING 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICAN 

SOVIRT FRIENDSHIP 
JAMES LUSTIG 
YOUTH FESTIVAL 
DELEGATION 
COMMUNTS? PARTY 
HENRY WINSTON 
BILL ALBERTSON 
LYNDON JOHNSON 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| \ <n) YORK (100- 134637) 
; | 

sash Gan ᾿ 

Η (, We ra 

. On 4/ 16/ 64, NY 694-s* furnished the NYO a note dated 
April 6, 1964, £rom LESLI ORRIS,, National Secretary of :the. 
canadian CP, enclosing Letter dated March 14, 1964, to 
GUS HALL from, ] BEA ἊΣ OHNSON, GEUSA represéntative in Cuba. 
According to NY 694 , JOHNSON'S Letter had been sent to. acre 
LESLIE: MORRIS via RORMAS FREED, Canadian CP representative to 
the "world Marxist Review," in Prague, Czechosiovakia. 

The JOHNSON letter is as follows: 

- t 

ALY its UAELON CONSALNED March 14, “ἢ we ̓ 

ΠΥ  ντο 
"Dear 6: 7 are 

ia τὴς 
"Many thanks for your detailed letter. Its just -" I needed 
to confirm many things and to bring them up to date. I discussed| 
a number of things you referred to. with Rod and was advij; 
to raise anything pertaining. to the past relationships. 

γί of 
(Seal BUREAU (100- 428091) (Rit) POSS, 

1 = NY 134-91 (INV) (41) an : Wri ad, Ve 
L “ΝΥ 100-134637 - URED: 3 84. roa aha 9} 34 ( 

Clas Y 3 | 29 | 

~ ῷ», becleseig -  βαϊ χὰ πον το πα SH 

FREI . 

GARB 05 ἢ ae ‘
| Agent in Charge 

ἢ ᾿ SS 



NY 100-134.637 

"accordingly I had a talk yesterday with the org..secy. Some of 
the policy questions you raised I had. translated into spanish and 
presented them directly from you. I also raised the question of 
my getting to other places and especially to L.A. and finally the 
proposal for a letter by FC directed to broad sections | our people. 
All these will be discussed and I will have an answer. WHEN IS 
always the big question! But it is already a big step to get to 
where I was yesterday. ; 

‘Now dbout the Law firm. It is very important, for around this 
is tied the entire attitude to us. When. the two partners were 
here I asked’ the Liason person to get me an appointment. I wanted 
to talk to them-because I had a feeling that something was amiss. 
All kinds of excuses were found not to see me. The people here were 
rather surprised ‘because ‘they thought that these: guys were O, K, 
t was told that last year they were asked to cut ‘their retainer 
and expenses or else. They chose to do so, and its still considerabl 
The suggestion is that you send a letter to F.C. about it informin 
him concretely Qf. the. political activities of this firm, 

"Also a special, request should be made directly re. my possibility 
to travel. - Send the two letters to me and I will see that they 
*get attention. . 

surprising. She gave me to understand that she ‘represented you ‘and 
the P here and must be in on everything. I am sorry I was unable 
to believe that this. could be the case without any previous notice 
to me, so I acted accordingly. My impression is that she is not 
anxious to come back and does not ‘believe that the case is ¢losed. 
She is very subjective-and claims that. you had never ‘sent ‘her .any 
message and she concluded that nobody cared, ete.-etc. I shall try” 
to keep her busy until she makes up her mind as you suggested. 

"By. the way, such’ journals as Politica, Mexico and Signal. Chile 
have expressed great interest in. exchanging articles and materials. 
They esteeme our people highly and it would be. very good to τ 
establish: such an exchange. They should be. put on. the list, for 
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NY 100-134637 ΝΞ ΝΕ j 

¥F "Worker and the P.A, ‘Those who are here always come to me for a. 
copy, but alas their contact with home is as difficult and slow 
as mine, so the direct way is. the best.” : 

"and the 1158 08 people to..be invited: for. Jul _thin would be. zoo ὦ 
as soon as possible. 

"Thanks again-for your letter, More power to you. Keep writing 
me it is most important that IL have-it for my..coritacts. Everything 
must be done anew, there is no such thing as .a permanent xelation~ 
ship. Please remember this, when -you write to me. 

"My very.-best to you, - 

οὐδ᾽ BEA". 

ROD," in par. one, according Co, NY 694-8, probably . |. 
refers to CARLOS RODRIGUEZ, Director o£ the Cuban ‘CP newspapér "Hoy. “he 

In par. two, org.  secy." probably refers. to the τς 
Organizational Secretary.-of. ‘the Cuban -CP’, . 

"L.A." in the same paragraph probably refers to Latin, 
America and- Ἕν" to FIDEL CASTRO, 

W firm, Min par. thiee, probably refers, according: 
to the infoymant, to New York City law firm of VICI INOWITZ 
and. LEONARDWBOUDIN, which represents the Cuban government in the USA. 

"Young person" in par. five kefers 1 " 
(Bufile 100-431305), "The: Worker" representative - , 

In par. seven, “July thing" refers to the celebration of 
the anniversary of the Cuban Revolution. 

NY 694~S* advised that..he_wou id transmit the above. 
letter.to GUS.HALML, inasmuch as'to do so would very likely result in 

“HALL's, telling the informant that it would be unnecessary for him to 
go to Cuba. According to NY 694~S*, paragraph two of the above letter} 
reflects thdt BEATRICE JOHNSON. has already contacted. the Cuban Party. 
with respect to matters which HALL has’ instructed NY 694~ ‘S* to. 
discuss with the Cuban Party. 

᾿ ἢ 1 3 tate ἢ τᾶ ἘΝ, tg ¢ a 

be a -" - . 
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Date: 4/17/64 anche 

\ ‘Transmit the following in ee 
/ (Type in plain text or code) Ἢ 

j AIRTEL REGISTERED “I pa . . 

Ν ΤῸ: _ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Ν B74 ta (ATT : ASST , DIRECTOR W. C, SULLIVAN) (( < 

hy FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100- 134637) 
᾿ Q 

On 4/16/64, NY 694-S* furnished the following ‘informa- 
tion regarding his and his wife's itinerary to Moscow: : 

od } - "“ At 2:00 p.m, on 4/17/64, NY 694-S* and his wife gear 
ῇ 
" ROSALYN, who for the’ purposes of this trip has assumed the 

A) pseudonym ROSALYN{CILRON and will. be ostensibly his secretary 
Ag n the trip. ait eave for Chicago via American Airlines flight 

° 13 and will arrive in Chicago at 3:10 p.m. oa that date. ; 
ἤν, yfAInformant will remain there for discussions with CG 5824- 55 
7, τοῦτ Sunday, 4/19/64. 
a ὃ a 

At 3:00 p.m. (Chicago time) on 471 /64, they will 
leave Chicago via TWA flight 800 for-Rome, with a stopover at 
New York for approximately one hour during which time they will 
have dinner es the. Kennedy bea prt in New yr with their sons (A ἢ ᾿ 

᾿ 

“thee in an pour 
gf: BUREAU & san ς a “(γα ~) 
L - CHICAGO. (€34-46-Sub-B) (Encl. i ΝΝ ig Ae ' 
1 - NY 134-94 (Inv) (41) . 
1 - NY 100-134637 (1)-. 5 

Nowo dot fd (4 ΟΝ Gt) Beane ΡΟΝ, 

71 APR 29 1964 
ALS aes | : - 

wy % Sent - Per 
" χα Ii 

Approved: 

'65 APR 3. [5 8} ἐπε Agent ἐπ᾿ ματσθ 



NY 100-134637 

They anticipate. arriving in . Rome at 11:00 a.m. on_4/20/64,, 
_ Between 4/20 and 4/23/64, they Wil be at the Hotel Bernini Bristol 
in Rome; and.at 1:00 p.m. .on 4/23/64, they will leave Rome via 
plane for Paris. ‘They will Stay at the Hotel Claridge in Paris 
and £ly to Prague’ on 4/25/64. 

They expect... ‘to: bein Prague between April 25 and ‘28, 
- Vives, where they will obtain the visas and transportation to 

Moscow. Upon arrival in Moscow on 4/29/64; the informant will 
‘make arrangementS for his wife and himself to view. the May Day 
parade. and will arrange for a ten day tour of thé USSR since 

- the Soviets expect that that, will be part of his purpose in 
Ψ taking his. wife to the Soviet Union, While in Moscow the 

informant will tiake 411. necessary arrangements for going to Cuba. 

At the present time NY 694-S% has no idéa éxact ly - 
\hen he WLLL be. leaving, Moscow for Cuba and whether or aot he 

|| will send ‘his wife home alone to the USA or take her to Cuba. 
It will depend on, the. condition of his wife and the turnof events 
after he arrives; in Moscow. ᾿ - 

NY 694-S* has arranged with CG 5824-S* that communica- 
ἫΝ tions. from the Chicago. ‘informant be sent to the-New York informant 

“ og) in ‘Moscow. under the namé 2BASANOY", ALL communications between 
4 CG 5824-S* and NY :694-S* Will be sent in the "Norman Freed" code, 
. “i” a code which NY 694-S* has. ‘been using in communications with 

NORMAN: FREED, CP of Canada representative to the "World Marxist 
Review" in Prague. 

:GUS. HALL has. given, to the informant for personal 
, delivery: to KHRUSHCHEV, ‘a letter from HALL, congratulating the 
Soviet Premier on the. occasion of his 70th birthday. HALL 
also gave to the. informant, a letter to the CCCPSU requesting 

. that NY 694-S* be renderéd all assistante possible in arranging 
to go to Cuba. HALL also gave to NY 694-S* for tiansmittal ‘to 

- the ΟΟΟΡΒΘῸ a Llétter. introdticing the informant's wife as a trusted 
comrade of mny yéars: experience and requesting, that she be. shown 
every. courtesy. ον ς τι 



NY 100-134637 

| HALL also gave to the informant for. transmittal.to the 
CCCPSU, a memorandum prepared by HALL. reflecting his. opinion with 

ἽἼ respect to various matters regmling world comitnisn.. 

| NY 694-S*..was: also given by HALL for personal delivery 
to FIDEL CASTRO, a six page letter, the purpose of which is to 
ameliorate relations between HALL, and CASTRO 

Copies of the, aforenentioned documents are attached 
herewith for the Bureau and the Chicago Office. 

+ 

\ NY 694-S¥ 18. curtently receiving: further instructions 
from HALL regarding messages to be delivered to the Soviets and 
the Cubans. The NYO will advise the Bureau and Chicago by separate 
airtel the last. minute instructions reteived by informant from 

ΗΛΙ. " 
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Apes ly, 196h 

Contre) Committees, Ὁ 
τιν OPSY ' 

ἜΝ 

“Dear Comrades! 

As you know, Comrade Jack Brooks bes 
- heen an experienced and trusted worker of our’. 

Central and National Conmittes over the yeara, 

assigned only to the most delicate and confidential 

work, He has been particularly close to the General - 

Secretaries, and in recent years to me. ᾿ 

1 have given him a most important 
assignment for ow Party and all your assistance 

and cooperation in assisting him to fulfill this 
assignment will be greatly appreciated, I consider 

it noat important that he make the trip to Cube 

_ Yecause our future closer relations with our Cuban 
Comrades depend on this trip. 

| _ My sincere thanke and cojmniet wishes . 

go to you for the fraternal spirit in which you 

have cooperated and helped in the paat, and for 

whatever asaiatedce you give him in regard to his 
present assignment, . 

 ‘Fraternally yours, (ge 



/ World Debate 

1, Suslov speech -- very good, We are pushing it fora wide circulation, It 

is a kind of summary of the problems and therefore very beneficial, 
| 

| + 

2, While there are some weak spots in the sense of not having a full under- 

standing of the problems, there are not going to be any defections in our Party, The 
| . 

period for that danger is past. 

3, The high point of Chinese influence was reached right before the test ban 

agreement, Since then their influence has been steadily on the decline, What 

| 

_ Influence they did have was among the middle class and some left intellectual 

circles, 

As hag been the case with Trotskyltes throughout the years, the greatest enemy 

of the Chinese comrades are the Chinese comrades, The more they speak out, the 

more untenable their position becomes. Phrase-mongering has never acquired a 

~~ gustained following anywhere. 

4, Of secondary, but an important question, In the Party, and especially 

in the Left-progressive circles, there is growing a popular wrong concept, and 

"that is that in the history of the Soviet Union, all of those arrested - tried and 

punished - were innocent victims of the Stalin cult, No one hag written about 

this, but it is just one of those wrong popular concepts that takes hold and keeps 

, growing, | 

It would be important to bring out that there were - agents of imperialism - 

“Trotskyites who believed in disruption and even sabotage - factlonalists - as well 

"as innocent victims, 

It would be important to bring out how factionallsm and a factional struggle 



.7- 

open the doors for enemy forces -- how Trotskyism paves the way for enemy agent 

The fact that there were any innocent victims of the illegal actions does not mean 

that we must He silent about the elements that were not innocent. 

Lately ! have read some of the material put out during the trials and the thought 

occurred to me that there 1s this great misconception, I did some checking and was 

surprised to ind out how many even within the Party had the notion that all the people 

involved were innocent victims. 

This would also fit in as a warming against the dangers that flow from the 

disruptive factional policies of the Chinese comrades, 

5. Ina report recently, 1 ralsed the question of the importance to understand 

the qualitative change that takes place in an opposition to Marxist-Leninist policies 

when they reach the point where the Soviet Union appears to them as the'main danger, 

thd main enemy, ! There was such a qualitative point in the history and development 

- of Trotskyism, Its importance is in the fact that the degeneration of the Chinese 

position is now reaching this point, It is not difficult to document from the Chinese 

material, no matter what they discuss - whether thelr intemal problems or external 

relations - the Soviet Union becomes "the main enemy," Once this qualitative point 

18 reached, thle position then coincides with the very heart and kemel of bourgeois 

ideology on a world scale - which is that the "main enemy is the Soviet Union. " 

Once this qualitative point is reached, then anything goes in the struggle agalnst 

the "main enemy, ' 



Dear Comrade Khrushchov, 

Permit me, dear Comrade Nikita Sergeivich, to express to you my most hearty 

and sincere congratulations and very best personal greetings on this, your 7(th 

birthday. On your shoulders has fallen the highest of all honors and the greatest 

of all responsibilities -~ that of being the foremost spokesman for the forces of 

progress ata moment when civilization is passing through its most revolutionary 

and turbulent turning point; the foremost spokesman for the forces of revolution 

at a moment when one world system is being replaced by another; the foremost 
Ι 

spokesman for the forces of Marxism-Leninism at a moment when an important 

sector of the human race is standing on the top step of the ladder entering the 
| 

exciting new life of a Communist society. 

Such high honors and responsibilities give this birthday a certain special 

meaning. And the fact is that you fulfill those responsibilities so completely, 

Ι 

and come through with flying colors in every crucial test. That also gives 

greater meaning to, this birthday for those of us who have the closest bonds of 

‘comradeship with you. 

_Thisisa moment of testing for men and for ideas, It is a moment that 

separates real scientists from pseudo-scientists. It is a moment that separates 

real revolutionists from those who play with revolution. It is a moment of 

continuing crucial testing for our science of Marxism-Leninism. It ls a moment 
Ι 

of testing whether the ideology of proletarian internationalism is going to win 
| - ΕΞ ᾿ 

the hearts and minds of all men, or whether some will sink into the swamp of 
. | 

narrow nationalism 7 

I join with you in full confidence that the outcome of this moment of testing 

will be inevitable victory for the forces of progress, peace, Communism and for 

Marxism and Leninism. 

So, on this, your 70th birthday, let me join you in drinking a toast to your 

continued good and robust health and success. May you continue to give and 

to set the high standards of Marxist-Leninist leadership! 
Ι 

! Gus Hall 



April Uy, 1964 

Central Committes 
CPSU 

Dear Comrades: | 

| It de with pride that I introduse: 
to you Comrade Rosalyn, a trusted Comrade of 
many years of experience, She has a record of 
loyal and trusted service to our working class 
movement and in the (.P.U,8.4, She has a long ὦ 
history of carrying out important special 
assignments for our Party, 

| 

Please extend all possible aid and 
consideration to this devoted Comrade, 

Fraternally youra, 
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Dear Comrade Castro:. 

Allow me to take this opportunity to greet you and to extend to you ἃ comradely 

| embrace across the longest 90 miles in the world, 

The U.S. imperialist policy of oppression and blockade has to some extent 

Ww 

succeeded iy isolating us from the world's socialist and progressive mankind, and 

80 has partially tumed the 90 miles between our peoples into a distance of thousands 

of miles, But as you so well know, this attempt to isolate and insulate the people 
| . , 

of the U.G,As from the world-wide breezes of progress and socialism is a futile 

act of desperation by a dying system. Thoughts, ideas, ideology cannot be coralled 

” or insulated by laws or'passport regulations, So in fact the seeming thousands of 

miles between us is an illusion because there is no distance between our peoples, 

hetween our Marxist-Leninist parties in our dedication to the working class ideology 

‘of proletariat internationalism, in our determination and tenacity in the struggle 

against imperialism, And our sclence of Marxism-Leninism has the quality of the 
| i ἰ 

sub-atomic particle, the “neutrino.” It does not recognize the meaning of obstacles 

or barriers. : 

__ We, of course, miss the person-to-person dialogue with the world community 

of Marxism but we most keenly sense the lack of closeness of communication with ~ 

you and your Party, We miss this exchange of views, not only because you ate 

building a socialist country next door to us, but as you again so well know, we 

are united sd we are brothers of a special mold because we both have the same 

opponent ~ U.S, imperialism, While the difference in our realities dictate a 

specific set of tactical problems for each of us, the goal of unmasking and defeating 

the aggressive plans of U.8. imperialism unites our peoples and raises the need 

for closer ties between our two parties, Therefore, it seems to us - and I am sure 
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to you τ that for the most effective struggle against imperlalism, it would be very 

helpful for us to have a more systematic and intimate exchange about each other's 

tactical questions, I also need not tell you that the capitalist newspapers are not 

reliable vehicles for the exchange of thoughts when they are directed against imp= 
| 

erlalism, Your statements they distort and our position, they largely ignore. It 1s 

also true that others also distort. We should work out some means to clear the alr 

when somebody i peddling distortlons, 

In this regard, we are of the opinion that the whole world-wide Marxist-Leninist 

ovement needs ° take a new, fresh, up-to-date look at the problems of coordina- 

tion and the need of a system of systematic consultations and exchange between 

them, There are many obstacles, including the mistakes of past world-wide Commun- 

ist organtzations. But they can be overcome, This type of world-wide coordination 

may take some time to re-establish. But we are of the mind that even if this is not 

possible to accomplish on a world scale now, that it may be possible to establish 

some system of exchange and coordination among the Marxist-Leninist patties of 
| 

the Americas, 

We know that this is not an easy task, but it is our feeling that it 1s becoming 

“more and more necessary, 

Again, whether this limited objective is possible or not, we feel the need for 

a closer relationship and ἃ system of exchange between our two ρα {6581 peoples, 

As you know, there are many difficulties that we face in this regard but I am 

gure we can find ways that will overcome these obstacles, On April 20, we are 

again arguing the question of our legal rights for passports in the 0.8. Supreme 

Court. Of course, if we win, this will remove part of the obstacle and make it 

possible to have closer exchanges and consultations. 
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Your deep insight into U.S. politics, as reflected in your statements, both 

before and after the assassination of President Kennedy, and your reaction to the 

recent speeches by the Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 

Senator rulbict, have been deeply appreciated here by wide circles, but | 

especially apptectated by the broad spectrum of progressive, anti-imperialist, 

pro=peace, democratic forces and, of course, very much by ourselves. Sen, 

Pulbright's two speeches has brought to the surface the broad, deep currents of 

opposition to the old cold-war policies that have been flowing and developing 

below the surface for a long time. These currents result from the fact that the 

self-interest of some sections of U.S, capital and the people's self-interest of 

peace and econohic security colncide, We have been conscious of these currents 

and have taken then into tactical account, We have trled to apply the Leninist 

concept that a working class revolutionary party must tactically utilize all fissures 

and divisions in the ranks of the capitalist class. The speeches of Fulbright 

reflect such issue and divisions, Therefore, we take the view that these 

divisions and speeches like Fulbright's create new openings for moving masses 

into action for the legitimate struggle against imperlalism and cold-war policies, 

᾿ Imperialism is never going to openly hail the steps it takes when it isforced 

to retreat. In fact, spokesmen of imperialism will always cover thelr retreat by 

demagoaically pointing to other reasons, as Fulbright does in his speeches, They 

will cover their retreat by speaking about the weaknesses of the socialist camp, 

We take the view that we are not going to become diverted into discussing this 

demagogy, but view the proposals as openings and levers to move new categories 

of masses into motion in the struggle to end the cold war, 

Tn this regard we are now having some discussions with non-Communists to 

see if we can now organdze some new movements around the question of normalizing 
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U.$,-Cuban relations, because speeches like Fulbright's have ‘somewhat thawed out 

some frozen concepts. We had in mind that a trip by Linus Pauling and others to Cuba 

would have served ag an initlating force for this movement. Our youth are now working 

on getting a delegation of Editors of college newspapers to make a trip to Cuba this 

summer, 

Because of the level of our mass movements, and because of the illegal and 

ΜΈΝ status of our Party, very often our influence i not public and the results 

do not make headlines. | But we have accepted as our Number One task in fulfilling 

our obligations of proletarian intemationalism and preservation of world peace, the 

blocking of all sans of invasion of Cuba by U.8. military forces and the campaign 

of winning our people to a policy of ending the attempts at political and economic 

blockade, : 

Our argument for this type of a policy is that it 1s not only morally Tight but it 

is to the long-term self-interest of our people, 

I have taken this occasion to express our views on these points and vould 

appreciate knowing your comments ond opinions. 1 would also welcome your views 

on other problems, ! Please, also feel free to ralse with us any suggestlons, pro- 

τοῦ posals, or ideas which you feel we should be concemed about or on which we could = 

he helpful, | | 

One of the factors that has complicated for us the establishment of closer tles 

and has even added some confusion is the fact that the head of the law firm that 

represents the Cuban Government here on legal matters is an activ anti-Party force 

here, Victor Rabinowitz was ἃ member of our Party until ἃ few years ago, Now for 

some time he has been very active and in many ways the political guide, witha = 
| bé 

small group of individuals headed by Mit Rosen | | Both of these bic 
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individuals were apa from the Communist Party two years ago for their anti- 

"Party activities. They followed a narTow irresponsible line that included provocations 

that finally culminated in their taking organizational steps to liquidate the Party right 

during the very + ori days when the United States Supreme Court came through with 

its McCarran Act decision against our Party. Since then they have organized them- 

selves into a small disruptive group called “oatessive Labor. " ‘They 
issue a 

monthly rewspanet and a quarterly magazine. Victor Rabinowitz cogs not do much — 

publicly but 1s vey active in inner circles of this group and, ] belleve, isth 
the main 

| financial support for their activities, 

On occasion ᾿ have tried to send word about this changed relationship with 

Rablnowltz to our Fatty 1 have done this not with any intention of even suggesting 

what, if anything, : you want to or should do about it, but only 8 90 th you would know 

that we cannot " him in anything rolltical and that we have not been able to 

utilize him to pags on any thoughts because of these anti-Party attitudes. This 

grouping has ἃ sng negative attitude about the posse of indluencing 

the people of the i” States on any question. 

Belleve me ven 1 say ht T fully sptetlae that you must tae thousands 
of 

these type of small oroblens but T only include tt here because'of this real oppor
t- 

unity to ralse questlons with you directly, Ὁ 

want to thank you for your warn and onary concem you have shown to 

our Comrade Henry Winston, We consider ita high personal tribute to Comrade 

Wington and an act of comradeship to our Party that you took time out and visit
ed 

him in his hotel roo in Moscow. As you ow, Comrade Wins is now back with 

us and is getting into the swim of things. He sends you his vey warm personal 

ΜΝ 
{ 
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‘long we can break this blockade. 

, ᾿ b ̓ 

Also T want Ὁ express our appreciation for making it possible, firs for Joe North 

and now for Beatrice Johnson (Siskind) to fulfill her responsibilities as a correspondent 

of The Worker as well as her efforts to establish closer [165 between our peoples and 

parties. Beatrice, of course, also faces the problem of our isolation from her, We 

will have to try to work out more systematic lines of communication with Beatrice, . , ! 

One of the regrettable and negative results of our isolation is the fact that we 

_ have not had and we do not have now the privilege of meeting in person the world 

Marxist leaders during this most revolutionary epoch of all times, like yourself, 

Comrade Rrushchev and others. We hope to break through this barrier before too 

ing. You should know that the mrestige and influence of the Cuban Revolution has 

very deep roots here, A new generation of youth is growing up that is inspired and 

ideologically molded by the seeming miracle of the Cuban Revolution, The impertalist 

campaign of slander against the Cuban Revolution, of course, is continuing at a 

furious pace but nor and more of our people are beginning to ask, “If in fact things 

are as bad as you say they are in Cuba, then why does not the State Department 

organize tours to show our people this "great catastrophic failure” instead of 

jailing people who want to see it?" Because of this we are convinced that before 

on τς 

So, Comrade Castro, accept our wamest congratulation and our comradely 

greetings to you and to your co-workers, You have the great honor and the heavy 

responsibility. of building the first country of socialism in our hemisphere ~- and 

building it 90 miles from the center of world imperialism. May the unity of our 

peoples and our Martist-Leninist Parties remain invincible! 

Gus Hall 
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1 - Mr. Shaw | 

SOLO “ 
INTERNAL ΘΕΟΠΕΙΤΥ - C 

Reference is made to Chicago letter 4/17/64 and _ 
New York letter 4/23/64, both of which relate to the dissenination 

of information. in this case to interested. field offices and the 
channelization of information in this case to other files 
within. the Chicago and New York Offices, 

After due consideration of the recomacndations set 
forth in referenced communications, the Bureau desires to ἡ 
point out that it agrees basically with the position taken 
y the New York Office that New York and Chicago are completely 

capable of handling what normally would be the responsibility 
of the field even in such an important case as, the Solo operation. 
The Bureau will continue to handle all dissemination outside 
the Bureau of information from the Selo case, but hereafter 
New York and Chicago will assume the responsibility of . 
furnishing information from this case to interested field offices. 
There is set forth below the course of procedure the Bureau 
desires to have followed in the future relative to ‘the dis- 
semination of information in this. case to other interested 
field offices and. the channelization of information in this 
case to other files within the Chicago and New York offices, ~ 

Dissemination of Information to Interested Field Offices. 

_. New York and Chicago will disseminate information 
from this case to other interested field offices under the 
following conditions: - 

(3). The information is disseminated under the 
appropriate case caption, (The Solo caption is to be utilized 
only y New York, Chicago and the Bureau.) 

(2) The dissemination,isto be made in such ἃ 
manner as not to reflect that; it:came, from the Solo operation 
and no details concerning the scope and depth of our coverage 

. in this operation aré to.pe Set, forth. 
. rons 2 = New York (100-134637) el VOSA 

ἰ SA 

WY SEE NOTE, PAGE THREE ζ ᾿ 
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Retypé of letter previously dated 5/4/64, same captions” " 

_Letter to Chicago t= Mr, Sullivan 
RE: SOLO | 1 = Mr, Baumgardner 
100428091 1 - Mr. Shaw 

-Ἂὦ 

“ay 

ΝΣ (3) ‘There is included in the dissemination α΄. 
cationary statenent relative to the. use of such. information. 
Althou t will depend.on the nature of the information 
being furnished, it is suggested that the following statement 
be utilized in this regard: "This is. furnished for your | 
information and you are cautioned that extreme care must be | 
exercised with respect to any dissemination of the information 
Teceived as the. information, by its nature, tends τὸ: identify. 
the informants) Unless this information is obtained. from. a 
source other than. NY 694-85" (CG 5824-S*) it should hot be ™ 
included even in paraphrased form in any communication prepared 
for dissemifiation otitside the Bureatts | 

¥ 

(4) Α Sopy-of all information furnished other 
interested field offices showld be placed. in the Solo file. 

Channelization of Information to Other Files within the - 

Ney York and Chica 0 offices. 

ἀξ will be permissible: to channelize information - 
from the Solo case to other files within. the New-York .and . 
Chicago. Offices under the following conditions: 

(1) Information may be channelized to other files -. 
through the preparation of separate: memoranda under the appropriate 
case caption. Such memoranda. must be prepared in such a tiatner 
aS not to reflect that the information came from the\Solo 
operation and noting the. necessary precautionary measures ‘to 
be taken in the handling of the information, 

(2) A-copy of allmtioranda prépared for other files 
is to be placed, in ‘the Solo file, 

(3) Copies of communications bearing the Solo 
caption may be channelized to other fi les which are afforded 
the Same security as the Solo file. . 

the Bureau is fully cognizant that difficulties. and 
problens will develop from time to time. under this. procedure. 
n view of the complex nature of this case, It is, however, 3 

a basic principle that. the handling of this matter is of 
necessity one for the field, with the Bureau's position being 
that of following the field to see that it is doing what 

- 
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Letter τὸ Chicago ἡ -. 
th: SOLO. 
100-4209 | | 

-“ 

it is supposéd: τὸ δον New York points out and the Cureau egrees thst there dre many occassions where iuzediate action sust be taken on Solo information and xhore At would be highly injudicious to Wait Lor the Burcau to handlo the dissemination. 

_ Our problemsin the administration of this case “have been kept to a bare gininum oy the excollent judenuent ‘exercised by your offices end it is onticipsted that your offices will continue to exercise excellent jadement in the handling of information fred this case, Needless. to Say, the Bureau is in full sccorad vith your comments regarding the cxtrenoly sensitive nature of this operation, The ~ ] Burear feels that your offices are completely capable of handling dissenination cithin: the Tuircau and taking adequate. security. measures to protec? the security of this operation. 

the Bureau certainly welcomes suggestions and ideas from your offices regarding the’ handling of various _ phases of this case. You should continue: to-furnish your μονα ΡΟΣ σόα feel 8 particular course of procedure should be established or revised, 

NOTE: 

Seq: nenorandin Mr. Baumgardner ‘to Mr; W. C. ΝΣ 
Sullivan, δ-8-64, sarie caption, WGS:all, 

a: 
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Memorandum 

. | ws 
TO ΣΦ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) . DATE: 4/23/64 - 

M = SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ReBulet 3/27/64; re Chicago letter 4/17/64. 

With reference to the definition of SOLO material as 
referred to invreCGOlet, the NYO is in full agreement. 

With reference to dissemination of information received 
through NY 695-83 and CG 5824-S* when it does not pertain to 
the SOLO operation as such, the NYO is in accord. with the 
suggestion made by the Chicago Office that the fidld should 
disseminate with the precautionary comments contained in the 
dissemination letter or memorandum. The balance of this 
communication will concern itself strictly with the problem of 
dissemination as concerned with SOLO information. 

eee 

iE 
Ε 

: 

a 
Although it is realized that the Bureau has advised that ig 

and only it, will. be. responsible-for-the dissemination Of SOLO & 
information, the NYO feels that this is not a practical way to 
handle the dissemination. There are many occasions which arisey 
wherein immediate action should be taken on the information 
received and where it would be highly injudicious to wait for 
the Bureau to disseminate the information. To explain this 
point the following fictitious example is being set forth: 
GUS HALL advised NY 694-S* that DOROTHY HEALEY would depart 
for the Soviet Union this evening. There is no problem here 
because at this point it is not SOLO information. But if HALL 
were to add that NY 694-~S* should transmit this information to 
the Russians, it now becomes SOLO information. Under the rules 
as indicated by Chicago and set out above, the NYO cannot 
disseminate this information to Los Angeles but must furnish it 
to the Bureau and then the Bureau is the responsible one for 
disseminating the information. It would appear quite obvicus 
that this is an impractical way to handle the matter in that 
the NYO certainly would be in a better position to handle this 
information than the Bureau both from an expeditious. standpoint 
and matter of economy. The above example, ‘although it g 
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1. - New York (100~134637) #41 
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appear to be extreme, nevertheless is characteristic of many 

situations that could and do arise. The NYO also strongly feels 

that the primary responsibility ‘for the supervision of work is 

in the field and that the Bureau's position in these investigations 

is from a secondary standpoint in that it follows the field to 

assure that it is doing what it is supposed to do. The NYO sees 

no reason for making an exception in the SOLO case from this basic 

Bureau vule. The NYO feels that we are fully capable of using 

excellent judgment in determining under what circumstances and 

the manner in which the material should be disseminated and 

should not be placing that primary responsibility on the Bureau. 

Therefore, with reference to the question as to who should be 

primarily responsible for dissemination of information (which 

does not include dissemination outside of the Bureau), the NYO 

feels that it should be with New York and Chicago. The NYO does 
not feel that this procedure would in any way jeopardize the 

‘security of this operation and the Bureau can rest assured that 

precautionary measures will be taken to maintain the security of 

the SOLO operation. 

If the Bureau agrees that the field has primary responsibility 

for the dissemination of SOLO information, the NYO offers these 

-additional -comments. ‘The NYO does not féel that indexing the SOLO > 

file in any way solves the dissemination problem. First, the 

SOLO file is maintained with the other highly confidential files 

in the NYO and is; not available to the agents. Secondly, agents 

do not check the indices on a daily basis and, in fact, under 

ordinary procedure may not check the indices for several months 

on an individual if no occasion arises for such a check. In_ the 

meantime valuable information concerning that individual could 

be buried in the SOLO file with no one taking any action with 

reference thereto. Therefore it is the conclusion of the NYO 

that indexing in this type of situation does not solve the 

dissemination problem. 

With reference to the specific points raised by the NYO 

and set out in Bulet of 3/27/64, the NYO wishes to make the 

following suggestions: - . 

(1) That the NYO be permitted to disseminate information 

from the SOLO. case to other offices as. long as the information 

is disseminated under the appropriate case caption and not the _ 

- SOLO caption, and in §uéh a manner as not to reflect that it 

came from a SOLO operation. This would require proper paraphrasing 

and also would contain the usual precautionary note. 
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(2) . We feel that the NYO should not disseminate copies 
of SOLO correspondence to other New York files such as the Funds 
file but rather the dissemination should -be made by separate 
memorandum under separate captions such as the Funds caption. 
Again it is felt that much of this information should receive 
immediate dissemination to such files as the Funds file and 
should not wait for the Bureau to disseminate back to the NYO 
information for the Funds file which information originated in 
the NYO. It should also be noted that there is quite a volume 
of such information. 

(3) The NYO feels that no information should be 
disseminated locally (with certain exceptions to be referred 
to in the next paragraph) or to other offices under the SOLO 
caption. It is felt that this caption should be used only by 

-the Bureau, Chicago and New York and should be restricted to the 
SOLO files. 

(4) With reference to dissemination of copies of SOLO 
communications to case files such as the ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN case 
file or other case files involving Soviets which are related to 
the SOLO. operation, the. NYO feels. that..a copy of the communication. 
being transmitted to the Bureau and Chicago should be disseminated 
to case files. The reason for this recommendation is that the 
activities of these Soviet agents who are in contact with NY 694-S* 
are of vital interest to the agent, supervisor and ASAC under 
whom the Soviet agent case is assigned and they must be advised 
of the details of any contact which the Soviet agent has with 
the informant. 

Furthermore, and without going into many details, 
it is apparent that handling meets between a Soviet agent and 
NY 694-S* must be very closely coordinated by the supervisory 
officials in the NYO. Failure to closely coordinate this activity 
could result in disaster to the operation. Also, since surveillances 
or the lack thereof are involved, time is of the essence. 

The NYO desires to make it very clear to the Bureau that 

we are not objecting if the Bureau feels that they should assume 
all responsibility in disseminating information. On the other 
hand we feel that there is no need for the Bureau to assume 
such tremendous. and exclusive responsibilities.-and -that -the ΝΥ... 
and Chicago are capable of handling what normally would be the 
responsibility of the field even in such an important case as 
the SOLO operation. 
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EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE. EXERCISED WITH | 
RESPECT ΤῸ DISSEMINATION OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN : 
THASIICH AS BY ITS NATURE SAID INFORMATION TENDS ΤῸ IDENTIFY 

694~Ss, AMAT INFORMANT, AS THE SOURCE. BNLESS 
THES INFORMATION IS OBTAINED FROM A SOURCE OTHER THAN 
NY 694-s*, IT- SHOULD NOT BE. INCLUDED EVEN IN PARAPHRASED | 
FORM IN THE INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A REPORT. 

WE 
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SY _ As the Buréau.is aware, NY 694-s*on 3/it/on, 
received $150,000 from AKEKSEY M. KOLOBASHKIN, ‘hi - NOP 
Soviet principal. . ΤῊ 15. money " consisted of 1500 4 
$20.00 notes. . 4 2 

. ὉΠ When the abgve $150000 was broken down into ._ νὰ 
_ Federal Reserve Districts and series, the following, at 

was reflected. oF 
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1984B τ. 
1934¢ 2 2 | 
1950 ΝΞ 1 
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19506 | - 20 
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Do Te Sat Francisco: 

1934 2 
19344 23 - 
1950. 506. - 
19504 118 
1950B 133 
1950¢ | - 473 
1950D "26 a 
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From: the total of 7500 $20. 00 notés,; the NY” 
-FRD. was. the highest with number of notes. ‘ordgialty a 
‘4dgsued-from that FRD with 3183. (42.4%)... The 
Richmond FRD was the second. Jargest with number of $20. 00 
notes. issued with 1154 (15 3.14}... Te Sah. Francizco:: τς 
FRD Was: the: third-highest. FRD with number ὁ OF" $20. 00 notes, 
issued with LOOI- (13.3%). | 

‘fhe combined total of $6.00 notes from the NY, 
Richmond and San Francisco FRD's-amounted to $106,760 of 
thé total p50, ,00, The remaining 9 FRD's. ‘had a combined 
Eotal “of $ 3 210 which originated’ from ‘those respective ᾿ 

| From, the ‘ahdve 1% 15. interesting to: note that 
over 70%-0f the $15,000 given to the GPHUSA by the Soviets 

on 3/17/64,..origindted from the: ‘ghnescRD's of NY; 
‘Richmond. and San, Frahelseo, 



; indicated; » 

“NY 65~17696 "" 

-Wheh the $20.00 notes. were compared against. 
_ the Liat. of money: ‘which was “issued ‘to: the Soviets 

in NY and WFO, no identification was effected. - 

When the $20, OO-notes were. compared against the 
index of CP and Soviet bloc espionage money maintairied in 
captioned case; ‘patterns of Sequence were obséryed with | _ , 
$20.00 notes previously récoyered from.the Soviets and. . \ 
Subsequently tunnished to. the ΟΡ, USA on. the date: | 

The asterisk. denotes. the $20, 00. notes: ‘urnished: τὶ ἢ 
to the CP, USA on 3/17/64, by the Soviets. 

- $20.00 Notes. 
_1950A Series 

Serial Number ΝΣ “Recovered From . ' Date Recovered 

6168052608 = 66 κ, ΝΞ 
POLOEISHOA τυ GP. | | ΠΣ: 1763 | 

a 1950 B Series: - , | τ ᾿ ᾿ 

Ν «ποέβη δῆτε ᾿ ΠΕ ΝΕ ΕΕ 
 -B56549205B . ᾿ cP ἘΞ ΕΣ: N/fe5/62, .. 'ὅἍ - 
τς ἘΤΟΛΘΑΤΊΞΕ; ΝΞ ΞΕ ΠΕ -Ξ-- 

E7OL61847B. cP ΝΞ {1 “6 /63 | 

R7O163553B. . - oR I 6/63, E70L6300K8 eo ΝΣ a 16/63 

ἘδΟΡρΙσΒ6Ὰ τ CP - 6 1,6 
᾿ ἜΤΕΙ ΝΣ mE ες “ 6/11/63 7 . 

ξογοδοδδθχ, GP. Ce RE ee , 
| #97029880A ee see a Ἰ, 16/63 τ 

- -ὸΞ ᾿ ᾿ - 

. ; are = 

: Po : f 



“the ‘so: 

NY 65-17696 
‘Serial Number © Recovered From " Date Revovered 

ee ; Bo ) oO 
βξθ 6568 BS cP G/s4/s3 

"2960606868 CP BAT /e3 

'E96076439B * 
E96076440B GP | oe 6/11/63 - 

E96357100B - ~~ Ὁ ον τ 2,26,6 
E96357111B ᾿ ae ᾿ 6 /s3 

£975731015 ὃρ ΝΕ 11/63 
E97573160B CP ᾿ | ones 
£97573174B * 

HOO509029C. ᾿ , ΟΡ, | 6/11 /6 
00509065¢. ἘΞ 7 . P83 

- FO0509068c. | cP. | of /63 
EOO5090900° ΟΡ o/11/63 
BOOSO9108¢ Ce Paves 

re above 4s set forth for the information of the 
Bureau,. hoted that the dates, 4/25/62, 1/16/63, 
3/27/64 Εν ἢ and 1/31/64, were. other instaheés when 

viets furnished chrrency for use ‘or £hé OP, USA. 

Mention ts also made to the fact that there were 
no: adentical motes included in the $150,000 when 
inserting said notes into the NY currency index. 

- Information concerning compaison against the 
index is not to be set forth in report form or dissemination 
memorandum without Bureau authority - 

- 10 “- 



DIRECTOR, FBI - WYT {6A ᾿ | ᾿ : 7 f L eran ς 7 ᾿ .. | 

τς τ΄ MAtis Asst, - oer rhi cs SULLIVAN) " 
νον SAGs NEW YORK (100~134037). 15) 

Ss 0), MIGHREVED timtoruiur DEVELOPMENT ΝΞ Ε . CRs. USA τ τ ¢ 
; 

—_ | _ By 4309-8 ee 

PF penptet, 3/27 /6lte : 
—..,. .. Gontact with Ny 4309-S-habs been on almost a daily 

- ‘basis since relet to determine if hé has had any further: - 
τς contact with NY 605-585, Ἣν 4309-s; .on 4A064, advisda 

SA WILLIAM C, MARTIN that the last. arranzements made with 
HY 094-S* were. that NY 694-S* was to contact, hin, however, 
Since WY 694-s* had aidt ‘contacted Him, he would call 

- HY 694~S% to determineif tiv €94-S* had received any ow 
_ information conterning the father of ny 4309-8,‘ NY 4309-s— 

' stated that he attempted to call NY 694-S* on 4/10/64, 
‘put was told by the teleplione operator ‘that the nunber 
‘Listed to the subscribes had been changed and is no longér 

- ἃ public number, It was then agreed. that undér these 
. °  , @&rcunstances 1¢ would ‘be up ‘to Ny 694-S* to contact |: Rip ἢ 
7 τ΄ HY: 4309-8. : " ΝΣ ει ΝΣ _ 

ΝΣ  . 0n747/15/64, av 4309-3. advised SA MARTIN that,  —_ 
re + τ von that date, he received-a cali from. Ny’:694-s%, ἫΝ 694-S% | : wanted to itieet. with NY 43090-s on A/AIG/64. “ny 4309-5 asreea ὁ | | to this: meeting, however, hé explained to NY 694-S* that he 

Ἢ would have to call NY 69h-gx. in order to confirm the time 
and place of meeting and in-this manner NY 4309-S..obtained 

‘the milisted telephone number of NY 694-S%, Walch ὅπ ST 56-3249, 
- fi Deen τς ΝΣ ay kD ot πα 7387}... | | ον τ {8e100~-4280933 LY CASOEO) | 

SADE x 
a 

ak 
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ἴων κοὐ ᾿ 7 
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‘ ὑ- δηὰ Gauysdays; betweerr the hotivs- Οὐ 11:30 a.rt, ‘ahd 2:30 p.m, 

| Ge 4/16/64, ny βοῦς odvidea SAS PuEmMaP Hy - Ὁ Ὁ 
BROOKS and WILLIAM. σι. MARTTIL of the-followines = =” 

.- | On 4AS/6h, Ny 4309-8 called HY 654~-S* af the ΟΠ 
above nunbér and arranged to meet HY 694-s* at the corner .- 

of Sist. street arid Lexington Avenue at 1115 p.m. on 
- H/16/64. AG 1:15. p.m. on 4/16/64, ΝΥ 4309-s ana NY 694-s* _ 

_ met at the above location and-after an exchanya of grectings, - — 
"ONY _O94-8* asked NY 4309-S ἘΠῚ hd had been Lolloved. "Ny 4309ss ’ 
εἰ told NY 694-S* that he didn't lmow thether or not he Had beén. 

" -folloved as ‘such αὶ question néver énterod his hind, 

" ny 694-s* sha ny 4309-8 thon οτοσσδᾷ the tnter-~ 
section ond NY 694-S* abied li 4509-8 to leo diagonally 
“across the street to sca what wag dver there. ty 69h-9% 
asked NY 43096 If he noticed anything imusal about, the 
lamp post. ‘and ‘when NY 4309-8 answered in the negative. they -. 

- again evossed the intersection. ny 694.5% shoved. Wy A300<8 - - 
2B anali plece of black tape about one inch by thrée: quarter 
inch, nich jas about thred feet off the ground on the amp 
post. ἮΝ 694-s* told NY 4399-5 that he had plactd the tape 

- at that Jocation., NY 694-S* tnén gave NY 430365 a picture - 
τις of the lanp post and askéd Ny 4309-58-46 he would follow the .. 

ι ἢ παυχυσυίοησ written. on. the back of the photosraph, Ny N3094S 
+ AKLGC “- Ν ᾿ -- εὐ ἦν . ᾿ ον 

ie 4309-8 and NY GO4-S* “then walked south on 
- Lexinaton Avenue to 49th Stroct thd, during this: wall). 

_ +BY 694s5% piontioned to NY 4309-8 that he, NY 694-8", wad 
εἰς SELL doing Party work. As. NY CO4-S* and ΠΥ 4309-8 walked ~ - 

~ east on 49th strect, Ny 694-S azain showed 100 4909~s: another. 
Lamp post located near a potted trod in the vicinity of 
110 East A9th Street betuder Lexington ‘and Parlt Averiuics. 
Hy. 694~S* then. gave NY 4309-8 ὁ photograph of this: lanp. me, 

‘post and potted tree with instructions. on the reverse side," - 
NY 4309-S agreed to follow. the instructions... Ne 694-s* 
and MY 4309-8 in theli.walk then neared the corner of ΝΣ . 

- Madipon Avenue and East. 49th Borcet. Ἐπὶ ΘΟ ΞΕ indicated “ 
to NY 4309-8 that the ‘telephone booth onthe southwest - . 
-corner of that intersection is of particular imgortancé . 
to hin... NY 694-s%.explained ‘to NY 4309-8. that om Tuesdays 

“che, NY 4309-S, should observe. the phone. booth: ni. ldéast once 
to sce if a small pleceée: of black tape might. πόνο been placed 
behind the σοῖς which holds. ‘the receiver .of the telephone.. 



-xefused to accept the prelate becausé he though ΠΥ 694-s* 

- BE -6254,. “On ‘Movday “and. Friday end/or Wednesday ‘you. - τ᾿ 
εν Μ411 get. ἃ phone call.to placa Wes λα tape to the days τ 

ἮΝ δ: -85 explained. to ny 4309-8 eat, he plans to be out 
West for.a few weeks. and he asked ny 4309-5. to follow thé 
directions which . Appga arad ΟἿ τ card that ny 985 then 
gave to iv 4309-8. . 

Hear the end off the meeting NY 6o4-si attempted | ΝΞ 
to five uy 4509-8 4 packace (esitaining Jnnoedous CP : 
material ) fo hold witli he returns from his trip. NY h309-8 

Vas ‘taytn to. test. hint in gome fashion arid possibly entrap - 
hin. 302-8 than furnished 36 Sas BROOKS and MARDI . 
Chrea pnobogeao% and a card of tngbrustiond whaiel. hé had 
obtained fron HY 694«s*, In tOl-S* dbsured NY 4909-8 that 
he was doing nothing 122esak tn following the dnaotrtictions 
on the phototranhs and the card. NY G94-s% fold ἮΝ 4309-5. 
ta destroy the photogravhs and the card then uv 4309-5 

| had equmitted ‘the Anotructi.cns. to MeMOXY:« ες τ᾿ 

«ἥδ, instructions BRP caring. οὐ the ward. are as 7 
τολπουὰν , 

, - "Mo χοροῦ this pit very ‘etmmle., On muesday’ 
‘and ‘Thutsday look Into the phone booth néaY-yow and look 
for thin (tape) posted behind tlic recetyer.. Ten: phone 

(places) T have shown you. - 

Remeber always πότον sin’ tape wipht ἃ ραν, 
and laree tape tito days Later,’ 

">< SHétructiors on the reverse sidé of the photosragh ΝΞ 
-of lamp post at Routhwert corner of oust Street Bod ERE * 
ard ab follows; ; ot 

- Nvondays and fridays {you wil, cet ἃ phone eatit). - 
pit ἃ. piece of black tape on this Jamp post. Tape should face a 
northwest. Kote you wild, pot this phone call a aay ox HO ae 
ehead of tire." 

Photograph | near 120 fat gt Bireoks ἢ I 



"on Wednesday at 8: 
 this-lomp post (face it cas δ) place oth sérdot. (néar 

110) hetieen Lexington and Pas. You WiLL ποῖ ἃ plone, 
6811 the day before. ; 

Take all tape off ὕτα days. later." 

30 a.m. put bidels Hope « on | 

. ( on 4/17/64, SAS Ti rétxs and MARTIV ret with, ; 
Hy lgo>-B.. er 1309-8 stated that he récalled ἃ coywsie —, 

Of other items which NY 694+9% told birt. Gurins the moéting 
on 4/10/64. NY 695-8" told iy 4309-8 that ἘΠπ͵10 πο, WY 604-8%, 
gi auoy his brother (¢@ Sc24~#) might covbact kin concerning 
the purchase of radio parts, NY 4303-5 explained to mY 694-3% 
that he would be able and hoosy fo parchase tae parts for his 
brother. ΤΣ 4300-8 stated he had met the brother a couole of 

tines ἃ number of years ago. 

used to do (radio ork). 
4309-5 also. 
and the Wort 

Ὁ seated that ny GdI-S= tas very vacte about this 
matter and. he, ny 4309-8, ata not want to fiye Ty G5tiss the | 
tmoresgion of exeat interdcst.. 

he Anstruction card and chotoamépha ose returned 
τό Uy 4309-8, who stated he will follow the inbtreotions 

- Oxactly. “uyY 4309-5 atsd stated that ny 694~S* had told hin 
Ν ταν information, ag σοῦ; ϑόμοσχαξῃσ. the father of 

wi ΝῚ “Ss 

oa K/AG/64, HY - Ὧ25-88 aorroborated the information 
 furnic mod ry ny 4309-8, . ΕΝ | 

ἐμ - 

that ἮΝ 694-8¥ referred to: - 
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Date: 4/23/64 

Transmit the following in \ 2 - 
‘ (Type in ploin text or code} 

Vie . AIRTEL ᾿ REGISTERED MATE L 

TTT ' {Priority or’ Method of Mailing) I 

_. eon eee ee en eee ee ee ee ee eb ene 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) of 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

susan Cane) ἣ 
Coup 

ReBu. airtel to Chicago, copy to NY, dated 
4/17/64, reflecting that GUS HALL had given to CG ae 

ι δι oné=page, unsigned, handwritten document coritaining . 
Ῥὔ information to the effect that a CIA agent, who. had 

infiltrated the CP of Japan, recently returned to Japan 
to resume. his activities. 

tt is. noted that in the concluding paragraph 
of. thé referenced. airtel it is stated, "Our informants. 
chave no choice but to furnish this document to the Boviets." 

Ε Since ‘the NYO has. had no previous information 
\ regarding this ‘matter it is requested: that Chicago advise 

| whether NY 694-S*, while in Chicago, before leaving for 
Europe, was instructed to furnish this information regarding ἢ AZ 

\ the CIA agent to the Soviets while in the Soviet Union. {\ 

By airtel dated 4/21/64, the Chicago Office furnished 
information concerning instructions given by CG 5824-S* to | 

| ' NY 694-S* while the NY informant was in chicago -but it does 
not appear in the said communication that NY oh.g* had been 
given any instructions with regard to the matter involving the 

Avie , 

οὐδ" (100-428091) cart * 8 / 60- 60- ΤᾺ 4|.- 38919 
G = Chicago (134246 sub B) (RM) 
1 - NY 15 APR-2B 1994 
λαΒεῖμ : | Laity a aq 

AD δ Approved: aA () Sent MM OPO ΄ὦ[οΘὃὄἌἬν!,;οὁ 

mt cig he nt. in Charge 

STAY δ ὯΝ 



Ὁ τς 
SAC; New York (100-134637) _ «4/24/64 . 

| Director, FBI (100-428091) 36.3: PERSONAL ATTENTION 
A 

. 

yo, SOLO I = Με, Linton INTERNAL SECURITY = C T- Mr, Shaw. 

Reurairtel 4/16/64 which sets forth your " 
comments relative to a surveillance of Aleksey Kolobashkin.. - 

The Bureatt agrees that Kolobashkin should be 
given the normal physical ‘surveillance coverage. afforded 
any other comparable Soviet agent, provided that such ὁ 
coverage 15 closely coordinated with the Solo ‘operation. | 
The security of NY 694.55 and the Solo operation is, _ 
of course, paramount as regards surveillance coverage of 
Kolobashkin, Such surveillance activity as you, planzto. 
conduct ‘on Kolobashkin should not be in such a .pattern; 
that the absence of surveillance might tend to-jeopardize 
the security of NY 694-S*. Your coverage should be aimed 
at protecting the security of NY.694=-S* and should not 
materially alter the pattern of coverage which was given - 
to. the agents previously ‘assigned by the Soviets to handle 
contacts with NY 694-S*,, τ ᾿Ξ 

, _, {μὲ Bureau. agrees with your observation that it ‘] would not be judicious. to ‘neutralize Kolobashkin by ot 
instituting a close: surveillance since the Soviets might 

_a@SSign to. NY 694-S* a new agent who could conceivably 
Εἰ Present ‘security problems which are not now encountered 
s| with Kolobashkin. In this connection you will recall 

that Vladimir Barkovsky, the Soviet agent who contacted | RY 694-S* prior to January, 1962, was considerably nervous 
and surveillance conscious which ‘resulted in numerous: 
problens, ; 

_ You are requested to advise the Bureau whdt ‘your plans are for coverage of Kolobashkin. You should comment 
Specifically on when you intend to. commence the surveillance; 

wrwhether itwwill be a continuous or spot type surveillance; Toon. aNd the: Steps you intend to take to insure that the security. itr g 2 NY 694-55 is not jeopardized. ee 
2 4 
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᾿.- 

- ΝΞ 
Letter to New York 
RE:- SOLO 
100-428091 

NOTE: 

Reairtel is in reply to Buairtel 4/9/64 
intructing that Fedora be contacted for additional data 
regarding Kolobashkin's contact with a Communist Party, 
USA, representative (NY 694-S*) and to set forth observations 
and recommendations relative to instituting a survéillance 
on Kolobashkin, Fedora. was unable. to furnish any additional 

K -Ὡ- 

pertinent details and indicated “a surveillance of. ‘Rolohashkin 
would not likely jeopardize his security. 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE Date: 4/16/64 

Transmit the following in — ee ee i τπτατι τῶι 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL - REGISTERED MAIL [ 
(Priority or Method of Hoding) 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: τ (δ᾽ i YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJE SOLQ; fy, - 
SSSINTERNAL SECURITY - ὁ WD il 

ἘΤῸ ᾿ _ fy 
᾿ YY Len 

Rebuairtel 4/9/64, ᾿ es, }, 
Y 

< On ΒΝ interviewéd by SA VINCENT 
J. CAHILL, at which time urnished the information set forth 
below, which is responsive to the questions posed in Bureau 
airtel of 4/9/64, 

representative of the CPUSA with whom ALEKSEYXKOLOBASHKIN has ay 
been meeting in the past to turn over large suhe of money. 
KOLOBASHKIN, it is noted, has previously béen identified by @.3.7A/ 
this informant as a KGB employee assigned to the Security 
(Counterintelligence) Branch in the New York Residency. 

Informant stated that he does not ae the name of the é 
K 

Informant stated that there is absolutely no possibility 
that’ he could obtain the name of this representative of the CP 
with whom KOLOBASHKIN has been meeting. Informant explained at 
this point that as an employee of a different branch of KGB in 
the New York Residency, he would have absolutely no reason, in 
the course of his official activities, to learn the identity of 
KOLOBASHKIN'S CP agent. 

Informant said that he also has no access to any in- 
formation bearing upon KOLOBASHKIN'S meetings with this nol, 

66 Ο- en e509 
a 8." Bureau ( 
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NY 100~134637 . - 

7 = - Ξ 

" representative, He stated. that the information he has fur-. 
nished in the past relative, ‘to. Such, meetings came to his. at- 
i tention only because he: happened’ to overhear indiscreet con- 

versation relative to such meetings. Informant said ‘that in 
another instance he obtained ‘the telephone number wheré 

_ KOLOBASHKIN could. be reached just prior to the time of his 
= meeting with this CP agent. Informant said that this, too, 

' only Game to his attention becduse someone; probably KOLOBASHKIN 
| himseis, had -been caréless and indisereet in leaving this tele~ 4 

phone number in a place where. ‘the informant could accidentally. 
observe it. 

Informant said that he. personally has no knowledge 
that KOLOBASHKIN. physically transferred.sums of méney to a 
representative of the CPUSA. He stated that his information 
in the past only indicated that KOLOBASHKIN was going to make 
such transfers of moriey, but informant said he does not, per- 

; sonally know whether these transfers were subsequently.made. 

Informant also, stated that he had no information as 
_to what transpired at the. méetings between KOLOBASHKIN and the ' 
Yepresentative of the CPUSA. He said it was. his understanding 
that KOLOBASHKIN tirned over sums 6f money ‘to this°CP agent, 
but said he did not know whether the agent in turn made anything 
available to: KOLOBASHKIN.. . . _ 2 oe . -- 

Informant remarked that any stirveillance by the FBI 
of ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN would: in no way. jeopardize the personal 
security of the informant. Informant remarked that on the con- 

“τ trary. any surveillance placed on KGB employees assigned to the 
' Political and Security Branches of the New York Residency would 

indirectly benefit him because it would. divert some. of the at- 
tention from employees of the Seientific and Technical Branch, -. 
with whom the informant ig affiliated. Informant, stated that 
if he. accidentally became awabe of the fact that KOLOBASHKIN was to 
neet with-ainéepreséntative of the CPUSA,. and: KOLOBASHKIN ‘knew. that - 

-the informant had ‘this knowledge, it might be somewhat dangerous 
for him in such circumstances. if KOLOBASHKIN was surveilled and 
observed the surveillance by the FBI,. Informant said that in. 
this situation, KOLOBASHKIN might speculate as to how the FBI 
happened to be surveilling him at, that particular time, and,. in 

. his’ speciilation,. might give - -Gonsideration to the fact that the oe 
-- informant had knowledge Of such a neeting. Informant reiterated, | 

a 

* 

ee - 
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᾿ NY 100-135 637 

‘however; that this possibility. Was extremely remote, and he 
personally cOuld not envision this happening. τὸς 

Informant was told that the FBI is interested in. 
learning all the details concerning -KOLOBASHKIN'S. contacts | 

with any Yepresentative of the CPUSA, and requested the informant 

to immediately contact interviewing agents if information of 
this type came to his attention at any time in the future. In- 
formant said he. would do this. 

reo 

Informant was then fully briefed by the interviewing | 
agent on the points sét forth in item 2, as déscribed on page 2 

of Buairtel 4/9764. Informant said that he fully understood . 
the situation, but pointed out that he had no information at all 
as. to whether the CP representative, who met with KOLOBASHKIN, 
turned over any information of any type or description to KOLOBASHKIN 

during such meetings. 

With respect to the following points on which the. 

Bureau desires specific cémments rélative to NY 69455*, the 

following observations are being submitted. Concerning the 

desivability. of placing a.close physical surveillance-.on 

-  KOLOBASHKIN for the purpose of neutralizing him, we do not feel 
this would be desirable or. that it would serve any purpose., 
KOLOBASHKEN has presented us with no. particular problems. as at 

affects the Solo operation, and should the Soviets assign a new - 

. agent to contact NY 694-S*, the new. agent could. conceivably 

present security problems which we do not now encounter with 

'KOLOBASHKIN. From a standpoint of the Solo operation, we would 

haye no objéction. to normal surveillance activity on KOLOBASHKIN ; 
ΕἼ - 

in fact, it is believed that KOLOBASHKIN should be afforded the 

same surveillance treatment as we would. afford any other com- 

| parable Soviet agents. Such surveillances,. of course, would be. 

elosely coordinated with the Solo opration in this office. 

_Glose coordination. on this matter would preclude endangering 

the security of NY 694-S%, It wotld be well, from the stand- 
\ point of the overall security of NY 694-S* and the Solo opera-~ 

_ tion; to have a. surveillance on KOLOBASHKIN on occasions for at” - 
. _léast ἃ portion of the day when ἃ meet is scheduled with NY 694=-S*. 

We are htly alert to detect any evidence of the 

᾿ ‘possibility tha πᾶν be a plant and will continue to 

most carefully. analyze his comments relative to KOLOBASHKIN 

“A” 

Ἂ 
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and NY 694-S*, With- respect to coriments “made~ a F 

‘we ghovld Vike to. point out again that he. is always thoroughly 

interviewed on every point. concerning which. he furnishes in- 

formation to us, and he is aware of our continuing great in- - 

* terest in, this aid related matters. 

- We ‘wilt welcome ‘the ‘Bureau’ Ε' further observations” On. 

this matter. . - 
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SAC, Now York (100-134637) . . April 21, 1964. 

REC. 33. nat ἐγ. SONAL ATTENTIO? 
7 Director, EBL '(100-428091) 35,3 | EE ; 

wie SOLO | 1 —lir. Shaw - 

| j : INTERNAL SECURITY - δ 

Reurlet 4-14.64, 

Relet states that HY 694.S* cannot be contacted 
as requested in Dureau letter 4-14-64 for tho purpose of 

| determining Phat portion of the sum of $165,000 recoivod 
| by informant on 47-64 should be counted as a direct 
! financial subsidy from the Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union (CPSU) to the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). This " 
request was made by the Bureau in view of the fact that 
$15,000 of this sum was to be eventually turned over to 
the "How World Review,” Relet states that NY 694-5* has 
no particular interest in making 4 determination as to. 
‘how ‘the Bureau desires to list this amount of money fron 
an accounting standpoint and that, unless advised to, the 
contrary by Bureau, NY 694.3% will not be contacted, 

The Bureau desires. to point out that on soveral 
occasions in the past, both NY 694-S* and. CG 5824-S* have - 
made a determination as to whether or not funds received por. 
through the Solo. apparatus are to be considered as .a direct | " 
financial subsidy to the CPUSA. Your attention is dirécted 7 
to your lettc?® of 9-13-63 in captioned matter which poi its ' 
out that ΝῪ 694-S® on that date advised that his receipt of 
$15,000 from his Soviet principal on 9.5~63 should not be 
considered as a part of Solo funds since the CDUSA'ts role 
in this: tranSaction was merely that of middlenan for the i 
‘transmittal of Soviet funds to the "New World Review." 

In view of the foregoing, it would be well for 
you in the future to review your file in captioned matter . 
prior to making a decision that..an,established course of 
procedure is not feasible,” ἌΝ 

The 
received through! the Solo ep 
66, SSPE SErhave onsideréd as being a direc 

uhh 
eau maintains f atatidtion of all funds Dba 

pparatus which N¥ 694-S* and iS if : 
financial 



Letter to New York 
RE: SOLO 
100428091 

subsidy from the CPSU and Hed China to the CPUSA, This 
tabulation is made from the monthly letters submitted by 
your offices setting forth in detail receipts and | 
disbursements of Solo funds. The grand total of all such 
funds received is currently $2,029,991; As of 83.31.64. 
totnl disbursenents from these funds totaled $1,466,752.17, 
Jeaving 2 balance of $413,238.83 of which $350,595 was being 
naintained by NY 694.5% and. $62,643.83 was being naintained 
by CG 5824.5%, - - . 

πη. Bureau has ‘no objection to New York's 
suggestion in relet that every cent of money that is_ 
transmitted through the Solo apparatus be accounted for, 
in this connection, both Now York and Chicago should 
immediately commence a file yeview in order to obtain an 
accurate up-to-date accounting of all funds transferred 
through the. Solo apparatus by the Soviets. which hava not 
previously been considered by NY 694-5* and CG 5824-S* as __ 
constituting a direct financial subsidy from the CPSU to the 
CPUSA; This would include funds transmitted through the Solo 

_ apparatus for the "New World Reviews" Your accounting of 
such funds should include the date the funds wore yecoived}; 
the amount; the location: (city) where delivered} the identity 
of the Sovist furnishing the fundsj whether recelved by οὕ. 
NY 694.8% of CG 5624-S*;. the purpose for which such funds 
wore earmarked! and the date and purpose such funds were 
disbursed, In order to prevent duplication in this 
accounting, New York should account for ali such funds 
handied by ΝΥ 694~8%, and Chicago should account for all - 
such funds handled by CG 5824-8", 

᾿ς Herenfter the Euteau in its accounting of Solo 
finds will xvecord one grand total of all funds broken down 
between the total amount of funds considered as 8 direct 
financial subsidy from the CPSU to the CPDSA and all other 
funds fuxnished by the Soviets through the Solo appaxitus 
which dé not fall into this category, 

The Bureau showld be promptly furnished your 
accounting of all funds. transferred through the Solo 
apparatus which do not. fall into the category of a direct 
finnhcial subsidy to the CPUSA, and this accounting should be 
kept up-to-dato as additional funds are received. New York 
and Chicago should, of course, continue to submit as in the 
past their monthly letters setting forth in detail réceipts 
and disbursements of the Solo funds in possession of 
CG 5824-S* and NY 694.5%, 

.2- 
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᾿ Rotter te to New York 

NOTE: 

RE: 

100-428091 

New York in relet suggests that we maintain an 
accounting of all funds rveceived through the Solo apparatus 
which would include such sums as those designated for the 
"New World Review." New York and Chicago are being 
instructed te carry out this suggestion, but to keep the sum 
received as a direct financial subsidy to the CPUSA separate 
from finds received through the Solo apparatus. that..do not 
fall in this category. 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 ἢ { Ἷ 
3010- ν 4} 

UNITED -STATES cove( Ment © ; 

* Memorandum 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pare: 4/14/64 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ReBulet 4/14/64 referring to τ veceipt by NY 694-S* 
on 4/7/64 of $15,009, from VALENTINE A.,%AITZEV earmarked for ae. 
delivery to JESSICA TH, editor of the $New World Review." 
The Bureau requested to be advised if this $15,000 is to be 
considered in our accounting of the total amount of funds the 
Soviets had furnished the CPUSA or whether this is a separate 
transaction with the "New World Review" in which the CPUSA merely . 
serves as the middleman. The ‘Bureau requested that we contact 
NY 694-S* for this determination. 

It is being suggested to the Bureau that NY 694-S* not be a 
contacted for this purpose since he has no particular interest in ᾿ 
making a determination as to how the Bureau desires to list this 
amount of money from an accounting standpoint. The most he could ia 
say is that he was acting merely as a transmission belt in this 
transaction and that it should not be counted as money deliveret 
-to--the- -CPUSA.-= UACB- ΝΥ -694-S*--will -not--be. -contacted.. ---.-. 

The NYO feels that the Bureau should take credit. under 
the Solo operation for every cent of money that is transmitted 
through the Solo operation irrespective of its final destination. 

In connection with the $15,000 which was received on 
9/4/63 for the "New World Review," it was not considered asXgolo 
funds as such from the standpoint of the money not being placed 

e safety deposit box to be used for CPUSA operations. 
Nevertheless, since that sum was received through the Solo operation; 
it is felt that it should be counted. Again with reference to the 
$15,000 received on 4/7/64, even though it is earmarked for the 
"New World Review" and the informant is merely the transmission 
belt, it is felt that in our accounting we should include that 
amount as being received as a result of the Solo operation. There, 
of necessity, would have to be a notation made that this sum did 
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NY 100-134637- ‘| 

not go to thé GPUSA directly but rather’ to the "New World Review.” 
This latter sum was not placed in tthe safety deposit box whaintained 
by NY 635-55 but was given directly to JESSICA SMITH. 

In summary, the NYO recommends that any monies received 
through. the Solo operation involving either ον both NY 694-S* and - 
CG 5824-S*, be included in the Solo fund accounting with a further 
_bréakdown as to what money. was designated for the CPUSA and what 
was designated for other organizations. 

The, Bureau is requested to advise δὲ its decision so that 
the NYO may be consistent with the Bureau in its accounting of the 
Solo funds. ᾿ ; ᾿ 

᾿ 

- 

ΠΝ 
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Date: 4/24/64 

Transmit the following in ΝΕ : 
Ag ° (Type in plain text.or code) 

/ _ATRTEL- REGISTERED 
᾿ (Priority: or Method of Mailing) 

- + = 4 

fs sy 

' — = 

* 

- 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI -(100-428091) ΠΝ 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100~-134637) 

SU : * SOLO 

IS-C 

On 4/23/64, there was received at the Michael Pelham 
mail drop in NYC, a note addressed to GUS HALL from LESLIE MORRIS 
National Secretary of the Canadian CP, dated 4/20/64. Thé note 
reflected that MORRIS was ΠΤ ΚΑ to HALL a letter which ̓ 
MORRIS had received from BEATRICE JOHNSON, CPUSA representative 
in Cuba_and which MORRIS desired“Gus. HATE "to sees see, 

| | In the absence of NY 694-S%*, the original of this Π a 
aN note is being trmsmitted to the Chicago. Office in order that . 
* CG 5824-S* may transmit JOHNSON's. letter to GUS HALL. Chicago 
Ν should note that it will be incumbent upon CG 5824-S* to 

explain to GUS HALL how he received the communication from 
LESLIE MORRIS, enclosing the letter from BEATRICE JOHNSON. 

The text of the JOHNSON letter is as follows: 

3/- BUREAU (RM) 
1 - CHICAGO-(134-46 Sub B)(AM RM SD) (enel. 3) 
Ἴ.- NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) " 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41)- Ἢ ̓ 

AcB:méd (#41) 46- ἐλ ζηγν.-ὁ 43. 
(7) . > b- . 

SF. GT APR 80 1964 

ἐλ $ 
Approved: l M ΠΡ oy Sent _0 eM, Per 

Spec Agent in Chaige 7 



NY 100-134637 ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ 

"iarch 10, 1964 
Dear L., 

"thank you so much for your notes. It means a good deal to 
_to know that my méssages get to its destination, for I 

am never sure. if the stuf£ I send reaches its destination. 
So its a-.comfort. Hope by this ‘time the big fiesta of yours: 
proved: successful and that it -will- aid your hard thors some, 108 

"T have acknowledged the receipt of the Τὰ tly and ny 
friend has it by now. The thing about my is rather 

_ important and would appreciate some word feom them to.as what I 
have to do. ‘My own idea is that the big country must arrange it, 
‘because from here it will not ‘be done. ‘They must invite her, 
Moishe knows 411: about it.. 1 hope you have -been informed about 
the trial against the traitor held here recently. I wrote an 
article about. it and. LI would like my friends to know that it was 
a great ideological step forward and will have some bearing. on 
how. this place lines: up on the newly sharpened world ‘unity threat, 

_Tass has citewlatéed all the documents. here, but as. -yet nothing ' 
“has ‘been published. My feeling is that there is a bit of discussion 

now and that - 10, ‘cant: ‘be avoided. . It will be. published, if the « * 
trial is used to. the full. The Chinese here are not as aggress-~ : 
ive: and their: stuff does not. appear in such volums as: usual. aot 

t 

UT have not. had any answer to my propésals, and $o. please ask my 
friend to writé-.special letters. about the questions, as I ~ 
indicated in my last letter to him.- This'is the only concrete- 

‘ way that I can. Bet. any results, It is a Tong process otherwise, 
and I have already been here. 6 months. 

‘Am 80. glad you like my: stuff. It is a real encouragement for 
me to continue plugging. - - 

"Tt is an inspiring place, even if frustrating at times, but - 
‘still it 18. good to be: ‘on American soil and help-in this great. 
process. My very best to you and all τῶν friends. 

"As ever_ 
- - /t/ Beatrice 
a ΚΕΙ͂, Bea!” 
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the letter, had seeped through to the inside and. smeared the 
| JOHNSON letter, as a result of which the JOHNSON etter became 

_ latter to go to Cuba. 

to--the.Cubans, JOHNSON's Letter dated. March 14. 1964, however 

NY 100-134637 

; In the absence of NY 694-$*,, ‘the- NYO Suggests that 
"big fiesta" in paragraph 1 refers to the xecent Canadian CP 
Convention heid in Toronto, (Canada, 

In paracre Ἡ shout nis a refers to 

the fact that} == [δ CE JOHNSON, 
desires to comet Ξ ie Fall o£ 1964, to ᾿ 
visit her father, ‘who resides in Chicago. 

"Moishe' in the same paragraph refers to MORRIS CHILDS. 

"My f£riend'' in paragraph 3 apparently refers to GUS 
HALL. . ες 

It is to be noted ‘that ‘the letter from-LESLIE MORRIS © 
apparently had béen. opened inasmuch. as paste, used in vresealing 

attached to the inside of the enveLopé: and was torn when being 
removed from the envelope. . 

In order that CG 5824-S* may determine how he should 
handle this commmication, it should be. noted, .as reflécted in : 
NY airtel. dated 4/20/64, that NY. 694-S* did not deliver to HALL | 
a letter from JOHNSON dated March 14, 1964,. which postdated . ᾿ 
the instant letter of JOHNSON dated March 10, 1964. NY 694-S*, | 
as is reflected in the NY airtel dated 4/20/64, advised that? he 
would not transmit the JOHNSON. letter dated March 14, 1964, to 
GUS HALL since to do so would very likely result ‘in HALL's 
telling; the informant that it would not be necessary for the 

As the situation stands, JOHNSON's letter of March 10, 
1964, reflects in paragraph 3 that she desired that GUS HALL 
write some special letters with regard to proposals to be made - 

reflects in the initial paragraphs that BEATRICE JOHNSON had 
discussed matters of policy with the Cuban CP Organizational 

τ + 



age : τ- π᾿ ΝΣ: τ - + 

NY 100-134637 - 

Secretary. It would seem therefore that there would. presently . 

be no necessity of HALL's writing a special letter regarding 

proposals as appears in JOHNSON's letter of March 10, 1964, © 
which is to be transmitted now by CG 5824~-S* to GUS HALL. 

. In the évent that CG 5824-5* curniPhés an interpretation 

of the instant JOHNSON letter at variance with that of the NYO, 

it is requested that the Bureau and. NY be advised’ to that effect. 
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4.29.64. 
" ‘Lo Mr, Baungardner 

1. Hr, Linton 
| 1... My, Shaw 

Airtel 1 - ir. Ryan 

“TOF _ BAC, New York (105~36402) “PERSONAL ATTENTION 
(100.134637) a 

From: . Director, FBY (105-78927). 
(100~428093) 

ALEKSEY 2, “πριόβασπαν ΝΙΝ 
INTERNAL SECURITY - R Ὁ suuN 

τε ἘΠῊΝ SECURITY - ὦ 

Relutlét 2-27-64. relating: to plang to refer 
treoxuits't within our control to the Soviets. for possible 
espionage ἃ 3-464 relating. to the “Legitinate" 
referral of 10 the Soviets; . + 

By 0-1 Form dated 416-64 you were referréd. to 
Bulet 85.4.64. and requested to advise thé status of this 
operation. 

COMN-F8I 

' ~ 

handied soon, 

The Buredu. has repeatedly urged you to afford t 18. 
-- pattes youx immediate and cortinuing attention ‘but to da 

referrals have been made to the Soviets, 

. As you ‘are aware; Aleksey MH. Kolobashkin first 
‘pequested NY 694-5% fo furnish him identities of three 
Americans "to work with us, (Soviets) in October, 1963, 
reiterated his request on 1246-63 and urged the natter be 

“5: 

This. 0.1 was returned indicating ati airtel μοᾶ 
been forwarded on 4+16~64,_ 
reply has béen received relating to Bureau letter 3~4-64, 
It ig possible you have confused this specific’ operation with 
other matters velating, ἐδ the same investigation. 

Bureau files do rot indicate any 

He 
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. Airtel to New York 
ALEKSEY HM, KOLOBASHRIN 

SOLO 
105~78927 
100-42809L_ : 

or before 5-15-64 ἃ summaty of your efforts to date in 
cotnection with this operation. You should also outline 
your future plans to implement this operation including 

_ tentative dates for. your action. Your Jidtter- should | 
include your comments dnd recommendations regarding the. 

ἢ - + . 

feasibility of effecting referrals to the. Soviets, in the 
manner previously outlined, as well, as ‘the identities of 

- all possible candidates. for such referral., 

NOTE: 
: ‘The Soviet contact of NY 694-S*, Kolobashkin, a 
KGB employee, requested the informant to furnish him the | 
identities of three individuals to "york with us (Soviets) οἷ 

- We have worked out. a plan -:to refer individuals in -our control. 

to the Soviets through NY 694-S% but the first two candidates 
᾿ eonsidered for referral were not. approved by :the. informant. 

The informant, -on 2-15~64,;. gave his tentative approval to the. 
4 

use of a patel source in this operation provided additional 

background investigation did not preclude his ‘use. Alga. 
ist Party .apparatus man, has propose 
be referred to the Soy Our etter 

ce I ‘authorized the referral of Ὁ the 
Soviets as a “legitimate” recruit, New York has not advised 
of further developnients or recommendations and, in view of the 
importance of this: operation, we are now requesting they ‘set 

forth a summary of ‘their past efforts’ as well ‘as their future 
plans to implement the operation. 
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+ Beta τ OSTIONAL FORM NO. 10 ; $010=106=05 ἕν ce ae 
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Se αὐ GSA'SEN, RED. NO. 27 ξ 2 9) ΕΝ , , 

ied “ας ge ¢7* __UNITED STATES GOMSRNMENT MA -» 

Memorandum 
τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 4/22/64 

recall | SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: , 

° ReBulet dated April 15, 1964, . 

Pursuant to instructions set forth in reBulet, x 
there are enclosed herewith for the Bureau two photostats 
each of issues #5 and #6 of the " 

Unions which is printed in Prapue, Czechoslov a. 
fern, a ena HT IN TEN RMT SE ATR 

Also enclosed are two photostats of a one-page W 
item captioned, "The World Federation of Trade Unions 
Greets International Women's Day,” which was an insert 
to Bulletin #5, . 

In addition, there are also enclosed two photo- 
Stats of an eight-page item captioned, “Towards the 2nd jy 

International Trade Union Conference on problems of women - —-— - 
workers," which was received as an insert to Bulletin #6, 

Jen ooh pr Gee ance ἐὼν. 
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SECLAGSTFICATION AUTHORITY ῬΈΒΙΨΕΡ FROM: 
TE Ee ere ms TE “au on 

Bh a 
1τ- - Liaison 

(15) 100-428091 ; 

Date: April 29, 1964. 

Tos . Director 
‘ Central Intelligence Agency 

GI | Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

Fron: gin Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject 7“ VORLD..FENERATION OF TRADE. UNIONS 
{NTZRHAL SECURITY = Ὁ 

Confidential sources, who have. furnished reliable 
information in the past, made. available the following documents - 
published by the World Foderation of Trade Unions (WFTU): 

εἶ (1) Pamphlet dealing with the ‘Second International ‘| 
Trade Union Conforence on the Problems of Women Workers ᾿ 

» (scheduled to ba held in Bucharest, Rumania, May 11-16, 1964; / 
and sponsored by the WETU) ἢ. 

(2) Panphlet entitled “hatin Anerica Armed Terxox 
Against Trade, Unions" issued by. the WIT; 

. (3) Xssuies Numbors Five and Siz .of “Trade 
Union Pross," the intexynational bulletin of ‘the WETU; 

(4) Panphict ὅντα d “An Internat nal AGT | 
"ὋΣ Women Workers"; wee REG | 60- ΖΚ ΑΝ ¢ f- 95 $26 

(5) Leaflet entitled “Yo the Trade «ἀῶ ᾿ La the 
Workers and To All Democrats Throughout the Woridi8. APR Po 186 

; There is enclosed for your information one-Dhotostat 
each of the above-nentioned docunents. . in order to. protect 

we tho security of our sourees, the encidséed docunents are 
tv not to, be disseminated outside your agency. _ 

COMM- his . 
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- Director | ς 
Central Intelligence Agency 

9 dm 9 
CONF TAL ; 

NOTE; 

Chassified vcontidentiat' because unauthorized 
disclosure of this. information could jeopardize the source 
who is furnishing information on. a top-level basis con- 
cerning the international communist movement. source is 
CG 5824-S*, who is referred: to as sources in order to further 
protect his identity. See Chicago letters 4-7-64 and 4-22-64, 
both. captioned. "Solo, I5<c" which: disclose that CG 5824~-S* ~ 
recéived, the docunients through a mail drop set up in the Solo 
operation for communication: with. the Communist Party of 
‘Czechoslovakia, 

~ 2 

_ ‘CONFIDRNTIAL ᾿ 
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7 Be ἢ; 

FBI oe 

Date: 4/29/64 

Transmit the following in > _——- Ι 
᾿ς ἢ (Type in plain text or code) ᾿ ᾿ 

Vic___ AIRTEL  ΝΒΕΘΙΒΤΕΒΕῸ MAIL . 
᾿ ᾿ ᾿ (Priority) 4 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO -(134-46 Sub B) 

Ὁ ' -Ὁ 

CG. 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD W. HANSEN that this 
a.m. he had veces a second note from NY 694-S* postmarked 
Paris, France. NY 694-S*, in connection with the preparation 
of this note, had utilized the "Norman Code." Set forth 
below are the contents of this note together with the inter- 
pretation placed’ thereon by CG 5824-S* which appears in 
parentheses: 

ΝΜ : _ "Monday. April 27 

"Hello, | 

"It seems though Paris will have no warm spring 
this year, .so we have decided to move on to warmer climates 
»++++sPikesville (Czechoslovakia) .seemS like ἃ nice place 
and off we go without delay and that, of course, means this 
afternoon (Monday, 4/27/64, which indicates NY 694+S* is on 
schedule). Your letter (the note prepared by ‘CG 5824-S* “Lh 

(3)Bureau CRM) 
1-New York (100- 134637) (Info) (Ru) 

avasaDn | REC. 17 “42 22. Ho, 79 ἥ BE, | 

a” 

-ι -..- - - : ᾿ - - . -- - - - ; a -- Ν a 

) feo May 1 ΠΝ 

᾿ . ee ΕΝ , 
Ξ =< πε 4 : 

τ --... Ν 

| Pat. y Approved: 



be 

. bre. 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

really: hit. the.spot with the Hrs. (NY 694-S*'s. wife). 
rightened today,,. yesterday, and the day before. ...e0 ce 

The other letter (one: prepared by CG 5824-S* and addressed 
to. NY 694-S*'s hotel, Rome) the. first one was waiting upon. 
our arrival (in Rome). and that, too, was a Success. The 
cold weather ‘here after the warmth: ‘of Rone was a real 
‘damper but I appointed myself as guidé and am. really good 
at it. First I decided to go to an old friend of iiine, 
to Sprinter's in-laws (Sprinter in Norman Code. is LADISLAV 
KOTZMAN who was, formerly a member of the International 
Department, Central Committee, CP of Czechoslovakia and 
‘NY 694-S* is apparéntly indicating he went directly to the. 

sent to NY 694-S*!s Paris hotel. name of JACK_BROOKS) 
παν ἢ telling us. you spoke wit (NY 694-35 

Czech Embassy). and not to the Branch,-Office (Visa Office) 
as. I used to do ‘but to the main. Proviticétown. one (Czech, 
Embassy), askéd and insisted’ on the street representative 
(the Czechoslovak Ambassador hinself) and presto. Gave them 
wishes to. Mr, Runner (ZENICK WAGNER,. a representative. of 
the international. Departinent, Central Committee, | ‘CP: of 
Czechoslovakia ‘in. Prague) and that he (ZENICK WAGNER) [611 
the cast (Central ‘Comnittée, CP) in Madison. (USSR) that due 
to good reason, am over ἃ week Tate in getting: Walleye’ Ξ 
(GUS. HALL, General Secretary, cP, USA) gift to. Canary (First. 
Secretary N. kK, KHRUSHCHEYV) ;, ete. ete. The reception (at 

. the Embassy) waS a good one. indeed and: was: ‘promised would 
. be dohe within the hour by wire no Yess, I :was ‘prompted: 
to do. this because .of “Yeading of what Pittsburgh (Sdécialist 
Unity Party of Germany.) had to Say about Hamilton (the cP 
of China).. I may not have much of a chance to write théseé . 
days and am sure you will understand. However, your regards 
will be most welcomed. and appreciated. ‘The cold weather 
‘and Lack of steam ‘heat in ‘thesé hotels does -not help. matters. 
with the Mrs. (Apparently indicating that NY 694-S*5s wife 
is not feeling too well, ) A Little s elp. 

| any thanks, Our love. ἔπι lene (NY 694-S* 15 
| I am sure all will be rey BUS ness=wise as’ | 

u Mainly first a rest. for both. of us. 

“hove, 

WJimmiet (NY 694-S#) — 

The above is being furhished for the. information | 
of the Bureau and: New York. ; 

* 

ny = -.Ἕῆ- 
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ἊΝ Ω Ο 
᾿ ΕΒΙ 

Date: 4/27/64 

ἡ 

: . | 

a ee ey eee eee EE es ee τστν τπὶ Transmit the following in. 
(Type in plain text ar code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED | ! 
| ' (Priority) Ι 

3,........-...........................--............... τ΄... ..,....... 

) TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

CG 5824-S* on 4/27/64 advised that he had received 
in the a.m. mail delivery of 4/27/64 a brief note from 
NY 694-S*, postmarked 1600, 4/23/64, Rome, Italy. The note 
bore the date of 4/23 and indicated that everything had. gone 
well to date and that NY 694-S* intended to leave for Paris, 
France, that evening. In his note, NY 694-S* remarked that 
if plans proceed on schedule, he would be at the. “watering 
place" (Pragué) by Monday (4/27/64). 

The above is for the information of the Bureau. 

ὦ | phy 
- Bureau (ΕΜ) REC. 99 a 

᾿ 

ο, ΩΝ ᾿ ot τιν ἀ τὸ 6. “qu. 

JH al | Sent ___________M_~— Per _ Approve 

65 nd MAY wt ἯΙ Agent in'Charge 
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ΕΒῚ 

Date: 4/27/64 . 

1 

᾿ - 
τι͵ ee ee πσπαν ἀτσπα ἡμῖν ἡπτστα ἀρτσαι Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL ; _ REGISTERED 
Via See ᾿ 

\/ (Priority or Method of ἘΠΕ} 

5 a Oe eee oe ᾿ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC,~NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT +—S.0L0 | 
“Is-c 

On 4/24/64, there was received at the Vivian Ether 
drop, the following letter from NY 694-S* on the letterhead of 
the: Hotel Bernini~Bristol,. Roma: 

"Thursday - AM 
- &/23 

"Hello! 

'tRome is really beautiful this time of year, Its too 

bad. for one to spend only a few days and then run to other 
climes - Today we depart for Paris and with the hopes that the 

weather ‘there be just as nice. Its true that a few days there will 

' be better than none. 

a ἼΩΝ | ΝΞ BUREAU ΕΜ) 

ἦς -- CHICAGO-(134-46 Sub B)(AM RM) | 
1+ NY 134-91 (Inv) €41) Ν 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41)-- - οἡϑς 

her. get agente σῶς Po -ae9/ ZEST 
eld «= HE MAY 4 θὲ 

; Approved: xP OY 
7 | 6 τς MAY’ 5 8: gi Agent in Charge 

Sent ___ MOP er 



NY 100-134637: 
τ , τ 

τς "Tt looks as though, if all goes. Well; we should leave 
forthe Beach on Monday and arrive there the same day. Its a 
crowded. and limited schedule with no chance to really relax 
rand rest let alone. to see interesting sights “Ὁ oh well. 

“Will keep in touch with éach.: thop"_ ̓ς Best to, you. and 
cantly, 

. "Jacque | 

Rome has everything in the line o£, food but. spaghetti 
and ποϑῦ ἢ balls. ho 

The word Beach in paragraph 2 is in teferénce to: 
Czechoslovakia. 4 

ἡ 
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. OSA οἵη, BEG, NO. 27, - . ~ Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . sen - 

ΤΆΤ ΤΤΙ ; Gasper —__. 

Memorandum 20UT TE INE ON VE LO! Es 

TO : Mr, Coma Gores ᾿ ΘΑΤΕς April $ 30, 1964 

Η ΒΞ: " 7 - Trotter 
ee es ee , we a - ᾿ Tele. Room 

| pox = FC: F.Downing . ~ _ Holmes ._—_. ‘ .«“ - Gandy — 

%s0r9 7 τ ΝΞ a τος tee 
INTERNAL! ‘SECURITY - C 

Captioned ¢ ease involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential, informant NY 694-S*: who has’ been receiving. communications 
transmitted to. him by radio: 

On 4/ 28, 64 tranginissicns were heard by the Bureau's.radio 
- station at Midland at scheduled times and ‘frequencies, but no: messages 
were transmitted: _ ee 

ACTION: - ΝΕ ᾿ ΝΣ / / Eee 

_. _ For information. τς | 4 . ᾿ 

- 

2- Mr. Sullivan-(Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. 6. Shaw) 

\PWP:maa “now a 

ΖΕ τευ 3840 

ΕΝ ᾿ τ ye Ἂ " - το aT MAY 4. 1964 - ΝΣ - τ 

γ a - 4 
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Date: 4/30/ 64 

ee ee σα 

' I 

Ι 1 

Transmit the following in - - 
τ (Type in plain text or code) 

ATRTEL REGISTE RED 

‘(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

FROM? G,-NEW YORK (100- 134637) 

SUBJECTS ς sone 

On 4/29/64, there was received at the Vivian Ether 
drop in New York City a letter from NY 694-S%, dated 4/27/64, 
postmarked Paris. 

~*~ 

Aforesaid letter reflected that NY 694-S* had been 
entertained in the Czechoslovakian Embassy in Paris; and that he 
was en route to Prague, where he expected to arrive on the - 
evening of 4/27/64 and have dinner with ZENICK WAGNER, member of 
the International Department of the Central Committee of the 
CP of Czechoslovakia. NY 694-S* further advised that in the 
event no further communications -were received from him in the 
immediate future, it would indicate that he was: "busy. touring.' 

\ Zi Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 1 
1 + ΝΥ 184-91 (INV) (41)- - ~ CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) (RM-AM) 
1. - NY 100-134637 - “41) . εἰ ° AO 

στ joo “4.299 | 
ACB:msb ΝΣ Εν" ‘ 

(6) eo ΞΕ 1858 MAY - -ὸ 

ΝΜ a ' - SOT χε 

. τ ww ᾿ aGs ; 

Sent M Fer proved: J 

65 MAY 115 gent in Charge _ 
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FROM 
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ee 100-42801) Lhe 
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SUBJECT: 

6 5MAY 11 1964 

© ΘᾺ Gt, 6G. wo. 27 eh TNT ἢ IV f 
UNITED: STATES οοάνμεντ ROUTE IN oy /ELOPE 

oA . 

t 

1 otm- 

“OPTIONAL FORE WO. 1074 $01G=108: 

Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI pate: 5/4/64 

NY File 100-134637) 

ALEKSEY M, KOLOBASHKIN 
Is - ἢ 

T : 

fae 105-78927) (last) : 

NY File 105-36402) Aa 

ReBulet 4/24/64 and NY airtel 4/16/64. 

There has always been close cooperation and co- 
ordination between personnel handling the SOLO operation and 
personnel handling the investigation of Soviet nationals in 
the N¥O. This close cooperation and co-ordination will 
continue so that the Bureau's interests in the SOLO operation 
and the investigation. of Soviet nationals can be protected and/ 
fully. -exploiLted, - τσ - - —- - 

Sm 75 72 2 ~ 
As the Bureau is aware, there,,are;,a large number of a 

Soviet nationals in the New York areal αὐτοῖς whom require some 
investigative attention. One phase of.the“investigative 
attention given ὕο the Soviet nationals is surveillance coverage, 
Surveillance coverage is implemented on a given Soviet national 
in accordance with the requirements of the specific investiga- 
tion, available manpower, and the necessity to devote this man- 
power to ‘the surveillance of other Soviet nationals based upon 
apecific information coming to our attention from sources or 
independent analysis of the Soviets! activities. 

With regard to KOLOBASHKIN, the Soviet of interest in 

this matter, he has been afforded. surveillance coverage which 

in no way differs from the surveillance coverage afforded other 

Soviet nationals with the exception of adjustments in the 

surveillance coverage dictated by the requirements of the SOLO 41 

Ww 

UNRECORDED COPY FILEDIN. “2 

~pureau -(1= 100-4201) (1~ 105-78927) (ΕΜ) “. 
1- New York tren aeHos, . ως "Ὁ 
1-- ven York. (105-36402) . (ὧν 
EFG/mbi aS = & 

wer 



“NY 100-134637 
it - - “- - - - 

operation, This office does not believe that our past 
‘coverage of KOLOBASHKIN through surveillance should. din any 
way .be altered, 

ΝΙΝ ᾿ “Since January 1, 1964 KOLOBASHKIN has been under - 
- active surveillancé on five. separate occasions for periods of 

varying lengths not exceeding three. hours. These surveillances ~ 
were part of the over-all survétllarice coverage given “to Soviet | 
nationals on.a spot: surveillance. ‘basis. - This office: feels that 
in terms of the KOLOBASHKIN investigation and over~all activity - 
in the Soviet field this type of coverage of’ “KOLOBASHKIN is oat 
more than adequate. τὸ is plannéd that surveillance coverage 
of KOLOBASHKIN in the future will be handled on ἃ spot 
surveillance basis with minor changes in the frequency: of 
surveillance stemming from KOLOBASHKIN'S movements on. those 
occasions. when personnel are standing: by to effect Surveillance 
of. him, 

- Abt the present time there. ‘appears: to be no- - ΕΝ 
situation in the SOLO operation which would dictate chat ὁ * 
KOLOBASHKIN | be. afforded gurveillance coverage for any particular 

_-déngth of time or on any particular day. Accordingly, this 7 
- office does not feel that a definite commitment should be madé . “ 

ες to place KOLOBASHKIN under surveillance’ at this time, However, 
should the SOLO operation dictate that: KOLOBASHKIN. be ‘placed 

under. ‘surveillance. on any given date or portion thereof this 
surveillance will be effected. - 

In thé future’ KOLOBASHKIN will Ἢ blaééd: under 
surveillance in accordance with the observations and. comments 
‘set forth therein. ον 

+ . ! 
= ξ . " Ν - = 



“Ro Gre IN ἘΝΎΒΙΟΚΣ 
1. - Mr, Shaw 

Hay ᾧ, 1964 

AIRTEL . ᾿ - 

“i gis 
_ To:. SAC ,Chicago (ϑά-46 Sub B) 

From: Director, a (100+428691) “s i 

SOLO’ 
INTERNAL SECURITY = Ὁ 

Reurairtel 85.4.64... 

Reairtel deals with the question of whether 
- dissemination should be made of the name of CG 5824«S*.asg a 

member of the now National Board of the Commumist. Party, 
USA; The Bureau feels that since CG 5824~S* has been made: . 
an “ex officio" momber of the new National Board, his nance 
should not be disseminated in connection with the composition. 
of the new National Board.. Howévez, in oxder to completely 
resolve this matter, you are requested to contact CG 5824—S* . 
and ascertain. from informant his true status. with respect 
to membership on the National Board. Specifically, you should 

ship that he is an official member of the National Board or 
whether Gus Hall. has specified to the Party leadership that 
CG 5824~S*'s position on the National Board is only in an. 
"ex officio" capacity.. 

AED 0 

MAY #6 1964 

ΒΕ. 
> Tolson 
. Belmont .--.... 
Mohr 
Casper -. 

vis - 

Collohan ,. - να 
Conrad 

DeLoach ἐς Pre 
wees 

(4) y Evans - 
Gale 
Rese -- 
Sullivan —— 

ascertain if it is of general knowledge among. the Party leader 
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PN 236. (Rev.,10-29- 63) 

ae © QO. 
FBI 

Date; 5/4/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain.text or-code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | 
(Priority) | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ReBuairtel dated 4/30/64 captioned "Communist Party, | 
USA, Organization; Internal Security - C," and CGairtel dated 
4/24/64 captioned, "CP, USA - Organization; IS ~ C," setting 
forth letterhead memorandum concerning the National Executive 
Committee meeting of 4/3-7/64. 

The matter regarding inclusion of the name .MORRIS ή: >. 
CHILDS amdng the identities of those elected to the National 
Board (NB), CP, USA, was given serious and exhaustive con- 
Sideration by the Chicago Office at the time this name was 
included in the letterhead memorandum. After analyzing the 

; Situation and the overall nature of the meeting at which 
CHILDS was placed on the NB, it was felt that if Chicago did 
not include CHILDS' name, it would constitute a greater 
jeopardy than the action of so including it. This was 
particularly true because at this meeting no names had been 
orally utilized and the only references that had been made 
to such names had been in the form of writing. To have left 
off one individual, namely CHILDS, without explanation, was 
felt would have drawn more attention to that individual than 
the normal inclusion thereos. 

πιο αμ ἘΜ REC- 89 “6: adel 97: Wa 

- Chicago 2 ́  
Sf co o~ 

RWH: MDW hte A 

| AN Approved: —_ -- “7 Sent — 

Special Agent hn harge 

ΕΝ 



. USA," pp. 7 and 8, a.report is made ‘of the 4/5/64 méeting 

security regulations and, further, if this list is ever publicized 

‘ably. xeach conclusions as to why his nane was omitted. This. 

O° QO | 
CG 134-46 Sub B 

While the name waS thus included, it was also 
Chicago's opinion in analyzing this situation that the danger 
inherent in including that name was partially offSet by 
Chicago's recommendation regarding the delayed dissemination 
of this memorandum, as was set forth in the cover letter thereto. 
in this regard, it was believed that if there was some lapse 
of time in disseminating this information, the likelihood 
definitely existed that a portion of the information in the 
Letterhead memorandum. could become available from other sources, 
particularly that information regarding possible identities 
of those who had been placed on the NB. Im this connection, 
it was believed that subsequent meetings of the NB and calis 
for such meetings addressed to individual participants could 
reat to a general identification of the nenbership of this 
ody. 

Chicago, however, notes that in the report of SA 
JOSEPH V. WATERS dated 4/21/64 at NY, entitled "Communist Party, 

wherein the Secretariat and the new Board were named, This — 
report identifies 23 of the 24 members of the NB, excluding 
only MORRIS CHILDS, It appears, therefore, that dissemination 
has already been made to the Department as well as all of the 
intelligence agencies at a local and national level. If such 
is true, the need for dissémination of this: methorandum at this 
time might be obviated. The Bureau may wish to give consideration 
to this. matter along these Hines. 

The Chicago Office greatly appreciates the Bureaut s 
concern, consideration and inquiry regarding the matter of 
including the name of CHILDS among those elected to the NB. 
This office, too, had this concern and continues. to be concémned 
with either the inclusion or the non—inclusion of his name ‘because 
both of ‘them constitute certain security hazards. If CHILDS' 
name is included, since no names were mentioned at this meeting 
at all, the Russians could charge him with a violation of 

without classification, the Russians could consider him as exposed 
and this could seriously jeopardize future Solo operations. 

On the other hand, if his name is not included, and Since the 
names were only mentioned in writing among the limited number 
assembled, and this. list was publicized, the Party could,xeason- 

could conceivabiy expose Kim and. make his future usefulness 
a question. 



of his name, the Chicago Office would peshs 

CG 134-46 Sub Ἔ 

.- ΤῈ the Bureau feels, in shat this 
name can be deleted from the list ots oot yi δου 
creating a security hazard which outwepe NB the ‘inclusion 

haePy to agree 
with such a decision by the Bureau,. particu: ty Since 
it would have been most preferable under norma, situations 
to have handied it in the manner recommended. ἣν the Bureau. 

in view of the possible suggested! alternatives, 
‘that is, that no dissemination of the letterhead nemorandum 
in question is necessary, no amended pages fare being submitted 
at this time pending the decision of the Eurcau. 

. 5 

| 
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MAY 1982 LOUTIGN Ν ΝΞ - 
OSA GEN, RED. πὸ, 27 . i - 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE == 
DeLoach 

. ; Evans ..... —. 

το : Mr, ἀπο ας ̓ ; ‘pate: May 5; 1964 Hoses -- τς 
Sullivan «ξ.........:Ψὲ 
Tavel . oo, - ᾿ Trotter . 

{ AEROM, f Ο. sandy Downing . mg . Hsloes - 
4 os. Hes Ν ΝΣ " - Ay ene, 

SUBJECT; SOLO BN ΝΣ h, ina, . 
“ENTERNAL SECURITY, - C ~ . . "᾿ : 

. ee Ca ptigned case involves the Bureau's ‘highly δίῳ 
᾿ valuable confidintial informant NY 694+S* who has been ἡ - 

- receiving communications transmitted to him by radio... 

On 5/5/64 transmissions were heard by the 
Bureau's radio station at Midland at scheduled times and 
frequencies, but no messages were transmitted, 

ACTION: 

For information. 

τὰ Η 

2- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr: J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

Werpsrea sea ᾿ ΝΞ 
(10) τ τς 
." . - i te ' 

aw 

Eee ig Lt = 0. 9/- B84 
eg ty 1964 

Rie | 

6 © MAY i 1964 - 
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DIRECTOR, FET (105+78927) ΜΆ 

SAC, ΜῊΝ YORK(105-36402) 

ALEESBY Η, KOLOBASHECL! 
I$ - ἢ. Si 
(00: NRW YOR) 

iter ᾿ 

Re New York progress letter, dated 1/13/64, 

Boplogmant, and Residence oF 

ΜΑΙ MIKGATLOVIGH KOLOBAHKE δ ὃ Sovtet 
national who is employed as Second “7 ry whe ὁ 
Soviet Mission to the United ‘atdone (SAT ; Ι 

KOLOBASIKIN resides at the SHUN Building ate 
18 located at 13 Bast 70} Street, New York, New tort. 

Inteldigenot Status 
On 9/10/62 KOLOBASHICIN was dentified ag a | 

menber of the Political Branchy-ae Committee of 
State Security) of the USSR Ὁ; BD 

In} identified KOLOBASHKTN as 
the “postman” for Branch of the New York: 
Residency who has the code nane "Sehinjaey | The infor 
want stated that in addition to being the "postman" for 
the Seourlty Branch, BREOBASHKIN 18. also actively en 
an nial tigenee work beyond the scope of his duties 
"pe 

On of advised that inasmuch is 
—-ROLOBASHETN 1s to theSoviet Union ‘soon 

ne oes Deen replaced by IVAN 1, SMRLMASHOK ag "saa 
for the Security Branch of the ROB, 

Qn 4/oh =— ro 
ap ἃ member of ey μη - 42 7, ΓΤ, 

NOT P na i ib 

3 NAY Ne 
i 

Le a 

᾿ , 

Psi 
τυ 

OD 

iF 
2 

a = ᾿ κα 2? 

a = 

ORIGINAL Filep in / ὦ 



ποῦν hs epouge, 

os a site 

gouge were dlaplayed to YOR oe oe 
Defector, vho hag sald that be was Deputy Chief of the! 5 
εὐ δι fourlet Department, Second Chief MMrectomte of the Ka ΞΕ 

>. Ob the time of iiadefectton, and whose rellebility had m0b " Ε ὮΝ 

tn 26/5, | prota μὰ of the mubject andjts > 
μενα τὼς μὲ = a 

vet been antablished, and he advised that he did not | 
recognize the photographs and names of he mw aitien and 

᾿ ne 
. ple 

τ σι μιρρμσίοι efor bag oe an " Ἴ 
a ᾿ ΕΞ 

; i Le ἢ 

a ‘sibfect, during the past ῳ ἄγε, et vith 3 ἡ Golage 7 © 
ἃ total of atx tined, The subject's activities on meet dayg- =. 
negating nig entrances to and exite from the ΜΠ Bullding, 
indieate that subject now varies the Individuals with Whoa 

he ΑΥΤΟΝ and enters the SMIN, Prior analyses have indented oe, 
| that mubject wis in the habit.of departing with the Sovle 
op Sovteta who, it 18 belepedeanieved ΜΝ on hh πον 
ΟΜΝ Gee, 

ss e's μοὶ with WY ΓΥΥ on Ai 
— ΡΝ μὲ δὲ οὗ of $150.00 dn “a ̓ 

ες δὰ OT ΤΑ εΣ who hag fo 
— -pecompanted hin during such ὙΠ" in the past. ‘Oh sont ΝΣ 
es nope also made ἃ ace to deliver an additional 

000 in cash to NY hn on A. However, thet sun 

ag tumed over to NY 69)-3* by A, 2ATISBV, || Tt * wae 
noted that the last such ΜΔ Α on ZATTSEV's part ¥ 

τ taken in Sune, 1963 when subject was absent from the ited 
_ cate Wi/bk Aleo, a review of pertinent plant logs for the 
Le failed to reflect the exit from the SHIN ἢ | 
oe δὴ me te of any other doviet who has in the past abslsted . 

 gubsectdn hte neste wlth NY GG4-H and 4t ἀξ apeumed|inat. 
ss RATOSRY canrled out the delivery « of the money without i 

, Sthstanes, ὁ | 

It should be nated that on 1 the above δα he 
: " τ plads cage wes utdliged to tum over the mons 
My both of those occasions NY 694-* was 
back to the Soviet pak the contact a ον res μας 
os, (888, 

Whe τπτ| 



105. 36402 

Also, subject advised NY 604-9" that there Would 
he ἃ change in the aysten of delivery of money by the Soviets 
to gourde, which system would be Mnalized in the ΔΌΩΝ, 

In relation to the foregoing, ἃ close ana Ἢ 
has been maintained in che method of delivery of fun 
che CPUSA and of subject's activities during his veut 
neste in order to determine the identity of the Soviet 

~ Who ds to take eubject's place when gubject departs ἮΝ 
‘United States. 

bID 7 several occasions during ine pret 9 ty 
/ hes advised Ghat the subject 18 expected ὃ 
; the USSR in a short while, The source coud 
/ give no definite indication ag to when subject empected 

to depart the United States. 

bp However, ἀν bag been noted that on 43/6 Ἴ 
advised that the subject and ἃ second Soviet 
d to rent the detached cottage ac the rear of 1 

O71 Beach 17th Street, Far Rockaway, New York, from she 
middle or end of Hay, 1968 through that sumer, 

I ere hap further advleed that the mbfect's 
duties ‘or the Security Branch of the KGB were 
being taken over uy another Soviet dn view of the subject's 
inpending departure ἔων che USSR, Source further advleed 
that he had aaa that the subject, when he retume ie 
the USER will βιοῦν duties, unspecified, in the Departn 
οἱ Personnel in the Fist Main Plrectorate of the Bin 

ECON, Ι 

During a recent meet the subject advised NY ἔμ" 
that die to the ineffectiveness of their "valkleetalicte" 
operation he did not believe the difMoulties encountered 

th the equipaent utilized could be overcome, He further 
told source thet some other means mat be devised whereby 
the Soviets and source can arrange for future cantata 

.3 



WY 105~36402 

In relation to the above ἀν 18. to be noted that 
special equipment installed by the Bureau to monitor | 
tne foregoing mentioned "walkte-telicle” signals would:be 
of no future une to the New York Office. However, οἴμοι 
discontinuance of utilization of thig equipment Le nod 
requested inasmuch ae NY 694~$* 4111 has possession ἐ the 

ment given him by the Soviets, It 1s further noted 
that the results of previous recording tapes Anitahel the 
Bureau in relation: to the foregoing equpment have no} 
ag yet been received by the Burau lab, ᾿ 

" nig advised subject recently appradsed 
BORIS 5, IVANOV, Chief of the New York Residency of the 
KOB, of an indiperetdon on the part of another KGB ageni, 
4n that the agent discussed matters involving KGB operations 
with the aubject, Informant stated that mubjeat's popularity 
among hig fellow Soviets has dropped drastically bacuitse 
of that incident. | 

ro ϑημὶ in February, 1964 that the 
subject ocenalonally meets with representatives of the CPUSA 
and that this is pretty much ἃ lialson type assignnend, 
and that gubject does nothing other than tum over funds 
yiich help aupport the activities of the CP tn the Untied 
States. Informant further advised that under no clrounstances 
should an employee of the KGB attempt to develop as ati 
intelligence agent a member of the CP in the United Slaten, 

Regarding the requeat of subject of NY GOh-g* to 
furnish him with the names and addresses of theee reliable 
white male Americans, ag mentioned in prior communications ᾿- 
to the Bureau, 4¢ 18. to be noted that Bureau authority oe 
was granted fo the New York Offices to mkeuaumilahle ty b7D 
the Soviets through NY 60/-8* the name of| Θ ΘὃῸ9Ὸ9ς ] 
as 8 possible "Legitimate" recrutt to work with thasamte 
The foregoing was undertaken and ἃ case opened on 
at the New York Office. Developments in sala cagemarerpene 
closely followed and 8180 developments relating to the dntro- 
duction of future individuals to the Soviets through NY 694-5* 
are also being closely followed in order io coprdinate . 
action in both the SOLO and KOLOBASHKIN cases. i 

. 
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| | a 
The mibfect'» mobile oll ened tard account as 

monitored by the Philadelphia Division during the past 
«OD days reflected no unusual purchases nade/Vhe miner 

The subject, on several occasions, during te 
above mentioned partod has been scheduled for gpot ὦ 

Sieur coverage, Subject, on such days wes not οὐδὲ 3 
to Leave the ΔΜ during most of those perlods, and wien Ὁ 

ne Was. ee nothing of an Antal itgence Henttioe : 
Wad NO 

| A review of tl the mubfect's entrances to and atte 2 
from the SMON continues to reflect thatithe gubjact is spend- — 
ing the majority of hig time within that eptablightent. Ὁ. 
πὲ fact that the subject hag bean relieved of his dities 
as "postmen" for the Security Branch of the New York Reatdency 
of ne ΤΙΣ has not deemed to have affected hig oat 

activities, 

Investigation Planned for the 
Net 0 a nine 

| The New York Offieg intends to intensify tgur 
opverige of the subject on an drregular bagig tn an effort 
to further determing subject's social and intelligence: 
contacts, As has been previously pointed out dn prior 
caaeg, gubject reportedly deals exclusively with representative 
of the CPUSA in his intel igre activities, It 1s hoped | 
thet these spot flsure will further clarity gubject'g: role 
An intelligence work and. might poamlbly determing if | 
wubject bas been contacting CP officlals other than NY 694-88, 
Further, in view of the dot subject has been relieved. of 
hig duties as "postman" for the Security Branch of the! 
KGB it is thought poselble that he will acceterate Με; 
aotivities outside the SUN Butiding. " 

ἴῃ New York Offices will continue to review | ἢ 
subject's entrances to and exits fmm the SHUN in ondet ta 
afford more adequate {isur coverage of subject md to 1 
patter evaluate subject's activities. ἢ 



The New York Office will continue to follow davelop- 
ments ln this case relating to the development of the source 
to be plaosd dn contact wlth the Sortets ‘nto δον, 

the We You δου ΜΙ aso cont nu 4 follow 
Information received from egtablighed sow'ces and Wu. 
communicate pertinent “πίοι Ὁ whe Burea ms 
appropriate MONI, 

Tt (κα to de εὐοὰ tat on ws bt the ΤΙ ὟΝ 
Orfdee requested Bureau authorlty. to ver πραέα the ᾿ 
of subject's gumar realdence, 3 oer 
York, Upon authordaation, survey will ie nk undartaln 
and appripriate recommendations mada to the a sents 
ἢ QOVeTage by anonymous source, Θ΄ 

Subject has broached to Wy Eohest th the pot ΤΑΜΊΗ ¢ 
using ἃ, a8 yet uncompleted, agaten of signal areap involving — 
telephone booths and Mehtposte. inthe lower Manhatlan, New 
York aren, ΔῈ these plang are solidified and defiitia | 
arrangements mode for such ἃ ayaten of δι μηδ} την g top future 
contacts the New York Office will survey the pertinent - 
areag and will determine the feastbility of covertiig thoae 
signal areas by concealed phymleal obwarrntton post, : 

τὸ ce 
, ᾿ ΟΝ 

It is to be noted, as previously set forty that | 
cae subject hag been relieved of 118. duties ag "pokiman” Ὁ 
for the Security Brench of the HOB, ΤῈ is thought that - 
posalbly subject's activities will be enlarged =| 
fn the Intelligence field because of his release {toa 
gach: dutdes, ‘he New York Office will, on a contdmudng 
bale, analyte subject's present activities with all end 
toward developing information whieh might relate (Ὁ his =. 
contacts with other intelligence agents. " ον νι ΤΑΝ 

᾿ εἶδ hae, have, ben 2, intteatin ἡ te _ 
gubject has been engaged 4n in δὰ AC ‘bayong 
those in which he partledpates in hig handling of ὦ eae, | 
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Tt would appear from al] indications that the subject ‘personally 
handles all activities in his operations with NY 694-S* other 
than those involving the passing of funds to the CPUSA: 
through NY 694-*, During auth operations subject hag been 
asaisted by VLADIMIR A, CHICHUKIN and VLADINIR A, 2ATISEY, 
On several occasions subject has been replaced in thd 
activity by ZATTSEY, ἊΝ 

ALL pertinent date has been fumished 
the j | 

Bureau by previous communication most of which has been 
furnished under the 8010 caption, 4 

ii 

iW 
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TS Ἐν i τ a TE Tm 

Director, FBI (190-428091).-- Θ6ι.. , ᾿,228764 

Legat, London - (100=1112)' " :(RUC) 

Cominirsr party, USA ᾿ τς ΝΣ 
TPERTTORNL RELATIONS 
τς - 

ReBulet. 3/27/64 advising dnéormation had been 
received that the 100th anniversary celebration‘'of the 
Communist First International would open in London in 
September, 1934, 

4 

‘ed to this: information whick was furnished to her, 
She stated that “World Marxist . Review", Volume 7, No. 2,. 
‘dated February, 1964, included. an article on the Centenary 
‘of the First ‘International. 

. τα een? réported that the Editorial Board 
of the "7 larxist: Review", according to a secret 
and reliable séurce, intends to publish a special issue 
in celebratinn-of this occasion. Thé Board also tried, 
but failed to persuade the Communist Barty of Great 
Britain. δ᾽ organize a mass: mecting in London which would | - 
be. attended by leading members: of other national Communist 
Parties. The British Party celebrations seen likely to 
be of a domestic nature. 

ere stated “that at ‘was. understood 
- the Centenary Celebrations of the First. International are _ 

εὖ to be held in. Brussels. on September 5 and 6, 1964, immedi- 
ately before a. Council Meeting ‘of the Socialist International. 

23 -— Bureau - 

1 - Liaigon (sent direct) . 
1 -—_London: . ᾿ 
CWB: vw 7S 
ΠΝ : ΝΣ - 
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J. Memorandum - 
"Jno os). DYEREGTOR, FBI (100-428001) "pars 

oft Uy SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 ‘Sub B). — 

yt a 

to be taken On - the Soviet request of setting young. ΕἸΣ Ή 
to. participate in the Foreign. Service Scholarship Program. 

EBI- Ws parte, 

ys Δ nT en 
2>Bureau ‘en ae ἢ 08 sti Ei 
Qrpur York. (1od8is 403%) (τ (Info) erin 
I-Chicago va . 
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_ ας ΒΒ.36 (Rov. 12-13-56) 

nn) © 
FBI 

‘Date: 5/7/64 

—— eee eee ee ee "απ Transmit.the following in 
~ (Type in plain text or. code)- 

\ Ε —— "" " (Priority or Method of Maiting) ᾿ 

(TO: : DIRECTOR, FBI. (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC; CHICAGO (134-46 ‘Sub B) 

O . a 

SOLO.“ ς΄... 7 a 

σα 584: ὅε on 5/6/64 advised that he is tentatively 
planning to. proceed. to Néw ‘York City on 5/13/64. He has 
reservations for American Airlines flight #7E8 which departs 
Chicago at 5:00 p.m. (CDT), 5/13/64, and Scheduled to. arrive 
‘Kennedy: International Airport, New York. City, 7:50 p.m. (EDT). 

ΕΗ At this - time CG 5824-S* ‘has, no, définite hotel reservation. γ 

‘Source noted. that: this ἀτὰρ is being made in order 
to. complete a meet: with the .Soviet.-Solo contact in New York 
during p.m. "6/15/64; In addition to. making this, contact, 
Source noted ‘he plans ‘to do the following: 

During ‘late’ p sth, 5/13/64, he -will attempt ~ ‘to locate - 
children of ‘NY 694-S* for the. purpose of determining current 
situation and-also to look after personal affairs of NY 694-S* 
which have arisen since the latter's departure on 4/19/64. 

- On 5/14/64. CG 5824-S* tentatively plans: to contact 
* GUS HALL and perhaps ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN regarding any ' 

‘ date Party developments and for any current instructions and/or 
information that HALL may, desire CG’ 5824-5* to handle. 

¥ WALD. - 
Bureau (RM) 

“New York (100- 134637) (Info) (RM) tL 

wet 09/5 “I-Chicago . 7 ae 2 Dom: f 

“τ RWH: MDW | - yy b f δ 
(δ) | yy aX MAY 12 1964 ἂν 

Sees . — * 

M _ Per 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

During the a.m. of 5/15/64 CG 5824-S* plans to 
re-survey the area of the meet scheduled for that date and 
also to undergo -a complete dry run for this meet. 

Upon. conclusion of his meet with the Soviet, 
CG 5824<S* hopes to be able to return to Chicago either: 
during the late οὐ. of 5/15/64 or on 5/16/64.. 

In discussing the meet, noted above, with the. Soviet 
in New York for 5/15/64, CG. 5824-Sk stated on 5/6/64 that’ ._ 
NY 694-S* had suggested on 4/19/64, just prior to departing 
on the 15th Solo Mission, that. he would on arrival in Moscow 
definitely set up a meet for CG 5324-S* with the Russians 
in New York City on 5/15/64. In this way, NY 694-S* said 
he would save CG 5824-S* "time and strain” and CG 5824-S* 
would merely have to be at the "Berkman" rendezyous at the. 

᾿ designated time, 6:00 p.m. NY 694-58: informed CG 5824-S* 
that the Russians would be told that there would be no _ 
necessity for a. pre-meeting. signal in connection with this” *. « 
meeting and that since CG 5824-S* definitely would be theré, 

| they must also make an appearance. In furtherance of the 
| arrangements, CG 5824-S* helieved that NY 694-S* has completed, 

he noted he would be at the designated spot on 5/15/64. 

| mo CG 5824-S* further advised at this time :hé: had no 
specific messages to convey to thé Soviets excépt information 
as it related to NY 694-S*'s. children which would, bé sent for 
the benefit of the source's wife. Therefore, GG 5824-S* noted 
that this. meeting with the Sovist would be basically to receive 
any information from and/or concerning NY 694- S* which the 
Soviets might have available. 

Source: has advised that white. in New York, he. will 
maintain contact with the New York Office. 

» ἃ. 

Abové for the information of the bureau ‘and New “πε 

. "2 - 
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SUNITED ‘STATES Ὁ ὌΝ -΄. 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FEL (100428093) . Πάτα: 5/6/64 

τ, : 

“ον 

| UG ‘SAC, CHICAGO: (134-46 δὰ} B) _ so τς τὸν 

“2 

On May 4, 1964, 6G 5824-S* advised that when GUS: 
HALL: Was: in, Chicago on May” 1, 1964, she had asked hin whether 
NY 694°S* Was. in Havana, in’ responsé to HALL's question, 
‘CG. 5824-S% noted. that he had to emphatically. put HALL straight 
on this. matter. First of all, he informed HALL that NY 694=S* 
had just probably gotten into. Moscow, How did he expect him 

Ἱ to be in-Havana? HALL was mistaken if he believed it was 

-officially dnvited ‘him as a representative. of the CP, ‘USA, 

. ase 

Simple to go there. If and when NY. 694-S* does go to Havana 
will depend,in matt, on his. own ability. As far as the Russians 
are concerned, they can. only make the introduction to the 
Cubans in Moscow and: cannot give him the invitatioi or can . 
‘they. request. thé Cubans- to provide such an invitation, NY 694-S* 
had’ the: gigantic task -6f. ‘Seeing if he could get himself officially 
invited to. go to Ctiba ‘by the: Cubans themselves. He then. repeated 
to HALL that if that individual was of the opinion that getting. 
into Cuba. as an "official . guest" of the Party ‘was a simple. 
matter, he bétter think about this matter twice, -He asked 
HALL if’ he had ever talked to HENRY WINSTON’ or if HENRY WINSTON, 
had: ever told him. why he ‘had’ not -travéled: to: Cuba. even though 
‘he wanted to go there: very badly. CG 5824-S* thén told HALL 
that if WINSTON. had not told him why he had not gone to Cuba,. 
the plain reason was that the Cuban Party leadership. never. 

even though he was 8 Vice Chairman of our ‘Party;, to: come and 
meet with their Party: people, While WINSTON was informally - 
invited by a-number of Cubans. to come visit. their ‘country and 

_ promised that official invitations would. be forthcoming, no: 
such invitation. ever came -froni the Cubans. ‘dn all the time he 

NG 

eal A {ΝᾺ} 1 14 _ 

65 MAY. 13 get" 

was. abroad, 

-_ Ta view of theilabove, CG §824-S* told HALL that there 
were πὸ guarantees whatSoever that'NY 694-S* would, in fact, get 
to Cuba and. more important yet; HALL must réalize. that nothing 

ens 4s fast. as, neh εν, ΤΩ to. “He cautioned HALL: 

Bureau (RM) - ΗΡ Φ- δ' o jm “- 3947 
=~New ‘York (106=134637). (info) (RM) “ oro 77 7 

“‘Lchicago. femimen ececamed Boonen 
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* that Re “ust be. patient and wait. He oipliagtzée to: HALL that. 
“every move nust be carefully considered. 
‘that his. own. “feeling ‘was that he believed that. NY 694-S* would. ὦ 
_get to Cuba ‘but that it would still be a hatter ὋΣ some weeks. 

= Subséquent1y ,. CG. 5824~S* noted that HALL. had’ more 
or’ less: apologized for having So bluntly. rdised- the question | 
as. to whether NY 694-S* was ‘already. an Havana, | 
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Memorandum 
τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pare: 5/4/64 

\ifcrs * SAC, NEW YORK c (200-1386574) 

spe Boro) " | 

i 

OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 
S010=104 

UNI ITED STATES ovement 

a ReNYlet 4/3/64. 

The records of the NY¥YO-reflect the rontowing 
transactions regarding SOLO funds, as reported by NY 694-5S* 
during the month of April, 1964: 

Credits 

On Hand 4/1/6 ᾿ 3503595 :00 
Received 4 ἌΝ 150,000.00 

$500,595.00 

Debits 

1/10/64 to LENA DAVIS SCHERER for . 
-- National Office Payroll - --$20;000,00- τς 

4/14/64 to GUS ΗλΒΙή δου National Ὁ " 
Office expenses $25,000.00 - 

4/14/64 to ISADORE WOFSY for CP 
organizational work ᾧ 5,000,00 

4/14/64 to LENA DAVIS SCHERER for _ 
National Office expenses $10,000.00 

| $60, 000,00 

Balance: $40,595.00 

Yoh 
= Bure 

PN 
om ) oe paved! — 3848 

- Chicago eee Tee pu 
7 - New York. ies 4 

- New_Yor 100-12 1.) (CPUSA~FUNDS-RESERVE- FUNDS 2 
1 - New York (#11) ) (, ἮΝ wn rk 
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UNITED STATES 9 be - ᾿ | 9 [᾿ 

Memordraum —— 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 4/30/64 

Κι ! * sac; CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

(A someon (ὥριο 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet. dated April 
3, 1964. 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, instructed. Chicago to 
set forth details of receipts and disbursements of funds 
in possession of CG 5824-S* and report such information to 
the Bureau by the fifth of the ‘month following the month 
being reported, 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of March 31, 1964 

Solo, Funds 

Maintained. in cash. in Safe deposit. 
box, Michigan: Avenue National Bank, . 
Chicago, TEVInNOUS. oe cece es ewe ec eevee ge eg owe eG 643. 83 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Mid-America National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois. Be eee oe ee ee 4 6 8 κα 4.δ. ὃ α 5 ἃ διὰ ἃ κα 62,000.00 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, . 
Chicago, IYlinols...:.... oe ee. ab eee ee bee ΝΥ 23 ,053,32 

| Total $85,697.15 

2 ee Sy, Nia ΒΕ εκ ἢ 

χῷ & 

(Bureau (RN) ok ἡ δ TS ΜΠ Be 
2-New York (BM) 1 MUP ID goca, 

(1 - 100-134637 (SOLO) : 
(1 - 100-128861 (CP, USA - Reserve Funds ‘titer 

L-Chicago 

. (5) wy [γ΄ 4 
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‘CG 134-46 Sub Ῥ΄ 

Additions - ΕΝ τς 

Solo Funds ἢ 

None, 

CP; USA Reserve Funds ‘ 

None. - τον τς το ος - Ε τ τς 

᾿ Disbursements . Ι 

Γ΄ βο1ο Funds | 

’ 4/21/64 to MORRIS CHILDS as reimburse- 
- ment, for hotel expense, meals, etc.,. ες 

related to Visit of NORMAN FREED, CP of ΝΞ . 
Canada representative, to New York. City, | oo 

‘ 3/40-13 7/64, ; i” wee eee be eb eee es ew ems ἈΠ 67, 50: 

4/21/64 for purchase of special size ce 
shoes. for GUS HALL, his wife, and son........ 65.45 

4/24/64 purchase price of books and - 
shagazines sent with NY 694-S*.on 15th . . ΝΣ 
Solo ΝΣ 23.077." 

᾿ 4/21/64 pens, fillers, and miscellaneous | 
gifts provided NY 694~S* in. connection with ' 
Loth nolo Mission. Pe ee ον αν 6.0. “5 9.97 

 gperes of steerer, ) 
Ing Chicago, Ior on Indiana — 

property owned by CP,....cccecseseceeewseswes 7640 

4/29/64 to attorney, | . ᾿ 
Chicago, τ TOL nterizing" 
Indiana property. aera s ee ene eh eae ee hes se ee eee 29,00 

4/29/64 to attorney, 
Chicago, £ : services on - 
behalf of cP, Th a ον πόποι σον δὰ πα νος ΠΝ a 25,00 

- Total 7 + - $287.39 



CG 134-46 Sub Ε΄ 

CP, USA Reserve Funds: 

4/21/64 to JACK KLING to hold as 
depository and from which to make 
Special. dispersements based on 
instructions ofGUS HALL. From this 
amount, for example, KLING dispersed 
$3,000 on 4/22/64 to. CARL WINTER for 
the publication νυ Today’. 20. a 

Total funds in possession of CG 5824-S* 
as of April 30, . 1964 ΜΝ . 

Solo Funds Ν 

Maintained. in. cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan. Avenue National: Bank, 

. Chicago, TLLINOAS.. ase ree eee toes es 

Maintained in cash in safé. deposit 
box, Mid-America National Bank, 
Chicago, TiLinois.; a φφΦφ ὁ δ 6 6 ς΄. κΑ 4-“ 

CP, USA Réserve Funds 

‘Maintained in cash: in safe deposit 
‘box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, ILlinois,.... coe ogee eens teens 

Total 

ener Fe BBY 000.00: 

oes ewes oh 356, 44. 7 

es eons ἐς 4 82, ὁ00.00 

po αὶ 

emen eens 18, 053,32 

$80,409.76 



OPTIONAL Fok HO, 10 ᾿ m 3010-106 
MAS ΒΑ LOTION, AY 
G44, SEN, ἕξ, NO, 27 he 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . Ent 

M emorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOP —— 
Evens, 

Mr. Ἢ, C, Sullivan Ὁ) WW ‘DATE: May τ, 1964 ἘΞ i 

Veron + aes Fy σι Baungardner 1 Te Reet ἸΕΕΞΞ 
: 1 - Mr, Baumgardner “” 

1 - Mr. Shaw 
SUBJECT: roro oe | 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST Ϊ 

My memorandum of 4/7/64 set forth in detail receipts. of funds. 
from the Soviet Union and Red China by the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) 
and the disbursements. of these Ῥυγ during March, 1964, The following 
schedule shows the present status of these funds "together with receipt 
and disbursements during April, 1964; / 

SUMMARY : 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 4/30/64 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to-4/30/64 , 

. Grand total received 9/58: to 4/30/64 . 3. we 
Total disbursements-to 4/30/64 . oo 8 ee εώ 

Balance of Fund 4/30/64 . 2... eee 

$1, 979, 991, 00 
-50 

“L527, O30" 4 
$502, 951. 4q* 

_ *$440,595, 00. maintained by RY. 694-9% δ. .......... ων ee 

¢ 0 ‘eee * δια ἃ « 

New York City; $62,356.44 maintained 
by CG 5824-S* in Chicago, ; . - ι 

| DETAILS: ; 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 3/31/64 . . $1,829,991.00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 3/31/64. ... 50,000.00 
Grand total recéivéd 9/58 to 3/31/64... ..:34 4. 95 , 991 20 
Total disbursements to 3/31/64 ; . ..3 2... 2. « 1;466,752.17 

‘Balance of Fund 3/31/64 .. ΝΞ... 413, 2598, 88. 

‘Receipts during April, 1964 ... . 3os . $150,000, 00% 
**Received by NY 694-S% in New York City ς on ᾿ 

4/7/64 from Valentin Zaitsev, Counselor, _ " 
Soviet Mission to the United Nations. 

ΝΗ - as / ssp 
~100-428091- τ. - Re J vt & ΨΥ =) 

- wor an: woo eee = ee “δ 5 π.. ον eee ΜΞΝ "" ~ = 

WGS :1at ΝΞ ΞΕ ον το στρ ome ἜΣ 
Νὰ ΝΞ Ἢ “artuny 12:1964 ae: yy 
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Memorandum ‘to W. Ὁ. Sullivan ΕΣ a 

Re: SOLO τ τε 

Disbursements. during April, 1964: _ 

4/10/64 To. Lena Scherer, CPUSA Reserve Fund official sb ee ., $20,000.00 
for CPUSA national office payroll.. 

4/14/64 To Gus Hall, General Secretary, CPUSA, “for... 3. . « 25,000.00 
CPUSA national office expenses 

, fo Isadore Wofsy, CPUSA Réserve. Fund official .... 5,000.00 
- for CPUSA organizational work, 

_ To Lena. Scherer for CPUSA. national office expenses . . 10,000.00 

4/21/64 To,-CG 5824-S* as reimbursement for expenses .... . 67.50 
related to visit to New York City of Norman 
Freed, Canadian’ CP official. 

| To CG 5824-S* for purchase of shoes for Gus Hall... 65.45 : 
‘and Hall's family.: 

To CG 5824-S¥ for purchase of books sent with. oe es 23.07 
NY 694-S* on ‘Sth Solo mission. 

To CG 5824-S* for miscellaneous gifts provided 2s 8 8s ‘9,97 
NY: 694-S* in connection. ‘with: L5th Solo- mission. 

4/29/64 ° a | Chicago Attortiey, for... ... 76.40 ᾽ 
1963" Tastes ΟΝ 1 a property owned by the - ‘CBUSA, ; 

Ὄπ 2 pay, bill for maintenance . .. - 20,00 
ane of 1 perty . . ; 

ne Legal fees and services . i. 25,00 
on behalf of : SA; 

Total. disbursenehts = April, 1964 ... ae we ww ew ww + $60,287.39 
Balance of Fund 4/30/64 . 6 6 4 we ew we we ee we ee ν «$502,951.44 

+ . - 

ACTION: 

- None, This inemoraiduin. is submitted for your information. An | 

up-to-date ‘accounting ‘of: 5610 ‘Finds will be brought to your attention..each 

month, Details. of, the: accounting “OF. ‘these funds are not.to be’ ‘disSeminated. 
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UNITED STATES A ENT Belmont - 

Memorandu a UTE IN ENVELOPE ens —— 
DelLoach ———__- 

Mr ¢ We: Cc i surnavan > DATE: 5»6.64 ons - - 

Sullivan . JW 

“Τανο] ;.......... 

1 a Mr o Sullivan Trotter ,.......ρ.--.... 

FROM : Mxe Fe de. Baumgardner 1 ~ Mr.. Baumgardner Tele, Roos - 

0 i-- Mr. Shaw LL? 

Vent 
{ 

) 
ERNAL. — ~C. 

Our Chicago and New York Offices are: of divergent viewpoints 
relative to. the dissemination of information from the Solo case to other 
field offices and the channelization. of information from the Solo case 
to. other files within the New York and Chicago Offices. There is set 
forth below the views. of New York. and Chicago. relative to this matter. 

Dissemination of Information from the Solo 859. to Other Field Offices 

Chicago: In order to afford the ‘Solo. operation complete . 
security, the Bureau should. handle, without exception, 
all dissemination to other offices of information 
directly: related to the Solo operation. Any action 
required of other offices should be solely under the 
supervision and direction of the Bureau. 

100-428091 

New York: It is not practical for the Buréa: to assume ‘such 
tremendous and exclusive responsibilities, when 

- .New York and ‘Chicago are completely capabie of 
handling this dissemination and taking: adequate 
precautionary measures to protect the security of 
this operation, There are many occasions. where 
immediate action must be taken. on Solo information 
and where it would be highly injudicious to wait 
for, the Bureau to handle the dissemination, 
Dissemination to other offices. should be handled 
by. New York and Chicago under the appropriate case 
caption in such a. manner as not. to reflect that it. 
came from the Solo operation and should include 
the required precautionary statement. 

Channelizing ‘Information from the Solo Case to Other Files with New York 
and Chicago Offices | 

Chicago: “solo information is indexed within. the. general 
ΝΕ . office indices ;,.but- ‘should. not. be channelized to 

other files since this “would: ‘negate, the “need-to~know’ 

492-95 £09 )- μὴ 
- Se ἐκαπώσαρμιν 

WGS:al (4) ; i alu 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO. ~ 
100~428091 ΝΣ ve 

basis of this information, Memoranda under substantive captions 
should not δὲ prepared, but rather the Bureau should extract 
the pertinent information from Solo communications. and disseminate 
it back to New York or Chicago under the appropriate case caption 
along with instructions relative to the action to be taken thereon, 
It would be. permissible to channelize Solo. information to other 
files only in those instances where the other files are afforded 
the same security as the Solo file, 

New York: . The indexing of the Solo file in no way solves 
the channelization problem since Agents do 
not check the indices. on a daily basis and 
valuable information concerning important 
matters could be buried in the Solo file. with 
no action being taken, New York. and Chicago 
should ‘be .permitted to channelize communications 
under the Solo caption to other files if these 
files are afforded the same security. as the 
Solo file. in all other instances, New York... 

Ε . τς and Chicago should channelize such information 
to other files under the appropriate case 
caption and in such a manner as. not to reflect 
that -it came from the Solo operation. and noting; 
the necessary precautionary measures to. be: taken, 
Such channelization should be done immediately 

- without having to have the Bureau disseminate 
, back to New York and Chicago information which 

originates in those offices, 

OBSERVATIONS: 

" _ Chicago, citing the security aspect, proposes that all 
information in the Solo case. be furnished the Bureau and.‘no action 
of any type should be taken’ by.-either New York or Chicago in the 
absence of specific instructions from ‘the Bureau, This is not a 
practical position and it is felt. that Chicago is using the security 
factor asa means of completely-divorcing itself from any responsi- 
‘bility involving the. dissemination of Selo information within the 
Bureau, ‘The Bureau handles all dissemination of Solo information 
outside the Bureau, and it is felt_that New: York and Chicago should 
be capable of handling ‘what normally would be the responsibility 
of. the field even in such an important case.as the Solo operation, 
New York points out and we agree that there iS no need for the Bureau 
to assume such tremendous responsibilities and that the Bureau's 

- ™ 
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Memorandum to Mr, W. C. Sullivan: 
RE: SOLO ᾿ 
100.42809] 

position -should be that of following the field to assure that 
it is doing what it is supposed to do,-. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
ἘΝ 

That the attached letter be sent to New York and 
Chicago advising that the Bureau agrees with New York's 
position in this matter and setting forth the course of 
procedure to be followed. in the future handling. of information 
from the Solo case, 

2 ὦ 
Ne 
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Transmit the following in . 

~ 

ROUTE IN"ENVELOPE 
Date: 5/8/64 

AType.in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED I 
: “ (Priority) ᾿ " ᾿ Ι 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

The Chicago Office on 5/8/64 received through a mail 
drop box maintained for CG 5824-5* a communication postmarked 
5/5/64, Prague, Czechoslovakia, The letter contained in this 
communication was prepared by NY 694-S* and is dated 5/3/64, 
In preparing this communication, NY 694-S* utilized the "Freed 
Code." 

The verbatim text of the quoted letter was as follows: 

"May 3, 1964 
Prague 

"Dear Norma: 

"While this letter is postmarked Prague actually it~ 
was written in the comfort of the Madison Hotel... I took 
advantage. of Bass‘ returning to his office after his spendin - 
the holidays in the same place as Rush and I. 

"Let me say that so far its been the most restful 
days we have had in a long time. The cast greeted us. in full 
force and Rush is still overwhelmed by the attention shown and. - 
in the manner which its done, Compared to Rone and Paris “it is 
beyond compare for there it was a suite here its a’ deluxe, 
apartment within the hotel-ahem! V.I.P....its sohhappened’ 
that this was a longer holiday than usual because of Friday... ἢ 
however the cast managed to squeeze in some very important 
events to show how much Walleye is loved and respected. .. Not . 
only ὟΝ I meet the host, Mrs. Canary, but the entire” immédiate , 

ζ 
Ag y wh Se (RM) REG. 18 J OO acon “32 LOL go, 

.-  Lo- New York (100- “Done A 

1 - Chicago T may 14 198 4 
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CG. 134-46 Sub B 

family. This of course was purely Social involving a fifteen 
course dinner; ‘The event in itself was really something and 
there too it was front row center. May I say that nothing 15. 
left out to make us comfortable. But what was most interesting 
was to have squeezed in the social introduction. After meeting 
the family Blinky Panface asked about you and sénds the very. 

“best. One thing is definitely understodd here. is that there 
will be ἃ cotillion at the. beginning of the social season this 
fall but. exactly when the miatrons aré not sure. Walleye's 
poetic greeting I was told was exceptional for nost of the 
streets sent in a standard few verses and that was that. But, 
Canary really liked the poem and the additional, beautiful pound 
etthinos that came with it... It really hit the spot and ~~ 
warmed the cockels of the Canary and the casts hearts. 

“While resting and partaking in the gaiety I tried 
to feel out how a vacation will be at the beach and believe 
me, if I fell you: that this season surely does look like the 
ibéach is not so simple, for-not only does Sprinter tell me that 
his street has a, similar problem but other streets as ‘well, 
Peach is quite something and itis certain that one must only 
take with him for a beach reservation and public relations. 
In: plain. words the goods and the Walleyes. are in the same spot... 
‘Even Mutt ahd. Jeff would like: to. see Perch soothe Peach not 
only for Oaks Street but for many others, 1 have made up my~ 
mind after talking it over with Sprinter, Runner, Booker (and. 
the is, really wonderful) plus Bass, etc..;, that unless Peach's 
herself says its okay to. come to the beach I will not go for 
otherwise the vacation there would be useless, but the nice 
people, in the cast will make sure and try to be most helpful, 
So far I don't have any ida about reservations... Theres 

i little else except the Palm Beach crowd here are still arguing 
- that the ‘cotillion should no hurt. the Hamilton so. to. drive then, 
away from the gang.., They are really nuts but nevertheless 
go along with the Madisons. 

"To this date not a word from Mr. Good - Rush is 
worried. about Roscoe - a few words would spell success of a 
nice holiday so far. ; 

"There isnt-much more that 1, Gould yrite - - except 
the usual old céncérn shown when at the villa in which the 
Toppers actually waits with bated breath for Walleyes and the 
other artists for ‘their scores and compositions. Walleye, he 
says he will be treated as an overture, 

ΒΝ 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

"80 Gar it looks’ as. ehouet we ay ἔο south for a few 
weeks and when. returning the world should arrive whether I go 
to the beach or not. [I think it would bé best that Rush, does 
not join me in this vacation should I go. since ‘the climate 
Will not be good for her. Whether I will have time to write 
to. you or not; I am not certain = our love to all. . 

Ε οι , “Mozart 

“Its. really aitfioult to write when only in.a resort for a 
short. time - the main thing health, are good and Rush is 
really. resting and enjoying the ballet. ΤῈ only she could 
fiere from Fil, . It would be good if Logan could see the 
electrician on 15th or 28th." 

- The above ietter was discussed with CG 5824: =S* on 
5/8/64 and his translation théreof was 835 follows: 

Dear’ CG 5824-S8*; _# - 

While this letter is postmarked, Prague, it was: 
actually. written in the comfort of my Moscow Hotel... I took 

" advantage of FREED's return. to the "World Marxist Review" in 
Prague after he had spent thé May Day holiday in Moscow as 1), 
NY .694+S¥,' and my wife bad done. Let me say: that so far it. 
has béen. the mést restful days we have had in ἃ long time.” 
High representatives of the Central Committee (CC), ‘CPSU, 
greeted ‘us. in full force on our arrival and. my wife is: over-- 
whelmed by the attention Shown and by the mariner in.which it 
was ' done. Compared to Rome and Paris, it is beyond compare 
for there it was ἃ suite, here- it" 'S..8 deluxe apartment within 
the: Central Committee hotel annex, which is reseryed for VIPs. 

‘It so happened that this was a longer ‘holiday than usual © 
because May Day fell on Friday. ‘However, the CC. managed’ to 

᾿ς Squeeze’ in"some ‘very important events: for nyself and my wife 
to show how. much.GUS HALL is loved ‘and respected by. them, Not 
only did: I meet the host, Mr. KHRUSHGHEY, but his entire 

family which. included a “number of members of the Presidium, 

because of the fact I represented our Party. This, ofcourse, 

was purely ‘social involving a 15-coursé dinner, The event ὁ 

itself was really something and there too it was front row center. 

“May I say that nothing is left out in an effort to: make us: 
comfortable, But was most interesting was to fave squeezed 

in. the social introductions, After the meeting , BORIS PONOMAREV 

. γ - 
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CG. 134-46 Sub B 

asked about you, CG 5824-S*, and sent the very best. One 
“ thing that is definitely understood is that there will be 
f an_international.conference this fall, probably preceded by 
.an @ditorial meeting, but exactly when this meeting will be 

' galled, the CPSU is not sure. GUS HALL's birthday message 
on behalf of the CPUSA to KHRUSHCHEV I was told was exceptional 
for most of the other CPs only sent in standard greetings and 
that was that. But, KHRUSHCHEV really liked the message froin 

‘le ' “the CPUSA and the additional beautiful bound autographed book 
- OF political cartoons that came’ with it. It really hits the 

spot and pleased KHRUSHCHEV and. other members of the CC very 
much, 

While resting and. partaking: in the gaiety, 1 tried 
to feel out how a trip to Cuba riight work aut and believe me 
if I tell you that 't-look like it will be a simple 

| onatter ta to get to.Cuba, Not only do people like LADISTAV 
‘KOCHMAN OF the CP °of Czechoslovakia tell me that his Party has 
a Similar problem, buf_other CPs. as as well, FIDEL ¢ CASTRO. is 

ite something an rtain that one must onty talk to 
\njm personally for such an invitation to Cuba andfor “pablic 
relations, “In plain words, CG 5824-S* and GUS HALL would be 
in the same spot. Even. people like MOSTOVETS, GRECHUKHIN of 
the North and South American Section of the International 
Department, CC, CP&U.;. would Tike to. see me, NY 694-S*, talk. to 

‘CASTRO, not only for GUS HALL's benefit, but for the benefit - 
of other Parties, T have made up ny. mind after talking it. 
over with. people Tiké KOCHMAN, ZENICH WAGNER of the International 
Department of the CP of Czechoslovakia, TIMUR TIMOFEEV, and™he 
is xveally wonderful, _ plus NORMAN FREED, that unless CASTRO 
enror personally Says it's okay to come to Cuba I will not 

o, for otherwise a trip there would: he useless. The members 
of the CC, CPSU, will maké sure and try to be most helpful in 

‘this connection. So as. of 5/3, I, NY 694-S*, don't have any 
idéa on définite plans’ to go to Cuba. There’ ‘is little elise 
except that the members. of the Italian CP now in Moscow are - 
still arguing that the international conference should not 
hurt the CP of China so'as to drive them away from the world. 
movement. They are really nuts ‘but nevertheless they will go 

- glong. with the ‘CPSU. 

‘To date, not. a word has been received from CG 5824-S*, 
‘Rush is worried about her son - a few words would spell success 
of a nice trip so. far. 



ee 

not certain. Our’ love to all. 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

There isn't much more that [I could write about 
except theuwual concern shown when at the "World Marxist. 
Review" headquarters in which F, RUMYANTSEV, editor and 
chief of the magazine, actually waits with baited breath 
for GUS HALL's and othex CPUSA leaders to submit their articles 
for publication. RUMYANTSEV: Says that any article by: GUS. HAL 
would be treated as a most important article, 

So far At ‘looks as though wé may go. south, to the 
' Black Sea area, for a few weeks vacation and by the time we 
have returned, word should arrive whether I go to Cuba or not. 
-I think it would be best that my wife does not join me in this 
trip. to Cuba should I go, since the climate would not be good 
for her. Whether I will have time to write you or not, I am 

T 

NY 694.-S* 

tts really difficult to write when only in a place. for a 
short time. The main thing is health and it is good and ny: 
wife is really resting and enjoying the trip. | If she could 

. only ‘hear’ of the children. It would be good if CG 5824-S* 
Gould. seé@ NY 694- SKts Soyiet. contact on the 15th a μὰ 28th Of 
May in New York, 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
| Mr. Conrad ge fo ΡΑΤΕ May 12, 1964 ᾿ — <= 

παν 
C. F. Downing . a 

Captioned case involves the: Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications 
transmitted to him by radio.. 

On 5/12/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureau’ s radio 
station at Midland at scheduled-timés and frequencies, but no messages 
were transmitted. 

csACTION: 

af 

For information. 

2- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G: Shaw) 
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Transmit the following in 
{Τγρε ἐπ plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

\/ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-426091) 
#1 

; FROM : 540, -ΝΕῊ YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: (Soto 
‘$= « 

On 5/6/64, there was received via the MICHAEL PELH 
mail drop in New York a letter dated May 4, 1964, from WILLIAM 
KASHTAN, Canadian CP functionary, to be transmitted to GUS HALL. 
The said letter is as follows: 

. (p. SoG 
"Dear Herbert: ζξυζῥῇε 

"tn ease you did not already see this, the enclosed 
copy may be ofinterest to you. Brother Norm wondered whether . 
there could be some participation from-your end.” ἣς | 

rs "Brother Norm,” mentimed in the above letter, ref 
to NORMAN FREED, Canadian CP representative to the “world Marxist 
Review," in Prague, 

The enclosure mentioned in the aforesaid letter is .as 
£Lollows: 

f 

\-A/3f - BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) 

“ CHICAGO- (134-46~Sub- B) (Enc. 3) (AMRM) 
1 - NY 134-91 (INV) (41) on .α 

1... ΝΥ 100-134637 - (41) q 

κου ὃῶ-- “δι, δοσ σὸν: 
ACB :msb a / 00 = 729, 7) 33 

(7) 
- . 7 | Wi MAY 14 1984 

| τς δὰ Re | J 
Approved: as oY pp Sent ἀμ, Ρι.... 
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"Recent economic and political developments: in a. number of the 
developed capitalist countries have imparted particular urgency 
to united working~class action and the unity of the democratic 

᾿ forces.. 

In order to devoté due attention to these problems, our journal 
proposes to continue publication of articles. dealing. with then, " 
At the same time, however, τὸ belive it would be useful from the ~~ - 

ae standpoint of a more comprehensive and profound examination of the 
᾿ problems of the working-class and democratic unity to. arrange a 

'round table' meeting on.the subject. Such an exchange would 
‘provide an opportunity for all-round discussions of the basic 
problems connected with the. new openings for building working-class 

mo unity. and. broad democratic coalitions and facilitate the search 
for. ways and means -of overcoming the: obstacles still standing in 
the Way. . 

, "We would very much like. to havayou take part. in thi's exchange. of 
views and would’ welcome your. suggestions as to the concrete quéstions. 

, that could be taken: up.. On-our part, we are enclosing a rough ~ 
‘ outline 6£ the questions which we believe might be. discussed. 

: "We belie there is no need for special reports and that it could 
| be left to each participant to discuss whatever problems he considers: 
| relevant. | 

| ne is proposed. [ὁ hold the exchange in Prague on June L6th-19th, 
- 1964. We would tike to hear yout views .on the matter as soon as 

possible, If you. find ‘our. suggestion acceptable, pkase let us 
-know whom you will send. 

4 = 

"fraternally. yours, 

As R, - " 

Chief Editor, WMR." 
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NY 100:134637 

"Questions for the 'round table' exchange of views on unity of: the 
working class and democratic’ movements. - 

"1, Perspectives. of the working class and democratic tovements. in 
the West, and ‘tthe’ problems of working-class unity 

a) the place 6£ the working class and democratic movements: in 
the world revolutionary process. 

Ὁ) the basic changes in the working class movement in the recent 
years and how they effect the problem of unity. 

c) what are the left forces in present day conditions. 
d) the ways and forms of socialist development in the West and 

perspectives of unity. The problem of ‘socialism and democracy,' 
and unity of the working class movement. 

"2. Communists dnd Social Democrats. 

a) The development Of relations ‘between Communists and Social. 
Democrats since the 7th Congress of the Ci, 3 ‘The negative effects 
of ‘the personality cult: and the: policy: of unity. The legacy of the 
past and’ perspéctives of unity, © 

b) The policy of the international Comminist. movement δᾶ ἐδ. 
promotion .of ‘relations ‘with. Social Democrats. Is: ‘the orientation οἱ 
unity: a tactical maneduvre or a political principle" 

c) The character of contemporary social HemocEscy, its. 
contradictions and trends of development. 

d) The experience and ideas of the social~democratic and 
Communist movements, What. unites and what still divides Communists 
and Social Democrats. ᾿ 

e) The participation of Social Democrats in the Fight for :. 
socialism, ‘The question Of ‘democratic guarantees. ' 

"3, The Catholic trend. 
a) The reasons for the Catholic. influence in the we movement 

since the end of the sécond world war. The fight of trends in the 
catholic movement. Ὁ) | ‘The possibilities of Catholics cooperating 
with other. trends in the working-class movement. 

"4... Other: questions 
a) forms of unity, in particular, unity ΟΕ action. Ὁ) The ° 

prospects of restoring unity in the trade union movement on a 
national .and. international scale. ο) fhe main obstacles. (of both 
an objective and. subjective ndture) in. the way of unity, -What 
must be done to overcome - these obstacles. i 

-. 3a τ 
- - 
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πὰς Ry Chief. Editor, WMR,” mentioned above, is - 
Ἂς RUMANTSEV ; Editor in Chieé of the "World Marxist Review" in 

Prague. 

The original of the above communication from KASHTAN 
is béing forwarded as~an enclosure to the Chicago Office for 
transmission. to. CG, 5824~s%, who, din. the. absence o£ NY 694-S*, 

Ν δε ‘submit it. to: GUS. HALL.: ΝΕ 
a 

CG 5824~ * should δὲ xeminded that NY 694~S* 
ordinarily dées not furnish to HALL thé. original of communications 
such as the above. He usually gives HALL the information contained 
theréin.. ' 
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" ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
1 = Mr. Coakley . 

- ᾿ 1 - Mr. Shaw 
SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B). Hay 15, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

| oe | 
ΜΛ AL SECURITY “Ὁ | 

The Bureau hag_nated with deep concern the 
increasing activities of  -—-s———————fin 6821 ὁ ΕἸ 
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Letter to Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
100428091 

At the earliest possibie date, you should submit 
your observations to the Bureau togethe : 
recommendations fox action to counte activities | 
in behalf ΟΥ̓ ῥα ΠΏΣΙΣΙΔ---το “Vale Η nico spo τι ΡΟΣ ΘΙ, Ὁ ΕΣ 
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ἦν; SO1G=108 

UNITED STATES cov iment 

Memorandum 

τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 5/6/64 

re 

ἽΝ FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (1L00-134637) 
: 

SUBJECP? ἴσιο 

} ReBulet, 4/21/64, copy to Chicago, instructing NY 
and Chicago to institute a file review tod@tain an accurate. 
up-to-date accounting of all funds, transferred through the 
SOLO apparatus by the Soviets, which have not previously been 
considered by NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S* as constituting a direct 
financial subsidy from. the CPSU to the CPUSA. 

With vespect to such funds given to NY 694-S* by 
the Soviets, a review of the file reflected the following: A 

On 1/21/60, in NYC, VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY delivered to 
NY 694-S*, $72,885. As reflected in NY airtel to Bureau and 
Chicago dated 1/13/60, BARKOVSKY, in a meeting with CG 5824-S*, 

-in NYC.-on- 1/12/60, stated. that- some money had..come. from -the -., . - 
Soviet Union for ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG and requested that 
CG 5824-S* and NY 694-S* * accept. delivery of the money in behalf 
of TRACHTENBERG. 

As reflected in Chicago letter to Bureau and NY dated 
2/3/60, CG 5824-S*, on 1/26/60, told TRACHITENBERG that the sum 
of money the latter had been expecting from the Soviet Union “ 
had been delivered, When asked by CG 5824-S* how much money he 

δὲ - Bureau (RM) REG 45 / oo - 3 af 9 Glo 8455 

1 - Chicago. (134-46 Sub B) (RM) 
1 - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) te 108. 11 MAY 15 1964 
1 - NY 100-134637 Sub-A (Solo nds) (41) 
1. - NY 100-134637 (41). 

(6) 

es 
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NY 100-134637 

expected to receive, TRACHTENBERG estimated the total to be 
“about $78, 000", which represented royalties due to inter- - 
national Publishers, $50,000 from the Soviets and: $28,000 from 
the Chinese. Pending, authorization to do so from GUS HALL, 
NY 694-S* as yet has not delivered this money to TRACHTENBERG. 

eR 

On: 2/12/61, ViADIMIR “BARKOVSKY delivered to NY 694-s* 
in NYC, $88,000, $7,000 of which, by BARKOVSRY's instructions, 
was to be transmitted by the CPUSA, to the CP of Puerto Rico to 
defray expenses of the CP of Puerto Rico, On 2/17/61, NY 694-S* 
delivered $7, 000 to GUS HALL for transmittal to the CP of Puerto 
Rico, and HALL, at the time, indicated that he would transmit 
the $7,000 to the CP of Puerto Rico through CG 5824-S*, As. 
réflected in Chicago airtel dated. 3/1/61, although HALL had been 
in contact with CG 5824-S* after receipt- of the 57.000 from | 
NY 694-S%, WALL never mentioned this wnatter to CG 5824-S%5, 

ke eR - 

On. 4/8/62, VLADIMER BARKOVSKY, in NYC, gave NY 694-S* 
_'$2100 to be transmitted to VALENTINE GREGORY BURTAN as reimburse: 
ment for expénses incurred by BURTAN in taking a trip to. Paris 
at the request of the Soviets in November, 1961. On 1/22/62, 
NY 694-S* delivered $2100- to CP functionary IRVING POTASH for 
‘transmittal -to BURTAN. 

% ἧς Ἃ 

On 1 9/4/63, in “NYC, ALEXSEY KOLOBASHKIN deliveted to 
NY 694-S%, $125,000, which was to be transmitted to JESSICA SMITH, 
for "New World Review", On -11/4/63,. ΝΥ 694-S* gave to GP 
functionary: ARNOLD JOHNSON. $15,000 for transmittal to JESSICA 

SMITH. 

ek ee 

‘On 4/7/64, VALENE INE “2ATISEV, in N¥C, delivered to 

NY 694-S* $165,000, $15,000 of which was to be given to JESSICA 

+2 - 



_-@uly céported: in previous accounting regortss 

NY 100-134637 

Pa 

SMITH for ‘New Worta Review". On 4/13] 6h, NY 6ak-s# delivered - 
the aforesaid $15, 000, to JESSICA SMITH. 

a 

ey ke RE 

Hereafter, in: ‘conformity with the: Bureau's. intention 
to record -ohe grand total of all funds, broken down betwéen 
the. total amount: o£ funds consideted..as -a direct financial 
subsidy. from the. CPSU to the. CPUSA δηᾶ 811. the. funds furnished © 
‘by the Soviets through. .the SOLO apparatus, which do not. fall 
into this catégory, ‘the NYO will adopt a similar procedure, 

᾿ AS regards: correction: of Bureau and ‘NY. records to 
reflect. a current. grand: total. of funds. ‘transferred by: the 

" Soviets through the. SOLO apparatus - that is, through NY ‘694-S# | ᾿ 

as part of the SOLO.appardtiis - Bureau and’ NY records should | 
_ rekleét three ‘transactions. described above and not previously 
recorded in accounting reports: _ 

‘Ls the. vecaipt by. NY 694-8. On. 4/3/62 of $2100 

_ intended for VALENEINE GREGORY BURTANS: . - 

Ζ;; The réeeipt Ott: 9/4163 by NY’ 69428 of. 
τς ὦ §15;000- for JESSICA SMITH}.and, oe 

3. The. xéceiipt by iy 694-83 on- 4/7] 6b, of 
815, 000. for | JESSICA SMITH. 

The. othe? io: transactions’ described. a dave have ὃ been 

- - 

On. the asspmption that thé ‘sun’ = § 32°00 should, be 
added: to.the cutrent total of funds transmitted by/the Soviets 
‘through the ‘SOLO. .apparatus, and unless the. 

νος gontrary, the NYO will. change its records. to: reflect. that the 
aforesaid. total of $32;100. has. become “part of,. and was 3 paid out. 
of, the. SOLO accounts <>. 



“NY 100-134637 

‘Since the above-mentioned: sum of $32,100 had not 
been: incliided in previous accounting reports, the balance - a 
in the SOLO account, as of 4/30/64, continues to be: $440, 595. 
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FD-36 (Rev, 10-29-63) O Ο 

‘ROUTH IN ENVELO 
Date: 5/12/64 

παν 

Ν 

~--—-Fpf----- Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL 

(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority) 

ReBuairtel 5/7/64, ; 

Pursuant to instructions in reBuairtel, CG 5824-5* 

was contacted 5/11/64. At this time, CG 5824-S* advised that 

he is an "ex-officio" member of the National Board, CPUSA, but 

in such capacity is entitled to all rights and privileges of 

an elected member. Technically, he noted he was co-opted to 

membership by the Party leadership and not officially elected , 

to the Board. As a result, CG 5824-S* felt it would be best 

that his name not be included among the currently newly-elect 

membership of the National Board. He stated that he was in 

strong agreement with the Bureau's recommendation that because 

of his ex-officio status on the National Board, that his name 

should not be included among any listing of the official 

nmenbership of that Board. , 

Based on the above, there are enclosed herewith for 

the Bureau an original and five copies of page three of . 

Chicago letterhead memorandum dated April 24, 1964, captioned 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ~ ORGANIZATION; INTERNAL SECURITY - C, 

reflecting the deletion of CG 5824-S*'s name from the current 

membership of the National Board.” 
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ν | ΒΥΒΕΟΊΟΝ, FBI- (105-78927). 5/5/64 — | 
Af . (100-428091)° Ο. ᾿ ᾿ τος 

{ ΝΞ SAG, NEW. YORK (105~36402) vy 
| (100-134637) en: 

᾿ Ὁ 
ALEKSEY Μ. KOLOBASHKIN . .. --ς 

τ Is - R - SMUN ~o > 

Tce ; oo Ἂν 

ReBuairtel dated 4/29/64. | J 

“A 
- NYO agrees with the Bureau in that the 0-1 Form dated 

4/16/64 apparently was confused with other matters relating to 
the captioned investigation. 

that in ‘October 1963, KOLOBASHKIN requested NY 694-S* to furnish 
- | him identities of three Americans "to work with us (Soviéts)" 
ἐπε and that he reiterated his request on 12/ 6/ 63, urging the mattér 

be handled soon. - 

She Purguant. to. this request, the name: a 
“bic. was suggested to — possibility for referral Lo the 
| b7D Soviets utilizing 8 8. éutout; After consid 
| NY 694-s* on 1/7/64 recommended against the referral — 

in ‘view of his background. 

το τ On 1/28/64, the name of 
be was. siibmitted to NY ΤΑ | or. rererral to- the 

w 

For the information of the Buxéau, it should be noted ἢ 

ξ 
ὃ 

prc. Soviets. In discussin To **4heckeround, NY 694--8ὴ expressed 
7D ΝΕ pinion that further consideratio i 

᾿ ἘΠΕ the event he was not known in 
15/64, after additional backe¢oun 
was obtained NY 694-S* concluded that 

3/» Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 
a4 (1105-78927) | END παξαβιθηὶ 

1 -ἮΥ 105-36402 (341) " ii MAY τὸ 1964 
1. - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) ΄. ΕΞ " 

“ΙΝ . ; ~ ----ἰ τῦσν πος 

4 ἢ Dorn Ces | 
ΤΣ Sih τ 
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ΝΥ -1005134637 " 

On 2/15/64, HY 694. 8}. advised that since he approached — 
LEM HARRIS on. 1/20/64 to recommend a "legitimate" recruit for 
referral ‘to the Soviets, HARRIS had not come forth with any 

be veferred to the Soviets for 
Ξ opéra ion. NY 694~S* was of thé opinion 

would, od and acceptable "Legitimate! 
background and because he, 

himgel£, Was: non=political and inactive. By: letter 
.. the. Bureau authorize ἕο make available 

to. his Soviet contact the name of ὃ 8. possible 
"Legitimate" recruit in this operation, 

ς - On 2/15/64, the name ΝΙΝ (aupanel | 
τ gource): was suggestéd. to NY 694-' ssible tdnd 
“after discus é backgiound off ____ [NY 694¢5% was of the 
opinion. that should ‘be considered for submission to the 
Soviets, in the event further background investigation. does not - 
militate against his sélection. ν το 

By. Letter. (27/64, the Bureau indicated that since 
NY 694-5% considers to Ὅς -acceptable inthis operation, thé 
‘NYO should make discree inquiries: to-determing, his currént back 
ground and. advise the Bureau for authority before initiating his 

. teferral to the Soviets. During. March 1964,°it was ascertained | | 
that the records:od& the New York City Police Department, the 
Nassau County Police Department and the Nassau-S unties | 
Credit Bureau contained no information emcemind τ The, 

t Bureayw reai w York revealed that ος 
fereee [ee Y. (since 7/62) had 

S Unanown ana credit , s also ascertained that. |: 
parents, whom he indicated were non-political, were both 

born in. New York City, with his. ‘paternal grandparents born in 

«2+ 



ΝΥ 100-13463), = © ΝΞ ΝΕ 

KOLOBASHKIN. has not biought up the question of these recruits - 
nor_has he indicated any apparent interest in. the matter since | 

rather, before making any referrals, he contemplated taking up. 
‘the matter of. these recruits with the appropriate Soviet officials. 

‘KOLOBASHKIN's xequest for recruits was a legitimate one or in 

and his subsequent Soviet. contact was with VALENTINE. AL 2ALTZEV ‘ 
on 4/7/64. - - 

" the meantime, the NYO is continuing. to review its. 
files sification) for additional possible recruits: in 
‘the evt 

‘Germany and his maternal grandparénts int Investigations, 1c 
concerning the records of Baltimore Source #4 and che U. 8. TD 

. Passport records, are being conducted by. the. Baltimore and : 
Washington Field Offices. ᾿ ΝΞ τ 

HY 694-8% has advised that since December 1963, - 

that time. NY 694-S* has been of the opinion that he should not. 
initiate re-discussions of this matter with. KOLOBASHKIN, but _ 

during his current trip to Moscow in order to determine if 

the nature of a "test'' for NY 694-S*. It should be noted’ that 
the last contact NY 694-s* had with KOLOBASHKIN was on 3/31/64 

Upon his: return to the United States, NY 6θὴ.- 84: wil be 
contacted concerning: this matter and the Bureau WLLL be advised 
of the ‘results. . . . 

is not qualified . for referral to the Soviets. 



be 
bic 

ἘΠῚ the previously Prop 
- connection w : 

‘to be suitable. 

NY 100134687 4 

For the. information of the Bureau, in an effort to 
obtain suitable recruits for this operation who. meet the 
requirements -- "reliable white male Americans in the 20-30. 
age bracket, progréssive but not associated with the Communist 
Party" ““- the NYO has reviewed all the pending and close 
cases but no individuals were found to be suitable for use In 
this operation. In addition, a. review was conducted of Panel Source 

files and several possibilities, including the aforementioned . 
were corisidered.~ The review of 41 [files 

as Mentioned above, is continuing. As a further source of 

‘obtaining possible recruits meeting the requirements, there was 
conducted a discreet and selective review of New York City areca. 
law school rosters. This latter source revealed several possibilities 
among former applicants who had been. turned down for Bureau ἢ 
employment for various reasons These, possibilities were further 
investigated through: New. York Bar association records, hut none 
were found suitable. 

Tn connection with the use of "cut-outs," ‘the NYO 
remains in agreement with the Views - expréssed in Bureau letter 
dated 11/29/63 and NY letter lated 12/12/63. τὸ is believed that 

: as ἃ cut-out in ; 
Fererral also can, be utilized 

in the. ev latter proves 
Should it be ined tha is suitable, 

the ility of utilizing LEM HARRIS as a cut~out or intermediary. | 
απο ehh be considered, 

in referring 
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UNITED STATES GO} MENT ny i 

Memorandum 
"DIRECTOR, EBT (100- 428091), spare: May’ 14, 1964 

» volt “ ἢ A} 9 “SAC 3s -GHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

͵ SUBJECT: 

Enclosed herewith. for the- Bureau and the New York 

Office is one copy. each of. the following items: 

‘ - 1) <A lette ’ dated May 4, 1964, dirested to Mr. 
- G, ἃ IGNATIEY, Vice_P: President, __Stankoimport, | 

° 327 4. molenskaja-Sennaja,_ Mowcow G 3200, USSR;, 

2). A "memo" dated May 4, 1963, captioned "Re; 
Machinery"; 

be ΝΞ 3) A one-page. ‘item entitled "COMPLETE SAND 
Loo Ν" CASTING ἘΟΌΝΗΥ εἰς - 4 γ 7 

᾿ | ~All of the aboye ‘documents , according. to CG 5824- ge Xe 

on May 11, 1964, had. been prepared ‘by MAX WEINSTEIN of Chicago. 
At the ΕἼ. he: madé available these. documents, WEINSTEIN 
advised. the. source that the. originals: of each. of them had beén ~ 
sent, through the. ‘ail to the address: noted in item number 1 
sabbove s _— | . 1 

: ᾿ 4 
ἢ τ 

+ 

οὗ 5824-- Sk advised that rz his contemplated neet 
With, his: Soviet. contact at New York occurs. as planned on 
‘May 15, 1964, ‘he. may for the-sake of having material to' t¥ans= 

_ mit to the Soyiet turn oyer at this time the. copies of the 
_above noted items L through So ΝΞ 

= CG 5824+S* further noted that this correspondence, 
as. was. the casé with previous: correspondence provided. ‘him by 
MAX WEINSTEIN, apparently resulted. from.conversations held by. - 

᾿ WEINSTEIN. and from requests made. of him during meetings. with, 
- official "Soviet trade representatives which had been held in 
Moscow during late 1963, The trip during which the above 
discussions occurred with Soviet representatives was subsidized 

= - a REG Loon fe 2807-3 5 7 
. : ῷ- Bureau~ on 3) 481) -, 

1 = New York & 0- 134637) ss Gay 
1, - Chicago δ᾿ . Enos 2 41 int ΤΆ 154, 

. eS +. ~ Rh τ 

Ce Bs : 
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by. the Conmunwst Party, USA, ahd: was riade . £or. the. purpose ‘of= 
Looking into business possibilities involying import’ and 

export of items from which the Party might reap. some. ‘profit. 

The above is being furnished for the information of 
‘the Bureau, and’ New ‘Yorks. ᾿ os - τὸς τ. 
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"Ne. Ga Ge Tgnatiey 

“Yoscow ἃ 200, USSR 

‘ have done some extensive investigations on the other items you tientioned, 

Enclosed with this letter is a copy of the Gleason Workst lettér to me, 

for any of this equipment. While my contacts with these firms are still 

_ to let me mow and I shall do ny best to supply it to you. 

ay, 1964, | 

Vico President 
Stankoinport 
32/34 Smolenskaje~Sennaja 

Dear Mr. Ignatiev: * 

Since my letter to you of April 1, in which X sent you information and 
literature on some of the pieces of machinery you wore interested in, I 

and have gathered together brochures on the following pieces of equipment. 
A packet of this material has gona out to you today; under.-separgto Cover. | 

#116 Hypold Production Rougher, made by Gleagon Yorks 
#146 Hypoid Generator, made by Gleason Works 
#503 Hypold Yapper, made hy Gleason Yorks : 
"Look to Gleagont!, a paluphlet deseribing in capsule 

farm some of the new machines they are making 
‘SmoothRator, made by Barden Corp. 
~-#6-10-Hobbing Machine, -made-by- Barber Colman -- -- - τσ σ 
Strapping Device Equipment, made by Acme Steel _ 

(This machine is similar to the one-made by Signode, 
ard ean be bought outright.) 

which includes their prices. You will note their termg are F.0.B. Rochester, 
88 woll es thoir delivery dates which are anywhere from 30 to 45 weeka, 

Thig completes ny investigations of the list you turned over to me, and T 
an how awaiting word from you whether I may go ahead. and begin negotiations 

fresh, it would be to our advantage to‘strike now, both from the viewpoint 
of availability and delivery dates, ’. | 

‘May I hear from you as quickly as possible on tho above, .and-if. there is 
any other information you want on these items or any others, ‘you-are only 

. Sincerely yours, © 
7 a" ~ " ‘ ἡ ᾿ "" ᾿ 

: ἢ 
᾿ "he 

* 4 r oo % 

᾿ ΗΠ: ΜΝ : απ Veinstein ΟΝ 

᾿ al 

| ες ἘΝορῦδῦΒΒ.. > ag 

πον προς AERET = ἴ5η 
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Re: Machinery “" May 4, 1963 

’ 
» 

From’ the attached ‘letter to Stankoimp t,. you will see that-my investigations on 
che various pieces of equipment they are interested in have been completed, and 
that I am now awaiting word fron them if I may go ahead with negotiations. 

However,’ I think Σὺ 15 important for you to have the following information on 
Gleason machinery: “ 

At this. time, it may not be possible to ship new Gleason machines into the Soviet 
Union, but there is available in the United States used Gleason machinery, that 
is not more than five'years old, and we would, of course, see to it that it is 
in good working order, and that it contains all the parts that would fill your ᾿ 
requirements. What we would need to know from you are the exact specifications, 
the extra parts and equipment needed in addition to the basic machines, and the 
operating voltage and electrical requirenents. 

It would help to facilitate negotiations on both new and used equipment if we 
could be supplied with the name of a firm that would accept shipments of this 
equipment. 

5 

I bélieve, you know that ‘the terms of sale in the used machinery business in the 

United States is tsually on 2 cash basis, and as this business is a very active 

one, with transactions completed almdst .on the spot, it would be mecessary for 

a sum of money to be made available for immediate consummation of a sales 

Tn trying to figure out whet our commission should be, we tock into consideration 

the expenditures of time and money involved when we negotiate deals of this. kind, 

and we arrived at what, wo think, is a fair commission: 10% of the cost of new 

‘machinery. To enumerate some of these expenditures: ‘traveling expenses, overseeing 

all the machinery to be sure they meet specifications, that they are in good working 

condition, making the necessary financial ami shipping arrangements, May we assure 

you, our aim is to get for you the best possible equipment at the best possible 

price. 

HK 

some of the complete factories, which have been used very 

in the United States today, we are enclosing iformation 

casting foundry that is available at the momento 

r intact plants that are up for sale. If you 
will get in 

fo give you an idea of 
little, and that are for sale 
on a completely automatic sand 
From time to time, we run across othe 

will let me know your needs, I will be on the lookout for you and 

touch with you as soon as I have the informations 

of Stankoimport, has not received this enclosure on the automatic 

appreciate it if you -would- see to it-that he 
other complete factories that 

ie. Ignatiev, of Sta 
sand casting foundry, and T would i 

receives it, with the information that there are 

are available and*which we.may bd able to handles 

Sid ~ f 2 δ 97-- 38 50 

- ENCLOSURE ΒΞ 



γα τς το δυνά He hitmen rt tenet 

COMPLETE SAND CASTING FOUNDRY 

_ Completely automatic 20 Station Link-~Belt Sand System consisting of #70A B&P 

Sand-Wwller with Hartley controls, ‘multranatie controls, double discharge, 200 ton 

new Sand Hopper, 200 ton used Sand. Hopper =~ No. SOBB ἃ P Praparator, shakeouts, 

apron, ogollating and belt conveyer. Monorail casting. handling system, automatic . 

pallet conveyer and ‘pouring line, air discharge on all stations, automatie atop 

| and start on control points of main feed conveyer. 

Lathe System. Pour off station. System continues to American wheelabrater. 

Continues casting wheelabrater by means of apron conveyer feed and is ‘discharged 

through another apron conveyer to inspection conveyer. 

Foundry has all.molding machinery, core room equipment, pattern equipment, additional 

sand handling equipmont for floor work, Some aluminum flasks and jackets, additional 

sand test equipment and Porris nozting equipnont (trio oupulas). 

This equipmont wes: originally purchaged ‘in 1957, was installed throvgh 1958 and is. 

in excellent condition. It can be dismantled in sections, match marked.aml can be 

reerected by inexperienced peoples New cost of this equipment teday total just 

umer half a million dollarse ὁ | Το ς 

“9 9- 225. ὅσ ΖΚ72.-: 2357, 
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Ν ΜΝ 

May. ‘8, 1964, sévéral items to Professor. D. SIRINOV, Box 341; 
“Main Post. Office, Moscow; USSR; the. .Communist: Party:, ‘Soviet 

. Union (CPSU),.tiail drop. These items. had beéi. sélécted by 
- CG 5824-S* as items which may be of interest to the CPSU and 

had. not béen_ requested by that Party. The items sent. at this- 
time were the: following: 

- I.) -A book entitled "he Nation's Economic 
Objectives, " EDGARD. O. EDWARDS, Editor, . 
published ‘by ‘the, University. Gf Chicago. 

᾿ οτος . P¥ess,, and based on discussions previously. 
a “held at Rice: University-. Fo ; 4 

2:) A publication entitled itamerica” ‘S Labor 
_ Statesman Speaks -out," containing Femarks: 
. of WALTER P, REUTHER, edited by H, 

, (CHRISTMAN and published by Pyramid Bons, 
New. York, New York. : 

1 ΝΣ 7 

3984, sent a ‘brie @ to. NY 694-S* through the mail: ‘drop 
address of "Mr. Re Basonov, Hotel Sovietskaya; Moscow, UGSR,, " 
The source dis layed this Aetter to the Chicago Office prior 
to the mailing thereof and a copy of this ftem. is maintained . 

; im the-Chicago files. It is. to be noted that NY '694-S* shad 
prior to his. departure ‘on: the 15th Solo Mission informed ‘the 

Soviets. that. ‘any maid - at that mail drop. was intended ‘for hin. 

“ Ὑ7 Διὰ ͵ = as 

shut ies aye aL “war 18 1264 

ὡς Βάζδαυ. (Ha) = aa 
New York (100- “aaaeethy fais Hej bi a oy 

τῇ Lt ~ Chicago ᾿" - 

ΒΗ Ὁ τ ὁ ΝΞ 
Qo 

BS MAY 29 1064 0 

6G 5824-S* οὐ May Ll’, 1964, advised ‘he had seit. -on - 

- In addition, the sourcé advised. that he had on tay 11, 

2285, πα 474 Ὁ Ἴ 
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GO (134-46 Sub B) 

Ric, Tevel_.. 
Pou Fa3 ae 
{ Tele. Reom 
yo fase Hoines nome 
; Miss Gandy. 
| 

| Re Bureau letter, dated 3/27/64, which set, tort 
| four questions posed by the New York Of fice relative to - ᾿ 

dissemination of information in this case ἈΞ θοῦ Ωρ the 
security of this operation: 

In addition for the sake of completeness and 
larity, set. forth below are additional referenced letters 
which have been exchanged in the. past relative to the same 
problem: 

Bureau letter to New. York, ‘Copy Chicago, dated 
4/29/63, 
Chicago letter to Director, copy New York, 
dated 5/17/63. - 
Bureau letter to Chicago, copy. New. York, dated 

bs 5/24/63. 
70 Chicago letter to Bureau, copy to New York, 

ἢ dated 6/5/63. 
Bureau letter to Chicago, no: copy ‘New York, dated | 
6/11/63. - 
Bureau, ai nd Chicago, 

απ captioned) eee hanes 1/20/64, 
“8 Bureau letter to New York, copy Chicago, dated 

2 2/28/64. : 
: " Bureau letter to Chicago, copy New York, 

to ΚΑ dated 3/6/64. - 
δ τοῦ κ΄ . Bureau letter to Chicago, copy New York, 
Ἐν δὶ Ξ dated 3/13/64. a “226: Y2 PAG /- SES 59 

In connection with the problems raised concerning 
disséfination of information obtains’ the SOLO operation,. 
this question was originally: raiséd” with the Bureau by Chicago, 
on January 15, 1959}. in ἃ teleptione call to Bureau by then 

AB ματα ς pe gr RED δ 
= ew or -- - — . : ᾿ 

- 1 - Chicago . a ; ἢ ὙΠ ΘΕ ἥν APR 301984 | 
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that the Chicago office would in the future, as an. the past, | 
" 

τ 

" 

k y/ 

πα “ιν 8 

CG 184:48 Sub B 
' ᾿ τ τ 

SAC AUERBAGH ‘to Assistant Director A, H. BELMONT ; As noted © 
- in this file, the Bureau. ingtructed that becaiisé of the 
delicate nature of this operation,. the materials would be 
handled by the Bureau in the sate manner as was information 
received by the Bureau. fron Bureau Source 5; that is, 

. copies of SOLO communications should be sent to the Bureau... 
and New York only,, and-any action necessitated by infotmation 
received by this means would’ 86. initiated by thé. Bureau. who 
would issue appropriate instructions. Other communications from 
the Bureau subsequently received have required that SOLO 
information be handied in offices on a “need~to-kndw" basis. 
Accordingly, Chicago has maintained its SOLO and related files 
in the. custody of the SAC with access to them.on a "need-to~know" 

basis, ‘The sate security is also afforded to the SOLO - Funds , 
file, sizice. in our view, it is a related file; : 

The “information contained in: the SOLO file igs °° — 
᾿ς indexed to the general indices of the Chic&igo office; however , 
dissemination and actién om this information is under the 
supervision of the Bureau which initiates. and controls dissemina+ 
tion and action thereon: Similarly, action required in. other 
offices ig under the supervision and direction of the Bureau -' 
dnd no dissemination Of information directly. related to thé 

' SOLO. operation is made by Chicago to other offices; The” 
“dissémination procedures followed by the Chicago Office were 
- affirmed 
captioned 

San Francisco and. Chicago,,. 

stated as 

Francisco, the Bureau. analyzes all of the. SOLO tiaterLal 
τὰ makes appropriate dissemination of this material..." 

‘These instructions" have. always been strictly - 
interpreter by the Chicago Office to apply only to 
information directly or indirectly involving the SOLO 
operation. and its ramifications, In the exchange of “ 
“correspondence between Chicago and the Bureau in referenced _ 
‘communications: between April 29, 1963, and June 11, 1963, ° - 
with reference’ to what. information. should be reported under. 
the SOLO Gaption, it is noted that Chicago. advised the Bureau 

ττ 

~2- oe oy 

dated January 20,- 1964, which | 
rt ca d continue to handle information, 

in the SOLO: ‘operation dn actordance with previous Bureau 
- instructions which provide that SOLO. naterial is to‘be furnished 

" ..-onky to New York and the Bureau.’ ‘For the information, of San 

~*~ 
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considér as falling within the category of information which must be reported under the SOLO caption, all information obtained 
through the SOLO apparatus in any of itS many facets, ‘The 
Chicago Office has interpreted SOLO as- not being confined solely 
to information received through SOLO mail and dead drops. _- 
and. through contact with Soviet and Satellite representatives ; 

_ both tn’ the United States” and abroad. Since we -have 
_ conceived of the SOLO apparatus as. the vehicle for clandestine 
conmunication and contact by the CPUSA with the communist 
movement at large, including the Communist, Workers and 
Peoples Parties-of all the countries of the world, whether watellite or not, we have always considered such contacts 
as: being within the category of SOLO and as requiring the 
SOLO- caption with dissemination limited to the Bureau and . New York. This. "definition" of.SOLO was eonfigmed by the 

' Bureau by letter. dated June 11,-1963,-wherein the Bureau . stated that “SOLO is the code nate for the extremely ' 
covert liaison activities of CG 5824-S* and NY 694-S+ 
between the Communist Party, USA and other Communist Parties ~~ 
of the workd.” The Bureau. included contacts, with the Communist | 

τς Parties of Canada. and Mexicd and other mon~Satelliite nations: . 
and instructed that such contacts should be reported under RS 
‘the SOLO caption. _ ΝΝΝΝ ΟΝ ΩΣ ν 

it ὅπ. felt that the rules which the Bureau has 
invoked afford maximum security and close supervision of the 
operation and that they. enable the Bureau ‘to evaluate the 
overall operation, If.investigation is hecessary, the. 
Bureau is in. a position to give specific instructions δ 7 
relative to the handling of ney cases, as to the sensitivity . - 
of the operation, and the Scope and depth of the investigation 
desired. ~ ΝΕ ἘΠῚ ΕΣ ἦτ Πα 

"Ὁ With regard. to the great bulk of information 
réceived-by. CG 5824-S* from sources within the CP, from | 
attendance at national 'and local CP meetings and even with 
regard to. dealings-in and davound the CPUSA Reserve Fund, 
Chicago follows the normal rules of channelization to . =. - 
interested. offices; with the exception that ali channelization — 
is done in the form of letters to the Bureau with cautionary Statements relative to affording security to the informant,- =~ 
aS- well aS any specific instructions rélative to the handling 
and paraphrasing of information, or which limit the scope 
of thé investigation. ̓  . 

~ Sa. * . ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ - 
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: ‘in summary, except in cases where the SOLO. 
a operation is involved in the manner above outlined, Chicago 

- ¢hannetizes CG- 5824-5! information ander a substantive _ 
caption in the same manner as. is done with the. information: ΝΕ 
réceived from any source. It is only in- cases where - | ~ 7+ 4 

. 7. 4 dnforniation. relates directly fo the preparation. of SOLO | 
᾿ missions ,. the missions ‘themselves, the receipt. of monies, - ᾿ 

and transtission of messages, "δρᾶν, that- the SOLO caption 
alone is used. The test We apply is-“Would disclosure 
affect the security of the SOLO operation and its 
apparatus and docs it require bureau evaluation of the - 

. overall picture for the purpose of issuing specific instructions 
in accordance with instructions. estaplished by the Bureau in 4. 
January; 1959?" ΤῈ it falls within this test, 20 digsenination F 
is made except; ‘ta, the ‘Bureau and New York’ under: the. SOLO | ὌΝ 
caption: rr re . ; οι ΞΘ 

ΞΕ τ With the. borégoing as our understanding of the , 7 
. . baékground in this matter; ‘our views goncernéng. ἃ the questions 

. τς propounded by New York are as; ‘folios: ες ες 
1 

7 MY. “Can the Now York ὈΣΣέρο: disseminate information 

er 

the BOLO Saption?! _ Ji. 5 

᾿ - No, based upon the Bureau's instructions, provided - 
it fa 11s within the criteria of SOLO information defined above. 
It-is felt that the Bureau. is in the best. position to evaluate . 

_ the overall picture and issue instructions concerning the ᾿ 
nature and scope of required investigation. ‘This. ‘provides close. 
supervision by the’ Bureatt. taximuin security to the. overall 

- operation, and Linits knowledge: of this operation to a 
" "néed-to-know" basis. . 

τι τι τ 72. Can, New York digseminate copies of SOLO .- 
-Gorrespondence to other New York files Such as the Funds. 

pe, file or is it necessary. to prepare separate. memoranda. | under: τς 
ΟΝ Ν separate ceptions such as: the Funds. caption?” | Le οτος ΜΝ 

πον τ Ἐὺ dissemination is made to New-York gilesunder - ες τυ τς 
᾿ . the SOLO ‘caption, it. appears that. mich information which | 

goes to the heart of the sécurity of the SOLO operation 
would appear in other unrelated files of that office and 
“no. control would he exercised by the Bureau instruction that .- 

ι “ιν , 

Jyh? . ες ΝΕῚ ᾿ i 1 ἢ 
“ a 

. δ... ᾿ 4 . 4 " - ᾿ . . = 4. Ε --ν “ - ἢ - + ve 
1 - -- 5 "- - - ‘ . 
: - ! ᾿ ε - ᾿ τ " ᾿ ; " a , : - . ἐ : 
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αν this δῦ be confined strictly to ey . "ieed-to-know" basis. 
If this -practicé were followed, it appears that it would . 
negate instructions that-SOLO files are to be retained under 
the > custody of the SAC. — 

. ἢ .. With regard to, whether chinveltzation under. the | 
‘SOLO caption would be made to such files as--Funds, it. 

_ would-appear that in these isolated instances, if the. same 
-sectrity was provided. to the Funds file as to the’ SOLO. 
file, that is, that it would be retAined under custody 
of the SAC, it is our feeling that such a practice would 
not jcopardize the operation itsolf and would linit the 
knowledge of the operation to only agents concerned with 

Σ 

..i . With regard to the need to. prepare séparate| ΝΞ ΣΕ 
memoranda under substantive captions in addition to ‘SOLO 
communications, we.fe6é] again as in our answer to question 
number 1,. that the supervision and control of mattérs™ coming 
out of thé SOLO. operation. Should be handied in accordance with - 
the Bureau instructions of January, 1959; and that instructions 
relating. to these matters. must emanate. from: ‘the Bureau. 
Again we. point.’ out that in. interpreting the Bureau's | 
instructions, we constrii¢ SOLO: information narrowly, and. 
where for. examp te. NY 694-S* visits with GUS HALL and. gets 

τ Party inforhation alone, we believe formal channelization 
᾿ procedures Should be followed, On the other hand, if HALL 
dastructs NY 694-S* to send several messages regarding travel . 
plans of indiyiduals through apparatus channels, we feél that 

- this should he under the SOLO caption alone in an airtél to 
-. | the Bureau, copy to- Chicgago,.‘and instructions relative to. 

τς ον action thereon which should emanate from, the Bureau. 
+ 

*. + τι 5 

a3, ΤᾺ New York prohibited ftom disseminating 
any information from τῆς. SOLO case. to any other file _. co ὅν! 
-im its or in any other field office under the. SOLO caption ει εν 
or under any other caption. ms + 

fe _AS we understaad curreit instructions, there is 
~ prohibition from dissemination to New York files to any” 5 -' 

‘other files under the SOLO. caption , and with this: we agree, 
As we pointed out, we feel that if diséémination is made ‘ 

,- to any other file, then that’ file should have the same security 
as the SOLO file. If this position is not taken, then there is”. 
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πὸ need for securing the SOLO file ona meed-to-know"' basis. 

th 

In answer to. part two of this question, as to. 
whether dissemination of SOLO information canbe made unde? 
any other caption, again we. would point out that in order 

. to answer, we.must. be: definitive as to: the meanitig of: "any | 
‘ainformation from fhe SOLO. case." If it means information 
“intinately involving the operation of SOLO, the apparatus,. 
receipt of funds,meets, etc., we feel that the general 
rules set out by the Bureau regarding SOLO: handling apply. 
ΤῈ, on the other hand, the question is broadly interpreted 
to mean any- activity that CG 5824-Stor NY 694-S* engages in, 
Such as-meetings with CPUSA functionaries, etc., we have in ; 4 
the past disseminated Such type information under substantive - 
caption sinée, we do not. believe that. type. information, falls 
‘within the rather narrow "definition" Of SOLO; 

4, ‘Can New York disseminate copies of SOLO 
᾿ communications to case files such as the KOLOBASHKIN case. 
file, which is closely allied to the SOLO operation?" a 

oO We feel the. answer to. this question. is the same: as . 
our answer to the: Funds" question. - So. long as the file’ on ᾿ 
KOLOBASHKIN is secured in the same manner as the SOLO file, ~ 
there should be no. objection to this “type of dissemination. 

It is hoped that the above observations are of assistance 
We have not éxperienced difficulty 

in hahdling matters dn this fashion and find that it has given 
With the exception of agents directly 

involved in the SOLO. oper tion or related cases, we have. - Ε j 
- « controlled knowledge of. this Operation in the Chicago Office” Ἵ 

by fotlowing these instructions... 
may be additional problems: iuvolved in. handling matters. in this 
case in New York and that New York may have counter-suggestions 
Our feeling is that the. question of "Njhat is SOLO. infortation?" 
Breatly limits. material that must be submitted under the SOLO 
caption, - and we have had no problems in this regard to date. 

to the Bureau and New York: 

the operation security. 
3 

We realize that ‘there ᾿ 

t 
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SAC, New York .(190-134637) 5/20/64 

Director, FBI (100-428091)  - i-Mr. Shaw * 
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Reurairtel 5/14/64, 

: Reairtel on page two discloses that Gus Hall , 
informed CG 5824-S* on 5/14/64 that he had been requested 
to write for the "World Marxist Review" an article 
on the hiindredth. anniversary of the First Comuunist 

‘International, 

Advise as to who requested {411 to write such..an 
article and through what channel Hall received. the request, 

NOTE: 7 : ) 
Hall ‘advised CG 5824-S* on 5/14/64 that he ‘had . ἢ 

-been given a two-week deadline: to write a "leading article” 
to. be ‘:published in the "World Marxist Review,’ international 
theoretical organ of the world communist movement, We have 
not received any previous. information.:as. to. who gave Hall 
this assignment or the. manner in which it was transmitted to 
Hall, ; ᾿ ; 
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οὐ ΄ | . Date: ᾿ 5/7/64 

Transmit the following in 
ΓΘ in pla ext or code 

᾿ (Priority or method of tailing) 

\, N) 
ὃ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (105-104811) eo ς 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK | pre Ἂς J 
SUBJECT: FEDORA - \ τ | _ Ὶ : ΤᾺ ae mA) ὅτι ROUTH IN ENVELOPE S 

ἜΣ Re ΝΥ airtel, 5/1/64. Ν 

IN VIEW OF THE HIGHLY SENSITIVE POSITION OF \, EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED IN HANDLING ἣν SET OUP IN THIS COMMUNICATION, AND NO ACTION x. SHO ΤΙ WHICH W JEOPARDIGE © CURITY Ὁ THiS SOURCE OR REVEAL, NITY, ea ae 
᾿ hyn i ΝΞ ᾿ -f- Ai 
ΐ Ὁ ἘΠῚ 

Q ΓΝ on foe] ___d was interviewed by _ SOS HARRY E, MORRIS, JR. and VINCENT J. CAHILL. We \ e During the course of this interview, the informant AOA re εὖ \) |. furnished the following information: ΒΡ" A \ A serceu fay Sea ἃ "" ( 4) Bureau = i (0-H (SoLoe) aS = - 
~ New York (INV sec ΤΆ τοῖς τι ‘ (2-23-92) CONV) (#42) So Lee 1-100-134637) * aero 

VIC: chm 
(13) 

Approved: Sent _M Per 
Special “Agént in Charge | 

to — fa 227- 

NOT RECORDED» 
145 MAY 19 1964 
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65 MAY 25 1964 
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Information Concerning Current 
Activities of ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN 

Informant stated that a few days ago he was 
in the KGB quarters at the Soviet Mission.working, and 
decided to take time out to smoke a cigarette. Informant 
walked Into the corridor outside the KGB quarters, and 
was standing there smoking when he was’ joined by ALEKSEY 
KOLOBASHKIN; whom the informant has previously identified 
8.5 an employee of KGB assigned to the Security (Counter- 
intelligence) Branch of the NY Residency. 

During the conversation which ensued, KOLOBASHKIN 
told the informant that on 8/5/64, he would be returning 
to Moscow permanently from the US. Informant said he was 
‘Surprised to hear this, and asked KOLOBASHKIN what had 
happened to bring this about. 

KOLOBASHKIN told the informant that for a. 
period of two years he has been working with one American, 
who was developed by the KGB in Moscow with the help and 
assistance of the department in which YURI NOSENKO was 
employed prior to his defection.to American intelligence 
authorities in Geneva, Switzerland. KOLOBASHKIN stated 
that the department in which NOSENKO was employed had 
'worked“on" this’ man, and said that this man is known 
to YURI NOSENKO. KOLOBASHKIN told the informant that he 
had worked with this one American right up until the time 
of NOSENKO's defection, but said that since his defection 
he has had no more contacts with this American, 

KOLOBASHKIN told the informant that he had 
discussed this situation with Colonel BORIS IVANOV, Chief 
of the KGB Residency in NY, and remarked that IVANOV 
directed him to cut off all contact with this American 
in view of the fact that the American is known to, and 
can be identified by YURI NOSENKO, KOLOBASHKIN said that 
IVANOV made the decision that it would be prudent to send 
KOLOBASHKIN home to the Soviet Union in view of this 
circumstance. KOLOBASHKIN said that he was instructed by 

2 
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EVANOV to have no further contact with this American, 
and to generally cease his intelligence activities in the 
US On behalf of KGB. 

KOLOBASHKIN said he told IVANOV at that time 
that he was scheduled to have “two operations with money" 
before his anticipated departure date in August, 1964. 
IVANOV told KOLOBASHKIN that it would be permissable for 
him to. carry out these two assignments involving trans~ 
fers of money, but cautioned KOLOBASHKTIN not to engage in 
any other activities, IVANOV told KOLOBASHKIN to remain 
within the Soviet. Mission as much as possible until he 
is scheduled: to return to Moscow in August, 1964, 

informant said that KOLOBASHKIN did not in any 
way furnish him with any specifics concerning the unidenti- 
fied American. with whom he. has been working over the past. 
two year period. Informant also stated that KOLOBASHKIN 
did not volunteer any details about. his two scheduled 
meetings involving transfers of money, and informant does 
not Imow when these meetings are to be held, where they 
are. to be held or with whom. Informant said that KOLOBASHKUY 

' did not volunteer any details, and informant said that he, 
in turn, did not ask KOLOBASHKIN any questions concerning 
these operations, 

Informant noted, however, that upon hearing 
KOLOBASHKIN's remarks he presumed that the "two operations 
with money" refer to two meetings which KOLOBASHKIN would 
have with a representative of the CP, USA. 

Informant said that KOLOBASHKIN specifically indicated that the decision to have him return to the - 
Soviet Union permanently was occasioned by the fact that 
the unidentified American, with whom he has been working, 
could: be identified by YURI NOSENKO, thé Soviét defector, 

36 
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Observations 

As can be seen above, this data was obtained from our 
source during the evening hours 5/5/64, and while a detailed 
analysis in connection with the SOLO operation has not been 
made, it is béelleved that we will have to wait for subsequent 
facts to fully analyze this situation. In other words, it 
should be borne in mind that some of the previous information 
relating to KOLOBASHKIN and as furnished by him to FEDORA, 
while substantially correct and accurate, has had minor 
variations. 

It shovld be further borne in mind in connection with 
the above, that we have previous information that KOLOBASHKIN 
expected to return to the Soviet Union during August, 1964, 
The significant nature with respect to the above is believed 
to be the fact that KOLOBASHKIN is, in part, attributing his 
departure to the fact that he is allegedly handling an agent 
whose identity is known to NOSENKO. As the Bureau is aware, 
CIA is attempting at this time to resolve NOSENKO's bona fides. 

FEDORA has no further information at the present time 

relating to the matter set forth in this airtel, nor Go we feel 
ἀν judicial to interrogate him in detall, but he has been 
instructed to report in the future any additional information 

he receives from KOLOBASHKIN or any data he receives relating 

to the KGB liaison with the CP, USA, 
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ReBulet. 4/15/64, 

- Pursuant to instructions: set forth in referenced. 
Bureau léttér and because of thé, interest of CIA in. such 

‘matters, there is enclosed herewith for_the. Bureau. two 
photostats each of issues 7 2 ef the/ Trade Union Press," 
the international bulletin of th orld. |. Fedebationlof Trade 

” » which is printed in Pragus,,.czechos tovakiay~ Also” 
τς ke” ““@ncloséd herewith aré two copies of an ‘eight-page item 

yp éntitled "Forward to the 2nd International Trade Union | 
ΕΣ Conference on problems of women workers, Bucharest, “May 11-16 ; 

1964;'" This: second item was received as an énclosure to: 
‘trade Union Press" ‘bulletin number: 8. 

The originals of the above items, which have now 
ὶς been returned: to the source, were réceived "py CG 5824-Ss | 
Pa through. a mail drop addréss. which he maintains in Chicago 
“| under the name "Jolin Shoulders,. c/o Modern Book Store, 540. 

East. ‘Chicago. Avenue, Chicago, Illinois," oe 

_ qi ane Ba 1°74 | 
μὰφ.-. Buréau (Enc. 6) CR) λα rh “ _ ed 

4. - Chicago - a ναι ᾿ “- : , 

RWHrb1L | ve ete bbe MUS 

Me 
ee 

δ a Ave 
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MemorandumROUTE IN ENVELOPE ἘΞ 
each! 

| TO 3 Mr, W. C, Sullivan DATE; May 13, 1964 hie 
. - . phic i, 

i ; 1- ur» Belmont Tele: Room 
5 FROM : Mr, F. J. Baumgaydner, 1L- , Sullivan, totes 
ΝΞ “ -- xi 1 - ΓΝ Baumgardner” 

SUaE O : 1 - Mr. Shaw 
τς .SOLO ες J 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST ᾿ 

On 5.-.8.-64. CG 5824~S* received .a. fetter in..open code fr 
NY 694-S* who is presently in the ‘Soviet ‘Union on a. Solo mission. 
The following pertinent information was obtained. in the. ἊΨ 

Reception. in Moscow: 

NY 694~S* and his wife were greeted by officials of the 
Central Committee, Communist, Party~ of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU) , ey 

upon their arrival. in Moscow. and were assigned a deluxe. suite in 
the Central Committee Hotel, which is reserved:.for visiting dignitaries. 
NY 694-S* met socially.‘with Soviet Premier Khrushchev and several 
‘members of the Presidium. of the CCCPSU and learned that. Gus: Hall, 

' General Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA):, is loved and 7) 
1: ὃν the Soviets. 

--- = ΝΙΝ : 

.Birthda Greeting to Soviet Premier Khrushchev: - 
mn 9. 

Gus Halits birthday. greeting to Khrushchev on πα of the 
CPuSsA was considered exceptional as most οὐδοῦ CP's sent only standard 
greetings. NY 694-S* delivered to Khrushchev a leathér-bound volume 
of cartoons: from "The Worker," east coast communist: ‘newspaper... Written 
across the flyleaf appeared the following greeting, “Warmest affectionate 

. greetings on your 70thhirthday dear Comrade Khrushchev." Benéath this 
greeting was inscribed the signature of 20 CPUSA functionaries, NY 694-5* 

j advised that bhis pleased Khrushchev and members of the CCCPSU very much. 

International Comifunist Party Conference; . 
΄ ΜΝ Pon " 

it is definitely understood that there willbe an inter- 
“national conférence ‘of CP's this. Fall preceded by: an editorial meeting. 
‘Members of the Italian CP are presently- in..Moscow arguing that the 
international confer$nce should not hurt. the CP of China so as to 
drive them away, fiom;the world communist. moyement. In spite of their 
feelings. in this. matter | tiie, Ttalians' | have indicated they wall go along 
‘with “the: ‘CPSU.-- Aer [ΤΣ 4 Ἂ τι ἯΙ: ΓΙ 9 Ga «- af 4 χ᾽ 755: 

j res 
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Memorandum to. Mr.. We. Cy Sullivan 
RE: SOLO cm > Ν . 

100.428091. eg | 

Cuban Mission: ΕΣ ae ": 

. NY. 694-8 advised that. ‘ait will not ‘be a. simple matter for 
] him to get ‘to.Cuba. ‘Ladislav Kochnan,. an official of the CP of 

Czechoslovakia,. and other CP officials have told informant that they 
too have a ‘problem in trying to’establish relations with Castro. 
NY 694-S* advised that it is..absolutely necessary to talk. to Castro 
[personally in. ‘order “to ‘receive an invitation to go: to Cuba. Informant 
stated that the. Soviets are. endeavoring to assist him.in this. regard, 
and noted that. the Soviets would like. informant to talk to Castro not 

. Only for the benefit: of the CPUSA but for the benefit of other Partiés 
as well. However, unless. Castro himself personally says. it is. okay. 

ate oon to Cuba, NY :694=5* will not go, for otherwise a trip there would 
e useless, 

NY 943% and his. Wife will ‘leave soon for a few weeks 
vacation in the Black Sea. area_and: when. informant returns ‘to. Moscow 
che expects to be advised. by the Soviets. as to whether Castro. has 
| consented to informant's. travel to: Cuba, 

.- --ACTION:.. — -- -- - . ΝΞ ἐν τω of 

None,. For information. You will be kept advised of all 
developments in. this matter. No dissemination is. contemplated at. this 
time in view of. the’ ‘possible danger: to the security of NY 694.5%,,. who 
As presently in the. Soviet Unions It is common knowledge that a’ 

\.conference of Communist Parties is scheduled 
for Moscow in. the future, to attempt to iron out 
difficulties. with ‘Communist China. When we. 
receive more details from. 694-35 we will consider 
dissemination. , 
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Memorandum poutE IN ENVELOPE —— 
TO Mr. Conrad Gute _ DATE: May 19, 1964 

Trotter w= 
? . ΕΣ - Tele. Room 

FROM vf grt. F.. Downing Holnes ΒΝ 
ἐξ π 

- andy «- 

- Gaptioned case involves the Bureau's highiy valuable 
confidential informant NY.694~S* who has been receiving | 
communications transmitted to him by radio. 

On 5/19/64 transmissions were heard'by the. Bureau's 
radio station at Midland-at scheduled times-and. frequencies, ‘but 

_no messages were transinitied. . 

ACTION: Oe ae 
For information. ΜΝ ΕΥΈΈΕΕΕΕΕΕ . 
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2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr.. J.. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G, ‘Shaw) ἮΝ 
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FBI Q 

Date:' 5/11/64 

“(Type in plain ‘text or code) 

ν AIRTEL Ὁ ᾿ REGISTERED: 
Via Ό.Ό. τ _ 

(Priority.or Method of Mailing} ἡ 

er ee ee es ee te, tt ee re ee eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

(7 sussect: soo ᾿ ᾿ 
15-Ὁ 

327 ᾿ | » R AX SAS 
ReNYairtel 5/7/64, captioned "FEDORA, Is - 8," 10 i]s 

reflecting that an American contact of ALEKSEY M. KOLOBASHKIN τ . 
is known to YURI NOSENKO, the Soviet:defector, and that, as a AS 
result, KOLOBASHKIN, for security reasons, is scheduled to τῳ Ὁ 
return permanently to Moscow on 8/5/64, 

Ne 
The NYO does not believe that the American contact of ἢ ~ 

7D KOLOBASHKIN, above referred is NY 694-S*, Unless KOLOBASHKIN |; 
_ deliberately furnishe false information regarding the! εἰ 

developnient. of the American contact, “who was developed by the a 
KGB in Moscow with the help and assistance of the department in ae 
which YURE NOSENKO was employed prior to his defection," this ἮΝ 
description of the American has no reference to NY 694-S%, Ν 

More compelling reasons to believe that NY 694-S* is not ΞΕ 
the American referred to by ROLOBASHEIN are the following: - be 

5 
an, τῷ (100-428091) (RM) K BG a 

(1-105-104811) (FEDORA) - eosit] a 
(1~105-78927) (ALEKSEY-M. KOLOBASHKIN) 

L ~ GHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) (INFO) (RMt~alt) “ ; INA MA. Ὶ 
L «ΝΥ 134-92 (ἸΝΝ) (ΔΙ) -4 0 - κα iL end 

Ib7D 1 ~ NY 105-36402 ~{ALEKSEY M, ROLOBASHKIN) (3 ' 

i= τς 1 Geepora) (342) . /0 ὃ“- ἜΝ 4297 
Lo=~ NY 100-134637 an An oa | 

ACB:msb REC 49 12 MAY 12 1964 

(12) wy x | . — ΝΙΝ 
a “ “«ὉΣ — f 6 (Per ‘ 

| SF Ve = τ 

6 25 1964 αὐ Ν 
Approved: —_—_ “Ὦὦ 

fal Agent in Charge 

cé FFG 



NY 100.134637 to 

᾿ς 

_. According. to KOLOBASHKIN; he has not’ contactéd' the 
American since the defection..o£f NOSENKO. it is to be noted that KOLOBASHKIN contacted, NY 694~S* pericdically until 3/31/64, .and 
that ZAITSEV contacted the informant on 4/7/64, ΤῈ NY 694-s* 

_ _, Wete the American in ‘question, and. known. to- NOSENKO, he would, 
‘be “vulnerable,"!and security, from the Soviet standpoint, would 

_ ‘¥equire that not only’ KOLOBASHKIN, but also any. other Soviet 
agent; refrain from contacting. NY 6946s*, Furthermore, a. 

_ communication from NY 694-S*. on 5/3/64 from Moscow in no. ‘way 
. intimated that he had encountered: any difficulties in the Soviet 

Union. Were he involved in this situation, it would seem that the 
‘Soviets would’ have advised him or the CPUSA to that effect as, soon 

a as they discovered that NOSENKO wag aware of thé informant's ‘.' : -eontact with thé Soviets. : 
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τὸ Ny DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: May/is, 196 

ΠΣ sac, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 

ἐμ ΠΝ - 

F ΞΌΒΙΕΟΈ: ἔβοιο ᾿ 

| af 

UNITED STAT oe ee 

Memorandum 

Re Chicago: airtel to Bureau dated 2/14/64, captioned 
. 

SOCIALIST WORKERS AND FARMERS PARTY‘OF NIGERIA , IS + 
NIGERIA," 7 | 

and enclosed informant's statement. a 

4 1 
- 

54 

On. May 11, 1964, CG 5824-8* provided to SA RICHARD Wa jx iq : 

HANSEN a one-page item entitled “PROPOSED COST OF TRIP" and a \M 

three-page item captione MNIGERIA AND THE AFRICAN REVOLUTION." 

LIGHTFOOT, the leading functionary;,. Communist Party (CP) of ὙΠ: 

- 

any information they specifically desired to be taken up with ye 

the CP, USA, leadership. CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT appaxently had 
“- 

“ ane : ye τὴς es 
ene} 

followed through and: instructed the Nigerian exchange students ἔπ 

to. do this, and as ἃ result, he turned over t CG. 5824-5* on 

May 8, 1964, the above two documents. ss 4 

πρὸ one-page document entitled “PROPOSED cost OF TREP" 

relates directly back. to conversation of the Nigerian students 

jn which they had mentioned an African student. meeting planned 

in Africa in 1964 and their request for assistance in order 

that. they might attend this meeting. 

whe second document, ‘which is entitled "NIGERIA AND 
re 

THE. AFRICAN REVOLUTION,”
 sets forth a current political 

analysis of the State of Nigeria and also a statement regarding 

the Socialist Workers:and Farmers party of Nigeria. - 

ΝΕ CG 5824~S* stated he is not certain of the authorship. 

of these items and. he, wab: not specifically iiiformed of this by 
ry 

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT ; however , hed eapeves that these documents ,, .. 4“ 
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“were péepared: by <CHIMER “the Nigerian exchange studeit 
"attending the University Υ̓ OL “Chicago, CG 5824-S* noted that in ~ 
ve his discussions with IKOKU in. February, ‘this individual had | 

given: evidérice of being quite learned, politically alert and - 
a capable: ‘of preparing the. type of’ polibical document: re eived. 

lay ae Gy xe, . 

se The Source advised ‘that he intends τὸ Show tue-ubove 
τ τ material _to GUS. HALL; “Genéral Secretary; CP, USA, and -if HALL . 
οὖς - Approves, WiLL ‘possibly transmit these. itens. to his Soviet te. 
ΕΣ -contact in New York . City ΔῈ “the meeting .occurs.as scheduled: - 

"on May 15, 1964. The idea behind the transmittal of this — 

ΗΝ ‘financial aid, the. CP, USA, may! get the CP, Soviét-Union,. to 
. commit itself and “thereby they can avoid expending such funds. 

ὌΝ ̓ ἘποΙοβϑὰ herewith: for the Bureau and he. New York. 
office. is one Kerox ̓ CORY: oF each of the above. noted items . 
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material to thé Soviets is that. in the case of a request for. 
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i PROPOSED COST OF TRIP 

The venue of the conference we had intimated will probably be Nairobi 

or Cairo, It will be necessary to travel from one of these places to 

Nigeria and to return by way of Evrope, 

Air transportation is, of course, the only realistic means of effedting 

the proposed trip, 

The cost of a round trip air ticket το cover the sost of the trip is 

about £1,300 per person, that is $2,600 for two, 

Incidental expenses, estimated at S200 per person for a one month to 

six weeks period will bring the requested total to £3,000, 

/ 

Jone 091-3 ipo 
PUNGLOSUR. 
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NIGERIA AND THE AFRICAN REVCLUTION 

Economie exploitation lies at the heart of much of the history of 
colonisation in Africa, and is bound up intrinsically even with the 
modern, political revolution in Africa. It is a mistake in many 
ways, to consiaer the political outcome of much that took place in 
Africa since the end of the second world war, as a revolution. What 
has actually: happened is a series of steady. evolution of economic 
relationship between the so-called independent African states and 
their former European masters, more recently displaced and/or buttress- 
ed by the capitalist structure and power of the United States. This 
relationship still works in favor of the non-African capitalist forces, 
and maintains a consistent trend of economic subjugation of the African 
continent now familiar in history, since the contact between Africa 
and Europe about the sixteenth century.. 

Woat this short introduction points to, is the fact that the freedom 
and independence in Africe wiich are now taken for granted, are not 
real, but a hoax. There is no economic independence, and this in 
turn, crioples the politicsl structure of the new African states. 
External capitalism is in control, and has given birth to local 
capitalism as collaborator. The African masses do not know the meaen- 
ing of this freedom, because their ordinary everyday life has not im- 
proved in any ,substantial way. It is even worse, for the masses are 
now called upon to bear the burden necessary for cushioning the new 
externel ones. There has, in effect, been no revolution in Africa. 
Yet, revolution was attenpted, but it miscarried. The end-result of 
this attempt was a negotiated evolution in the place of a revolution 
based on actual and meaningful struggle -of the-veople.. - 

Nigeria, like most of the other African States went about the busineas 
of: independence by way of constituticnal techniques. This metnod in- 
volves a peaceful evolution of a colonial territory from a dependent 
to an independent status. It requires a complete unanimity’ of views 
with colonial masters on all questions, including, above all, the 
economic arrangements of the post-colonial era. In this way, former 
masters were able to make the most favorable arrangements for them- 
selves in matters of trade and general economic development in the 
territories concerned, retaining ultimately a tight control of these 
most important aspects of a nation's life.. Nigeria, for instance 
has been independent since, 1960, but up till the present, less than 
2% of its external trade is with countries of the Sino-Soviet ploc, 
the rest is with the same pre-independence markets of Britain, Western 
Europe, and the United States. This in turn, plays a large - even de- 
cisive part in Nigeria's foreign policy.in spite of formal cleims of 
non~alignmenit. 

What is significant in this short description, is that the real African 
revolution is yet to be made, in“terms dectated and achieved by the 
African peoples themselves, not by any external mesters. A revolution 
that would create a complete break with world camptalism in Marxist~- 
Leninist terms, hastening in effect, the collapse of world capitalism, 
and providing the African peoples with a new social order. 

| ΄ 
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Strategic Position of Nigeria: 

Nigeria has a population of 40 million people - by far the largest 
in Africa. It is one of the best strategically situated countries 
in Africa, commanding a westward glance on the whole West Coast of 
Africa, standing next to the Republic of the Congo and the rest of 
Central Africa, and sharing common boundaries with the Niger Re public, 
and the Chad to the North, which ere gateways to the Sudan, United 
Arab Republic, and the Mahgreb. 

Apart from the Union of South Africa, and varts of the Congo and 
Central Africa, it is the most important mineral producing country 
in the continent of Africa. 

In political terms, it appears the most ripe for the kind of revo- 
lution which we have already described. It is a Federation of four 
states based largely on ethnic groupings. The Federal Government 
of Nigeria is a weak and incongrous cpaibthon between the feudal 
Fulani orligarchy of the Northern vart of the country, and the 
National Convention of Nigeria Citizens (NONC), a political party 
based mainly in the E,stern part of the country - a party which is 
corrupt and at present disorganized, and lacks any ideological content 
or Giscernible orinciples, despite its dishonest and misguiding 
profession of socialism. The Action Group, which until recently 
was in the Opposition at the Federal level and in power in the western 

᾿ section of the country, has virtually disintegrated, kits leaders in 
Political jail, as-a result..of the suppression and brutality’ of the 
Federal government.. There is, therefore, a clear polititallor power- 
vacum in the country.. ᾿ ' 

The Socialist Workers and Farmers Party of Nigeria: 

The disconteniment brought about by the political structure and 
. economy of Nigeria described above coupled with the mounting economic 
woes discernable at all levels of the Nation's life, has- resulted in 
the formation, in August 1963, of the Socielist Workers and Farmers 
party of Nigeria. The party has attracted in large measure the 
intellectuals, radical leftist elements, students, and the comson. ὑ 
people of the country, and has grown by leaps and bounds within the 
past six months. At present, it is the most formidable opposition 
to the forces of capitalism and neo~-colonialism which now dominate 
our country. Perhaps the aims and objectives of the Party can best 
be sugmerised in a short description taken from the manifesto of the 
Party: "The Socialist Workers and Farmers Party has- come into being 
because three years of self-government have shown a marked divergence 
between the interests. of the people and tne interests of some chiefs, 
businessmen and professionals who are collaborators with imperialism.. 
The sum total of our experience is that the freedom won is only 
partial and that partial freedom has been won for the benefit of a 
rich few but not for the people.. The battle for freedom for the 
people must now be launcned by the people themselves guided oy & 
party. that is their own. The existing varties came to serve the needs 
of nationalism. What is wanted today is a party of socialism, a 
party that will fight for power not for chiefs, usinessmen and 
professionals but for our cheated and neglected peopke.. 



Secondly, our party is guided by a science of society - the science 
of Marxism-Leninism. This is a science which brings togetner all 
the experiences of mankind in struggle and from there draws lessons 

oO : . , 

ἂ , ra ° 
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‘for the guidance of the common people in their fignt to overthrow 
capitalism and imperialism and build socialism." 

Leadership and structure of Party: 

We have already briefed Comrades whom we know on the names of some 
or the leaders of the Party in Nigeria. The leadership, however, is 
collective, and does not center around a hero. : 

The Congress is the supreme governing organ of the Party, and is 
composed of the members of the Central Committee, three representatives 
cf each Provincial committee, two representatives of each district 
Party organization, and one delegate from each branch of the Party. 
There is a central Party Sécretariat, a Political Bureau, andyvarious 
standing committees in charge of various activities of the Party. 
There are Provincial, District and town committees of the Party in 
that order, fhe basic unit of the Party is the Branch. 

The Party 4s financed PY the contribution of members anaé the help of 
friends both inside and outside the country. 
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Neurlet 5.25 264, requostiing the. Bureau to advise 
whother it. desizes your offico, to make arfangenents with 
CG .5824=5* to turn over issues of "Pravda" for forwarding 
to the Eureau for transiation and rovicw. 

Pertinent items fron "Pravda" are made. available 
to the Bureau, so there would be no need for your office to 
make available copics of this publication. ‘The Bureau _ . 
appreciates the offer of CG 5824~S* te make copies of “Bravda” 
available and in the ovent there is need. for sane at a later 
date; your office wad be so advised. 

i 

- NOTE: 

CG 5824.S% regularly receives. through a mail drop 
copies of "Pravda," official Russian language organ of the 
‘Communist Party of the Soviet - Union. After reviewing his 
copy for items of interest to thé Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
he destroys it unless theré. aré items to be brought to the © 
attention .of CPUSA' leaders, Informant offered to make his 
copy available to us, A check was: made with the Soviet and 
Research~Satellite Sections to. see if they. desired copies 
of "Pravda." These: Sections pointed out that the Bureau 
receives copies. of the "Soviet Digest" which contains ‘pertinent 
items from "Pravda" and due to the translation problen involved | 
in receiving copies: of"Pravda,"” did not feel it. would-be 
feasible to receive copies of that publication, 

MAILED A 

} MAY. 201964 
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Ἢ emorandum ‘ROUTE TN ENVELOPE - 
: | ἐγ DIRECTOR. FBI (100-428091) DATE: “May 15, 1964. a. 

"SAC, CHICAGO (184-46 sub B) 

- SUBJECT? 

᾿ ως €G δΒδ4-Βὲ yegularly receives 2 Subscription copy 
of "Pravda, ἢ official organ of the Communist Party. (CP), 

. Soviet ‘Union, © from Moscow: «through & mail: drop: maintained ‘by: 
‘hin. in Chicago; In the. normal course of events, CG _5824-S*,. 
after review. of his copy of "Pravda, ' destroys. it unless, 
ΟΣ ‘course, he finds that there is certain material contained 
therein which should be brought to the attention of GUS HALL, 
General Secretary, CP, .USA,-or some othex Party leader, 

‘At the présent time, the Chicago. Office is unaware 
: as to qhether: the Buréau Subscribes to. and/or translates - 

- “Pravda! on ἃ regular basis. If the Bureau: does riot subscribe. 
to “Pravda” and desires to ‘have ‘CG '5824-S* make ‘his copies of, 
"Pravda! ‘available, the Chicago Office feéls: that the Source 
would be happy. to cooperate in. this matter... 

- Tn view of the above, the: Bureau is requested to = 
an advise. ‘Chicago whether it night. have. an interest in having . -. 

' li the Chicago ‘Office make arrangements with CG 5824-S4 to. turn’ 
over such issues of "Pravda" and forward them to the Bureau: : 

Ὁ for translation and review. . ; 
᾿ 

πος gt ΤΣ ae Bibl 
δι Weare * 
ἐς fl ΠΟ MAY 22 ΤῊ 

᾿ a. Bureau (Ru) 
τ Le Chicago: | - - 

ΝΞ... 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

κ AIRTEL REGISTERED : 
4 ta - . ΄ . (Priority or Method of Mailing). ΝΕ 

TO + DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ὃ“ 

SAC,.NEW YORK -(100-134637) 4 FROM: 

SUBJEC (O49 ) 

On ‘5/14/64, ἃ “S*, who is currently in NYC, 
adviséd SA ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON as follows: a ro . . 4 2.5 

On 5/14/64, GUS, HALL told CG_5824=-s* tha | 
be - who is in  Cuba-.and had been functioning oe 2PUSA, © sentative 
ye in Cuba before ‘BEATRICE JOHNSON assumed ‘that position, desirés* to |: 

celal an aac HALL requested that when~CG~5824-s* meets a 
Soviet contact on 5/15/64 he tell the latter that_HALL-would 
ein any assistance the Soviets might be able to give ΑΙ ᾿ 

returning to the USA. | ot : " me τὸ a ἌΝΩ | 

HALL further requested that the Soviets..be advised that 
the new CP magazine "American Dialégue” is scheduled to ‘be on thie j. 
newsstands by the end of May, but‘that as yet no-.subseriptions to - 
the magazine have been received from the Soviéts, 

CG 5824-S* further. advised that. he received HALL's Bf 
permission to exhibit to thé informant's Soviet contact certain γ᾿ 
"Nigerian documents" (CG 5824-S* advised that he had furnished 
the details concerning this matter to the Chicago Office. ‘The 
Chicago Office telephonically advised that by letter vated ν᾿ 

~ GOBRB . . eh 
| ᾿ Bureau (100-ς28091) εἷἂν 7, Ga- 2 ὅσ 7 , -“ 386 . 

2“ Chicago-~(134-46~Sub-B) (AM- RM) . ᾿ (ων | (1-134~46) (08-5824.- 53) a. αὐ LARS 1 = NY 100-134637 (41)~ ee tect Ὁ Ὁ 
ACB :msb γα δὶ & 21 MAY 25 1984 
(7) Af ΡΩΝ ¥ pa ae 

~ - fs ™ HY, . 

“Approved: eye 9, Sent __eeeseseMSCOCOCéPer 

τ, I! ay ὰ ἀν: ‘Agent in Charge 



" = 7 . : tl - * - Nee a 

! ᾿ " δ 7 = ᾿ 

: omy 1005184637, 

* ΕΝ + 5/13/64; undez the SOLO caption; tlie Bureau and New. York were 
. ‘being advised reganding the Nigerian documents. ) 

-- 

HALL algo..infoxmed. CG 5824-s* that ‘he “had. been requested 
to write a "Leading article,” to.-be published in the orld \ 
Marxist Review," the “subject ‘iidtter, of the article being "thé ὶ 

᾿ hundredth anniversary of the Birst Communist International: Ἢ ‘ 

HALL stated he had μέρη given a two-week deadiine, 
‘that. πα. did: riot know whether he could “make the deadline,” but 
that. he would try to do. ‘BO.’ 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) Μεγ 25, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

TAL SECURITY - c 

eT ΝΕ Reurlot 5019-64. requesting. the Bureau to furnish | 
ae your ὁ identity: of the office of origin ‘in: the. : 

᾿Ὅ856 oO referred to ‘in New York eirtol 5-14-64, Ὁ. 
; Ib7c oo? 

᾿ Sin ork is. in. 1 peasegutGn of the information porcoLoibs 
- t which was sot forth in reairtel, no further action. 

i 1 by Chicago. 

For your information, vas-boin | 
10.22.36 in, New York City and is itizen. She - 
bas. ‘been identified as a Contiunist. Party (cP) menber from 1959 
to 1963, during which period she was, acti 
Youth cP Club and tho: Spanish cP Club. 

ἢ > § ro, wao was invoived in the Cuban sa 
conspiracy. [__—_—di departed, from Montreal, Canada, on ΠΥ: 
on the Cuban vessel, “Bahia Santiago. de’ Cuba," destined for 
Havana, Cuba, and is reportedly residing’ at the. present οὐ the 
Riviera Hotel in Havane. The Depart. tter dated 5<1-64 
indicated an interest in prosecuting for violating 
Section, 1185, Title 8, United States Code, Or travelling to . 
Cuba without State Departnont clearance, 

rd 

NOTE: | . ‘7 
1 Ν Ξε 

be πδ΄ on-the Security Index. R tal dis ses 
ee that on us Hall told CG 5824-S* that who 

is presently in Cuba, desires ‘to return to the 
and that informant should. tell his Soviet contact that Hall, 

: preciate any assistance the Soviéts might be able to give 
Do σε returning to the United States. Chicago's inquiry in 

S made to insure that the office of -origin is in. 
—== of this information, Ἐν separate carimunication. under’ th 

Corr———— gation, New York is ibeing instructed to sor a clos Lan bf 
Cont. relating|fo her s/eturn τὸ the United Stat 5. 

SES festpeal oe Oe 5. 
Ros, (4) a 
Sulltyen τος A 

ona se ΤΣ | " vote 
᾿ EGSaay 28 ight ΝΕ 
| Gandy eens 28 3k , 

Tolson 
Belmont _. 
M 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pATe: ‘May 15, 1964 TO 

δι ΗΝ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub: B) 
.- * } 7 

SUBJECT: ζω. 
τοσξο 

II CG 5824-S* on May ‘ii, 1964; furnished to SA RICHARD 

~ W, HANSEN volume 10, number 102, dated April 29, 1964, issue 
of "ThesDail Review, Translations. ; from. the_ Soviet _Press, nn 

Loy “published by4 ovosti Press . “Agency, Moscow, The entire ᾿ 
‘evans lation ΗΕ S~déyoted”to an article which had appeared in 
"Pravda," official organ of the Communist Party (CP), Soviet 
Union’, April 28-29, 1964, which had been ‘entitled "Certain 
Aspects of Party Life in the Communist Party of China." 
‘The item was photostated and the original returned to 
CG 5824-S*, who intended to make it available to GUS HALL, 
General Secretary , CP, USA, in New York City. Two ‘photostats. 
of the above item are- enclosed herewith for the: Bureau. and one 

© photostat is enclosed herewith for New York for information - 
purposes, 

- In regard to thé above, CG 5824-S* noted that he. 
felt this translation would probably be of intelligence 
interest to thé Bureau because of the nature of its contents, 
which relate to the Sharpening Sino~ Soviet differences and. 
specifically because. it is an attack on inner Party activities 
of another party. The source noted that this type of inter 
vention of one Party into another Party’s affairs is AL, 
seldom indulged in, - ον 

er 
αὖ fr " 
- Bureau (Enc. 3) (RM) (2. 

1 - New York (100-134637) & ne. i. 
i - Chicago “ef O 0 2 nf LL le 

ay r ἡ 

RWHib11 gt hos 

(4) ALB {Τὸ ysis may 22 1964. 

seus Seeks ὦ | 



Γ τρντ . : τ me ET OR τ Ti ie ῥ ᾿ Ἐπ στε i ἜΝ σας ΠΝ 

ΕΝ ᾿ OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

UNITED STATES GOVE MENT π᾿ 

Ρ M emorandim : | 
TO * DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 5/20/64 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ΩΝ 
τὸς 

ReBulet 522076.5, inquiring by whom GUS HALL had been 
requested to write an article for the "World Marxist Review," 
and through what channel HALL had received the request. 

| On 5/20/64, CG $824#S* advised that the request for the 
| article had been made by the editors of “World Marxist Review" 

through the mail. 

We 
oe a Bureau (RM) _ 

aa Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (RM) 
(1-134-46) 

L = NY 100-134637 (41) 

ACB:msb 
(5) 

(Ww 

Ren "96:4 67. 3 ̓  10 
ΕΝ " ᾿ ΝΕ ἘΞ ΠΕ “ἢ 1964. Th oe ye 

ΝᾺ 
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SSTPICALION AUTHORT PEL 

MUTOMATIOC DECLABS prs 

* 

CONTI TAL 

; 1 — Liaison 

(15) 100-428091 (S020) , 1 - Mr. Shaw 

Date: May 21, 1964 ᾿ 

To; Director. 
Central ‘Intelligence Agency 

Ὶ Attention: Deputy. Director, Plans κ- 

7 Fron: _John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject; ~ TORLD. FEDERATION. OF TRADE UNIONS. 
INTERNAL, SECURITY ~ Cc 

- 

Confidential sources, who have furnished reliable 
_ information in the past, made available the following 
docunents pliblished by the World Federation of Trade 
Unions. (WETD) : | “2... 

(2) Issues numbersseven and eight of the 
“Trade Union Press εἶ the international bulletin of the 

ao 

(2) Pamphlet entitled "forward to the 2nd 
International Trade Union Conference on Problens. of 
Yomen. Workers, " . 

There is enclosed for your information one 
photostat each of the above-nentioned documents, In order 

, to protect the security of our sources, the enclosed documents 
. are not to be disseminated sf your (0-4) Σ΄ 

EOL ::331| 
NOTE: Classified vem eae! because unautheri: closure 
° is information could jeopardize the souitle Wile’ 4 oo eniching 
int formation on a top-level basis concerning the international 
comminist ‘movement. Source is CG 5824-S*, who ds Yeferred: to as 
sources in order to further protect his: “identity. See Chicago 
letter 5/15/64, captioned ‘Yolo, IS-C" which discloses that 
CG 5824-S* received these documents: through a mail drop set.up in 

Belmont =: the: Solo waka. fh for communications the Conminist Party of 

Enclostres. - 3 «ὖ 3. 

BY COURIER SVC. 

Μοδὲ ——--—-== Czechoslovakia, ae 1 
Calichan aoe 4 WS. 

DeLee a δι τ chs (5) εἰ ἢ 

δῖαν: 064 ~ | 

ἜΞΘ 4 AN ἢ Ry | 

Pee ee a | 
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Ὁ Memorandum. Ο᾿ 

FE ty SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Director dated 5/14/64. 

πὸ πεν ». 1" ΜΝ ῃ . - v - ἂν we te 

ortiotia. FoR io: 9 " oes ~ 
MAY. 1982 EDITtON 
SA GEN. REG.NO. Z7+ 

UNITED STATES GQORNMENT: " 

May 19; 1964 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). bare: 

ReBulet dated. 5/7/64 ard: New York airtel to: 
¥ 

In. order to fuldy . comply: ‘with Bureau- dhstructions 
regarding dissémination of Solo information,. the ‘Bureau is: 

furnish Chicago with the office of origin for 
referred to in paragraph 2, line 1, of referenced: 

airtel, Chicago ‘indices are negative regarding 

WN Bureat “age | 
1 = Chicago τ ΝΣ ΝΣ - ἢ ™ 

; ee re EE 
‘RWHEb1T a 
@ 
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* Py MAY Δα EDITION 
τεῳ nd GSA GEN. REQ. NOv 27, — 

> a UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT: 
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Memorandum 
TO DIRECTOR, FBI 00-428091) 

FROM 

Ι Re Chicago letter dated 1/15/64, 

fe Ie. Recommendation 

It is recommended that authority. be eranted to 
continue payments to CG 5824-S* up. to $1,200 per month f 
services rendered and normal expenses incurred during thel _f 
four-month period effective June I, 1964, Go 

ei 

—_ 

Il. Residence and Employment 

Unchanged. 

IT, Membership in Subversive Organizations 
CY -Lhbeas 

Based on a statement of GUS HALL, General Secretary, 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), made in December , 1961, certain 
leadership titlés within the CPUSA had. been abolished but such 
leadership. responsibilities and activities would not. he ᾿ 
eliminated. HALL at this time renarked that certain. boards 
and committees would continué to- function, and ‘that the work 
of the Party Would continue. In: his discussion, HALL noted 
that CG 5824-S*'s responsibilities would be as: heretofore. 
Since the above statement of ΗΛΙ, ἘΦ the only modification. in. 
CPUSA structural érganization which would affect CG 5824-Sk's 
previous position was. the modification approved April, 1964, 
which replaced the National Board with a Secretariat and the 

ΝΣ National Executive Committee. with. a National Board. At the 
τ - : present time, therefore, CG 5824ah*'s positions φ' 
ἮΝ ; z em CPUS art follows: we Jor “2 2027 j= 72 73 

We 1d). Ex-Officio membéi of the National Board,,, BUSA; 

- 

UNHEGORDED- COPY-FUER-ZY - 

—~! mn TP LS _ Covert riembex* SF the. National Committee ; 
MAY 27 3 Ts ἘΠ ΞΣΖΊΣΕΣΙ ΣΣΣῚΣ ἘῺΝ κῃ 26 1054 ἶ 

.2 3) ΝΣ 6 # the National Review, Audit ang Appeals — pf | 
Commissiony); CRUBAS ΡΣ ΘΟ 

- τῇ VE αν -- - - 
Β RM | yet Ῥ δρῶ: "- Ne Lie 



re eee τ οἶτον αὐ : TCG 184-46 Sup Β΄“ ns 
᾿ς - 4). Secretary of the Foreign Affairs Gonmittee, cpusty ὁ, OST τοῦς 8). ἄς ΕΕΊοΣΟ meuber—at-latge'of ‘the Secrétariat, 

wees | re ‘Midwest Region, CPUSA’ (While. there aS 
ΠΕ - OF eliminating. this. group-and. it has not met ᾿ς 
ee τ πον δ το τι within the recent past, ‘there ‘is ‘to date no 
oe ne -“e 

decision to abandon 5 ̓- 

τ 6) Ex-officio member 6f the Staf?,. CP of {ilinois; 
Say pss h <2) Excotticio-tignbér of thé state Boata- CRof 7 pT eel adnoags” TPES OF Une State-8 τ ae 

᾿ ΝΣ 8) Member of the Professional Section, ΡΟ... “-. a : Illinois, unattached; 
ΝΣΞΎΈΕΕΙΣΙΣ Official CPUSA representative to the OP of the - 

ao ne 7 .-Soviet, Union, -cp of ‘Canada, - CP of Czechoslovakia... 
a <n! ΠΕ ΟΡ Of Mexico, Gp of Poland, and other CPs ἢ τ... 
a ae : throughout the world With whom the CPUSA maintains 

- " Ν ἃ Νν - δ | ᾿ « ΕΟ relations, ει , - 3 ΝΒ ᾿ - ~ | ; - 

IV, Sumiary “of Inforiation-Furnishéd τ᾿ - Between January 15, 1964, and τος ὑπο ΠΤ τν ος ae : ; : May 15, 1964 ΕΞ οἰὸς Ὁ i a : 

Co! Boreas pertinent Beriod.0¢ 5824-8 nas continued 
Ἢ to. furnish, ‘coverage δὲ the highest levels regarding thé. most. | "4 

Ds > Guportint: phases. of “open and covert σελ of the CPUSA - -- 
τ τσ τὶ operations. on a local, national and. intérnationay level,. x= 

ms Of particular iniportance during this period-was a. 
_: Serdes. of covert meetings held in New York City in. March, 1964, 

Ξ ΝΣ with NORMAN FREED. ΟΡ of Canada representative to the "World, τ ΠΣ Slved  ἰονλον, ἢ Prague, wherein currant intern τι ραν eee 
᾿ ἢ = .celyed xegarding: the Sino-Soviet dispute and intérnational | 

+s Communist tatters in genéral,. _ - ον το ἢ τ thse during this period,- CG 5824-5* was actively -. engaged in the. preparation of documents and in the briefing of NY 694-S*. for successful completion of the 15th Solo Mission. 
»ν - r -- 

As ap thé: past, CG 5824-8% has continued tobe: the: =~ 
a chosest: Confidant’ of GUS. HALL and during the pertinent :peridd τοῦς od 



ΠΤ  ΥΥΝ 

ΠΝ has participated: “ina number of covert meetings with’ that. . τ΄ 
- _ individual, “both: in. New. York City and-in outlying | areas in: ' 

“the United States. These meetings resulted in-CG 5824-S* . - -- 
Being. able to;-provide information on a continuing basis cor~ ΝΞ 

τ. cerning the more important, inner Party activities and Secrets. 
~~ ἢ Based’.on such covert meetings with GUS. HALL and: other léading 

CP: representatives, ‘the Bureau. has been in a position to know τ τος 
- τ most of the significant details. regarding current CPUSA. 

(oe τ κ operations. ; 7a ; “ΕΝ τ 
Ε a - - - = - ΜΞ _ - ᾿ = - ἢ - . x Pe Ἐφ 

- ς - - 

- os AS in the. past, CG: $824- ἘΝ through the jeadérship 
_ positions. ‘which he ‘continues to, maintain has. “been able to — 

secure in many instances advance. information concerning major 
Party meetings and functions and has thus énabled the Bureau 

. to be: in a better position to afford coverage to- such actiyity. 
τ Also during this period, CG 5824-S*, together with NY 694-S*,. 

' ‘has continued to supply: full details. regarding fund matters, 
particularly. as they pertain to: ‘receipts - anid: disbursements: of: 

. the: highly ‘confidential, CPUSA™ reserve: funds, | : μ 
root ow : Ε 

tt 

me Amounts Pada for: Services. :and: Expenses, 

τος 7 January, 1964 . ᾿ a - ΝΕ ΝΞ πος νι φωτὶ στ 

oe ‘$i, 200. for: services, senderéd and normal. expenses το 
τς. incited during’ the, period January” 1- 81, 1964; ΝΝ τ νον ἡ 

a . " * : " “ - 
wn te * : - τ 

οὐ ἐν February, | i964. rae te | a τι oo 7 ΝΞ ὴ Ξ 

' 81, 200 for services rendered and normal expenses’ ᾿ 
incurred during the Beriod February 1- 29, 1864... ΝΕ oe 

sate ; ἢ $250 on. February. 11, 1964, as’ ‘payment for unusual. ; 

ΞΕ ᾿ς @xpenses. ἢ connection with " a four-day trip: to New York Oity ; 
" ον Rebruary:. 1-4, 1964.” 2° : ' ι 3 τας 

j< : Ξ - -- . εν - 
fears 

he} 

March ,. 1964 ΝΞ το 

τ πὸ τ τ τὶ $1, 200° for servaces “rendexed: and: normal expenses. | 
a incurred during: ‘the period, March 1-31, 1964, " . 

- bn 

oO ΕΝ : $250 On: Mazich. 7; 1964, as: an- advance-for unusual. 
es axpenses: vin connection. with an eight- ‘day trip ‘to. New York: 

“CAYs: March: 7- -14 1964: sok οὐ τοῦς ΒΕ Tepe 

ἢ Wem ΠῚ 

5 



' οὐ 184-46 Sub BO τς ᾿ ; 
a7 

$313.64. on March τῇ, 1984, for unustal - expenses 
incurred in connection with trips. to Minneapolis, Minnésota, 
February 16-17,-1964; Detroit, Michigan, February 25-26 5 1964, 

_ ahd Cleveland, Ohio, February 29+ “March. 1, 1964, ; 

a April, 1964 7 πος νι τ πον πον 

᾿ $l, 200 for services. rendered and normal expenses - 
᾿ incurred during the. period. April ode 30, 1964.- - 

- $250 on April - 2, 1964, as an ‘advance for. inusuai ~ 
XO expenses in connection with: an eight= day trip ‘to New York 
τὸν ‘City,. April 229, 1964, 

‘May, 1964 

- $600 for services. rendered: and norma i expénses 
; ae incurred garda ἃ the period May 1-15, 1964. 

" 9. 250᾽ on May: ΒΕ 1964, ‘as an advance for ΕΝ 
expéiises in. connection with: a ‘Sik-day trip. ‘to. New-York City: 
commencing May. 14, 1964. " - . 

᾿ -. In addition τὸ the above, the amount~@f,$100 : a_tionth- 
{| has been: deposited in 8 special Savings account. maintained: in 
the. name of: the. SAC, Chicag¢ - Division, -on | ehalf of the- source 
‘for the months of January, February, Naren a “and Aprit> As" of 

| May 4, 1964, the. total amount maintained in ‘this trust account: 
cat Harris Trust. and Savings Bank; Chicago, Iilinois, was ὁ 
$11, 430.32, ᾿ ᾿ 

On the. basis. of “the- 1963. income. tax return of 
CG. 5824-S*, it has been. found that approximately $600 per — 

. month of the amount paid to CG 5824-S* has been .expended. by | 
- him as ‘normal expenses, A éopy of his. 1963. income. tax return 

: » as filed by. ‘CG -5824-S* which forms a, basis for thé above is- 
a maintained in the” Chicago Office. On the basis. of the noted 
a “tax return, thé” “Chicago. Office withholds from the amount. paid 

to CG 5824-S* a total of $120 for federa: jurposes;, 
which. is deposited - ina Chicago ank in accordance with ‘Bureau: 
instructions. . 

ἝΝ VI, ‘Méétings- Attended and ΝΞ ΕΞ 
τῷ _ Other Activities Ὁ νει πο pe Tt ΝΞ 

- καθ τι ε 

ν᾽ o™~ 



CG 1384-46 Sub B 

asi 
TY 

Toe. ay15/64 7 

lt 

πος 4718/64 

1/20/64 ' 

τος 1/22764. 

ae 1/23/7648 
ὌΝ 

Ἰ ΝΗ Ν πῶς a nee 

to : 1/26/64 

volo 87/64 

1730/64 

πτ ΤΣ 431/64 

Ι--: 2/864 

μι ς - > 2/%- 4/64 | 

ἘΣ 
i : _ . . 

ἊΣ (2/6/64 
τ. τον τὸν 
io 2 en 
ho. > 7 2/77/64 
Poros ey 

| 

1/16/64 ᾿ 

= τοῦ 

i 

mye 

‘Individual néetings with GEL ‘GREER, cP of 
Illinois funetionary, and LOU DISKEIN,. — 
Manager, Modern ‘Book Store, Chicago, “Tilinois. 

_ Meeting with JACK KLING , ‘CP, of tlinois 
functionary. 

Meeting. with BELLE WEINSTEIN and. attended ΕΣ 
“sociak function of ΟΡ of ILlinois: functionaries. 

Meeting with. CLAUDE LIGHTFOCT ,, Chairman, 
CP of Illinois. - 

Meeting with ‘CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT.. 

ith CLAUDE PB 
cP. attorney. 

Individual and: 
LWIGHTEOOT and, 

_ Chicago. 
4 

-Contagt’ with BELLE WEINSTEIN. 

“Individual meetings with ὅλος LING: afd “ 
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT:. ᾿ 

ὍΝ Meeting with" JAGR LING and i deeended State 
-Board,, “cP of Iljinois, meeting: 

+ 

| Meeting ‘with ABE CHAPMAN, recént rétinnee 
from Czechoslovakia. ᾿ 

Meeting “with CLAUDE LIGHTROGT. 

| Nesting: with BELLE: WEINSTEIN: and departed: _ 
- Chicago for New. York City. -* . . τοις 

Individual wneetings with CP, USA, leaders,. 
including. GUS HALL,- ELIZABETH GURLEY ELYNN, 
JOE BRANDT, ISADORE WOFSY. and. others; ᾿ 
returned Chicago, a 

Meeting wival____]er of τιτίοις ΝΞ 
- funetionary,, " ΝΕ ῃ0ᾳΕ. , ; - -π στ 

Mecsting with: CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and joint © 
meeting with: LIGHTFOOT and two Nigérian 
exchange students; members of: Socialist 
Workers. and Farmers. Party of Nigeria. 



0G 134-46 Sub Β΄. 
‘ . ve Ε με . ᾿ ας ᾿ - . ° ᾿ ᾿ = 

-gygyed Meeting with ack x! nd wife and ᾿ 
Po meeting with ; ; 

2/11/64 -  “Tadividual neeting with CLAUDE LIGHTFOOr 
and. joint meeting with ‘CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and 

. OTTO WANGERIN, 

2/12/64 . ᾿ -. ,Covert..meeting, Chicago, with: GUS. HALL,- 

- ΝΕ πος General Secretary, CP, USA. © re ae 

2713/64 Covert néeting with GUS HALL, "" 

2/16/64, - Departed Chicago for Minheapolis and | in 
contact with GUS HALL and ARNOLD . JOHNSON, 

ΝΕ Minneapolis. . " 

osii/ee ~*~ + Contact ith GUS. HALL and ARNOLD JOHNSON, - 
. ΝΕ. Minneapolis and returned Chicago;. ‘contact 

with IRVING. POTASH, CP, USA, leader, ‘Chicago, - 

2/18/64 “> Portia neeting, Chicago, with IRVING. POTASH 
oe '. ahd CP of Iblinois. leaders, i be 

: CLAUDE ‘LIGHIFOOT, JACK. KLING, DTC 
ον τος and. GEG, GREEN, | Pe 

2/39/64 ον τι Cévert meeting, ‘Chicago, With GUS WARD. 2 

2/20/64: . - Meeting with GUS HALL and meeting with : 
JACK KLING. Ν 

2/21/64: ΠΣ Meeting with GUS HALL.’ ΝΞ 

725 788. ΄᾿ Meeting with GUS HALL, © ΄. τὸ τ 4 

2/23/64 °° < Individual meeting with GUS HALL and joint ὁ 
rome meeting With-HALL Youngstown, 

7 Oo Ohio, and MAX WEL : 

9/24/64 -. “Meeting with GUS HALL. + 

“9798/64 | " Departed. Chicago ἜΟΥ Detroit. with us. HALL} 

Se meeting: in. Detroit with CARL ‘and. ARLEN Ε 
‘WINTER, - 7 ᾿ ; _ : ; - π 

"2/26/64 °° - Returned Chicago. ae 

at "6. πα. 
-- 0 . 

“τ - 
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Q/QT/64  -. ‘Contact with- OTTO WANGERIN. aj 
yr ΤῸ Σ ᾿ meetings with JACK KLING and 

. 2/28/64, — ."" ᾿χβαῤνλάυθῖ meetings with 
TS τὸ LOU DISKIN, | 

= ΙΝ 

 2/29764, _ " Departed for Cleveland. ; . 

᾿ ἄσιζοα, τοῖς Covert meeting, Cléveland, with Gus. HALL, Ν ὌΝ 
7 τε τῶ and. returned to Chicago, ~ ο: 

7 3/3/64 ΝΙΝ Meeting with. GIL GREEN, Ὁ. 

a 3/5+6764, , | ” Individual ‘meetings both dates with MAX 
eet Tk WEINSTEIN Phd JACK KLING. > - 

3/7/64 ΕΝ ΝΗ Departed ‘for New. York city. 

᾿ς 8/8-14/64 © - In New York individual ‘covert neetings with 
ἐν _' ... Ὁ GUS HALL and NORMAN. FREED, CP of Canada 

representative to .the World. Marxist Review," 
' Prague; individual meetings with other CP, 

7 oo. USA, leadérs., including- HENRY. ‘WINSTON, - 
ΕΟ ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, JAMES JACKSON, ‘ete. 

ἐς 3/14/64... = - ~—- Returmied Chicago. , 

3/16/64 Meeting with GIL GREEN, Be 

“B/17/64- Ss Meeting. with JACK KLING. 

 g/18/64 5 Meeting with, CLAUDE LIGHT#OOR, Ὁ 

3/20/64 Ὁ Meeting With JIM West, ᾿ : 
--Bf21/64 ᾿ς ‘Mseting. with JACK KLING, ; : 

-. "793/64 -. Ο  Indivadual heetings, with CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT' 
πο τ ee and JACK. ‘KLING,. ᾿ _ 

_ 3/25/64 ~- - _- ‘Meeting with JACK KLING,<. © ἧς: 

 /eg/es °° Θ69ῸΌΝΉΓ᾽ ζπάϊνέδυδι meetings with JACK πιάνο and. GIL «- 
oo. «τὴς GREEN: and participated in affair for visiting 

Soviets. representing ἴτας, " ‘and. Radio Moscow. . 

- - κι “- -- 

- ᾿ " 7 ᾿ ᾿ ΕΝ f 7 
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3/29/64. 

' 3/30/64 

7 3/31/64" 

4/2/64. “ 

4/3-9/64 

4/9/64 

: 4/14/64 ip? 

| 4/15/64 

4/21/64. 

4/22/64 

_ 4/28/64 | 
- 4/99/64 bie . Ν 

4/30/64 

5/1/64 

5/3/64 

5/7/64 

. Yndividual meetings’ with JACK KLING and 

_ York City. - τ 

meetings with CP,USA, functionaries, 
. ineluding GUS” HALL, ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN» 

Individual meetings ee νι ὀ ana om 
-WANGERIN, - 

Contact with JACK KLING and MAX WEINSTEIN, ̓ 

‘CLAUDE ‘LIGHTEOOT 

; Meeting: with JACK KLING. 

- Covert meeting with GUS HALL; Chicago, and 

Returned to Chicago and meéting with’: GUS 
‘HALL and individual, meeting with JACK KLING, 

' Meeting with JACK KLING ; 

Meeting with CLAUDE LIGHT FOOT and HENRY 

Meeting with ABE and BELLE CHAPMAN, 

Individual meetings With MAX WEINSTEIN and. 
JACK KULING.. 

Meeting with JACK KLING and OTTO WANGERIN. 

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT : “and departed for New 

At New York City attended National Executive 
Committee. meeting 4/4-7/64; individual 

HENRY WINSTON, ‘ete, 

Returned to Chigago,- ΝΝ ΕΝ 

Individual ‘meetings with LOU DISKIN and 
JACK -KLING. _ Ν ς 

Individual meéting. and joint meetings with 
CARL. WINTER. of Detroit, JACK KLING and 

igh CLAUDE ττόπῆξοον anal] 
plus covert meeting wi ἿΝ 

ρο. Ὁ . ye 

accompanied that individual to Wisconsin, 

WINSTON, 

-8 - 



Tas oan > a ~ Ε το» 

* ΝΕ ¥ _ i ae - τ “ 

. ΘΟ : - QO): ot Ἀ 
- - . : - Wa cn. 

F * ᾿ “ - Ῥ ' ν 

“ . . , T _ ᾿ ΕἿΣ ΕΝ " : ‘ 4 . " δὰ 

ον ᾿ς Θὰ 184-46 Sub Β΄. 6 το τ 0ττὸ τὸς ΝΕ ΕΣ 

untrustworthiness | or * gmreliability which could be the: source of 
᾿ future embarrassment to this Bureau, . Se TEs 

a XIT, Indoctrination Against Disclosure cre 

- - Every. opportunity: ‘has been taken to properly 
- indoctrinate CG 5824=8*- against making. any disclosure of his 
: relationship. with. the Bureau. through any: media whatsoever’. - 

*. oo Χίττ, Action. Taken on Infoxination Furnished | 

᾿ α΄ 7 Information furnished by CG 5824- Sk is being 
te disseminated ‘and where. iiecessary appropriate -action: has. ‘been 

." ‘recommended, : ες ; - 

| XIV. Miscellaneous Pye 

a ΕΝ ! None, -* ~ ᾿ ΝΟ . 

Ro . - 0S : 

- 10 + 
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Hels) - ; a : - 
hoe - wr - ae 

_ Ὁ 5/8/64. ὁ 1 méetings with ABE CHAPMAN. and 
re .- and attendance at .affair of. ὋΡ.- "Ὁ 
ιν πο τος . rin is honoring ‘HENRY WINSTON. - 

5/11/64 - ἢ Meéting with] es 
oy . “ΝΗ ΒΕ bic 

8/13/64 ο΄ *Départed for New York City. 

τς 5/14/64 a - Meeting with GUS HALL, | ΕΞ ΕΞ 

- Vit. Reports Submitted . 

WeEtteD eet ee eceeseveseecesee ese ce eNone 

Oral (reduced to Writing) .s++.+++.+250_ 

VEIL.- ‘Information. Furnished 
of Unusual Value oo Ἐς 

“See ‘sections, ἀν, and VE above. er 

1X, Approxiriate : ‘Number of. People ει ἢ 
ὉΠ Whom Informant Furnished ΝΣ Ν 

_Information . ‘and Théir Inpor tance’ “oe 

7 τὸς tt is. estimated that during the current, period,. 
-" €G. 58 4-: Sk furnished: information on over 300 individuals, | τς τς ἢ 
τος ΔΒΟΊπἀληρ, many. in the top. leadership- of the world communist. -| 

- movement, as” well as ald teading’ individuals involved in the: 
ΟΡ, USA ὁ - . Ξ 

““- 

Xe _Steps Taker to. ‘Advance Informant 4 | | -οὉ 4 ΝΙΝ 

A AS. thé Bureau is awaré, CG. 5824-8* holds a position. 
Ἐν τ Of ΠΝ within, ‘the. CP; USA,.whéréein’ there vémains little Ὁ 

‘opportunity for him to advance without ‘effecting a political 
challenge to the. current existing. leadership of GUS HALL and 
‘others, which would jeopardize thé informant's current Standing, 

. τ ΤᾺ view of this, the’ efforts of the. Chicago Office have and 
' will continue to be directed in a manner which will enable him 

to continue: his. high level of activity but furnish the ‘Bureau Ὁ 
᾿ with increasingly more valuable. information. "" 

RI, Stability and Reliability, a 
an = = 

_ th the opinion of the contacting. ‘Agénts;, “CG 8824-- S* 
. has no personal | weaknesses. nor has he:.given any: indication of 
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Memorandum. 
- ee pe eee. a 

ΕῚ 

- ' ἢ : 

“qo ᾿ς Dingcror, Fer (1007428091) ὀ65 Ὦ sare, 9/20/64 

— ἔρον MACS PCHECAGO (134~46 Sub B) ΝΕ 

SUBJECT: 
| 

a I8=C 
| 

+ . 
" Ν - εν . 

1c, -ReBulet 5/15/64". 7 

. . Chicago has also noted the trend referred to in 
- Bulet and is coricerned about it., We have been exploring 

ἢ - Various possibilities; however, we feél that. we want: to 
“discuss - this watter: with ¢G 5824- S* before submitting 

᾿ recommendations. ‘to the Bureau. . 

ΌΑΔΟΒ, I intend. to explore generally this: matter 
with CG 5824-S* on his return from Néw York City. Our " 
Jatest information is that he may be held over in New. York __ , 
ΟΣ ἐγ. until. at, igast the. week end. . τι ‘would therefore be 7,3 ᾿ 

-my intention to discuss these matters With the informant ἡ 
diring thé week O£ May 25; 1964,. following which we Will — 
further analyze this. matter and submit our observations: 

a ΕΝ .-Ν -" “4: ὠς, 97. 134 i 

ΕΞ Rega ἐν BL nf 
. = ; - ts οἰ οι i 

᾿ ῷ-- Bureau. Cau : 7 ον; _ ne 
= Chicago - ys . role _ 

" ? ft 4 ‘ . 

MWJimec . | oO ἮΝ ει 
8). ΕΣ 
= 

ἘΞ Lip Ei 



ll FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) _ 

Date: 5, 15/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code): 

Viq__AERTEL ___ | REGISTERED | 
16. τ.----.... ὃ -- -Ἀ-ὦ 7 “(Priority OF ΠΩ͂Σ of itaiting) — 

Vy - ΤῸ : _Drnioron, FBI (100-428091) - 
| : 

αὖ 

2 FROM: ‘sac. ΠῚ YORK (1.00 134637) 

io SU a, )}» " ne ες ἧι 
᾿ς Του a \ we ἐν 

τ On: ‘5/1464, CG. 5824-s*, who is currently in NYC, ει" 
furnished the following information to SA ALEXANDER -C. ae? : 

. on. 5/14/64. CG:°5824-S* conferred with GUS. HALL and yj 
, | furnished the latter ‘the: Summary o£ the content of ‘a letter ἍΝ 

CG 5824-s* had. réceivad from NY 694-S* who is abroad. HALL was ae 
| very pleased’ to heat of NY 694-S*'s activities abroad and stated 
| that he now réalizes that it will probably be most difficult 

_| ' for NY 694-S* to go to Guba, He said he also realizes now why NN 
' HENRY WINSTON was unsuccessful in. going to Cuba. {RE 

HALL stated that in his opinion the Chinese are not 
: anxious -to have a meeting of world Coimunist Parties at this time © 

inasmuch as at such a: conference, they would be supported by a 
very insignificant minority. He stated. that KHRUSHCHEV's recent 
successful visit to Egypt and BEN BELLA's: visit to Moscow constitute 
a tremendous victory for the Soviets. In his opinion, the Chinese. 
have suffered a terrible loss. inasmuch as they had depended upon ᾿ 
the support of Algeria. - . 

᾿ HALL further stated that he believes. that: the conference: 
o£ world Communist Parties will is 5 hai in the fall of -1964. πῇ q ce 

; ‘ κ R - a 

ie ὍΣ BUREAU. (100-828091) (RM) Loe 22567 ἴα 2 = CHICAGO- (134~46=Sub-B) (ΑΜ-ἘΜ) ᾿ 
(1-134..46) ((6- 5826.- 88) 2 MAY. ee .- signs WeX\ 

L = NY 100134637 (41)- _ 7 
ACBimisb ὁ eae 

Approved: sent: .͵. Μ Per 

in Agent ‘in Charge 
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Date: 5/21/64 

Transmit the following.in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Viq __ATRTEL REGISTERED 

ee ee τα ec ce es ee eee mee ee ee ee ee Σ 

-TQ  :~—s« DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 728091) 

FROM : SAC; NEW YORK (100-134637) 

‘| SUBJECT: 
τσ τ΄, 

On 5/20/64, there was redéived at--th 
_ in New York City a letter from NY 

| text of which is as. follows: 

"Hello VIVIAN: ' 

"This is. indeed: a. Luxury for I.came across this type- 
writer im “the. hotel we are ‘Staying and’ as you see am taking 
advantage of it---+so here goes. 
of some kind of fever and. had the 

it preached a rather high mark ~ believe it or not despite my 
protest I_gave in. to the..old fashioned remedy of ἃ mustard plaster . 
over and ‘around. my chest and it did relieve, What worried me more 
than the fever was the fear of going τὸ ἃ hospital and that would 

, ‘knock out completéely®: our tour schedule and the delay of returning 
Af home would have béen more than a fact....my wife laughed when I was 

dying in bed and as ‘she put it τῷ, 
I could add that it was a little more than embarrassing == I was 
plain worried. ‘However I am 0.K. 
effects -- so to 'kill't time and awaiting the confirmation of the J 
Cuban reservation which everyone agrées. I must go and see despite 
the whims of Castro, who no one can get any attention from let 
along ever a compliment if the ‘dancing. is good - Nikolai Mostovets ι 
and Aleksei Grechukhin aré even more anxious. I go to Cuba than I am: 
myself. It seems that éven. the patrons: of the arts are kept waiting 
at the door while Castro lé6oks and- admires himself --- oh well; it 
is good to. know at least that one: 
Leningrad was ναῦν nice and mee 
there and after. 3° days we- cane 

7" ureau. CRM) wee 
{Fi = . Chicago. €134-46-Sub, Β) CRM-AM) - 

1. NY 134-91 ‘CINV).C4L). " 
oh 1 = NY 1005 S763 7 (al) 

bye hs ΒᾺ 

(7) τῷ ᾿ 
, Approved: ΤᾺ a4. ami Q AORN —._—s- Sent. 

- wk jeter Agent ἡ in Ὁ ἄτα ~ 

tm πα 

FBI 

+ 

: 

Ly + 

i ew ee i πτστν ἀπμαα 'πτστν ὑππσπς πὶ: .-... 

- τ᾿ + 

694%-~S*, in partial code; the plai 

"4/14/64 

I am now fine after a‘3 day seige ΟΣ αἰ 
dectors worried for. awhile since 

am supposed’to be the sick one' =: 

again and just getting over the 

is not alone in Such things. 
interésting but it always rains 

to Moscow to, rest up and tonight 

Md. YLS0 ὁ Ζί- ἜΨ 

6 MAY 27 864. ΡΒ wy 



6 
Is 6 

"will head for Volvograd. The apt festival ended, last night and 
‘all say that it was a sucéess = we could safely say that my wife. 

‘saw th 

week. Have him keep up the good work," 

+ 

NY 100~134637 

ballet, opera, ballet opera ‘why its coming out of our ears' and | 
80 it goes. It seems. as though we have been gone for years and: 
the tour is far from complete -- we have still to go south and as 
I mentioned before Cuba....If Cuba becomes very hard to get to I'11 
just cancel out, despite the anxiety of all here, Things: aré good 
though, the hosts are ‘really very. very niée ~ Khrushchev will ° 

and I had more culture crainned into is than in all out lifetime «~~ 

thank GUS HALL and all for the nice thoughts, this“Khrushchev told ἢ me in person: -- HALL is really a hit here if only HALL would act 
more for ‘things are even worse with the Chinese than one can 
imagine -- much much worse. As you may gather there cannot be 
any meetings this year. Mostovets. begs if you ‘send.a nice greeting 
to Australian convention on dune 11, tell HALL it would really: be 
nice. TIM BUCK will be going there. but a personal touch from HALL 
and the CPUSA would be most thankful here. . 

a 

"I only hope’ that MORRIS. and the ‘Russians. got togther - * ~- 
if my wife knew that our sons, were 0.K. and well this would be δ΄ 
most successful rest -- she is enjoying the change: and likes. the 
attention that the guides are giving her plus. .of course the ‘ballet “: 
and opera - the hosts. were most gracious and even gave a shindig on . 
the 30th anhiversary of our. wedding. .Last night at the Bolshoi we. 

he mést outstanding. stars ih the country and it’was the finale 
to a new. idea, a 
The Cuban crowd are the biggest ard enjoy it’the most.. Will try ‘to. 
‘write ‘to you again when we return from the. next tour and: hope that ‘by. + 

this time. Morris would have written again. 

"O.K. I must leavé this: typewriter now and return it to _ 
its. owner. If all goes. well,. we will do our best and try to be: back "Ὁ 
to work by the first (although have yet to get the real rest.south)... 

4 

30 day Art festival, many tourists cdme just for that.* 

Love. his wifé -- all send’ their best from here to. them. ᾿ : 
Tell that all is fine; that the voyage is doing its best «οἱ 
to get-his mother back to good health both mentally and physically. 

“hove - 
JACK 

"Thank Morris. for his. véry nice: note. which, we got last 
- - 

The date of the letter, 
pestneie,, 4/14/64 probably was meant to ‘be 5/14/64... | - Ἵ ᾿ _— " 

- 2 -- 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Date: 5/21/64 - 

Transmit the following in, . 
(Type in plain text or. code) 

γα TREE REGISTERED . 
Ὁ. .ςᾳ........-:..:..-.ἝἘἬ.- Ι - (Priority or Method of Mailing) 1 
ee 

eh a ee 

"ΤΟ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ls FROM: mao) YORK (100- 238097) 

mae: PSex0 . εὖ ᾿ ᾿ 

aaa ire ᾿ τος! 
ἘΝ 

On 5/20/ 64; $50,000 in cash was removed from -the SOLO 
account in New York by. CG 5824-S* to be utilized by him in 
Chicago, for cP. Purposes pursuant to instructions of GUS HALL. 

7 ᾿ Che money vémoved gonsisted of $35,000 in $50 bills 
and' $15, 000, in $20 bills, and. it will be transported by" 
CG 5824-S% from-New York ‘to.Chicago when the latter departs . 

from Kennedy Airport, ΝΥ, via American. ‘Airlines light δὴ at Τ 
7 6: 00 p.m. on 9/21/64 _ , " 

Photostats of the. aforementioned. bills will -be forwarded |, 
to' Chicago -by ‘Separate communication. 

Since 5/ 15/64, CG 5824-s* has made several unguccessful | 
attempts to meet with the Soviet contact of NY 694-S* in NYC. 

¥ Ge | | 
- Wh 3y BUREAU: (100-428091) (RM) 

_ “2 - CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub. B) (RM) 
ο΄ Σ - 134-46) eee | 

τ NY 100-134637 (41) . q | 

sally £ 997. ΤᾺ ἢ i 
| ace:mea (#41) EAM nes 
cs rn ) 

1i at 2310 

Approved: 

GS JUN 9 1984 Agent in Charge 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT , Belnont ————=— 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE εἶσ 
“ DeLoach ———_— 

Evons 

TO τ My, Conrad ope DATE: May 26, 1964 aye 
ἢ 

Trotter — 
™ ; ᾿ Tele. Room -- 

y FROM 1 ° Downing . ᾿ : Holmes ον ΣΤ ν 

: ; - ‘ Gandy 

AL SECURITY-C - ~~ 
t ἀτ 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential -informant-NY 694-S* who has been receiving 
communications transmitted to him by radio. 

On 5/26/64 transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and. frequencies,,. 

but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: [2 

Yor information. 

9 = Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W, ἃ. Shaw) 

Ἢ PWP:dek 

(9) 

ΜΝ ; pees. ᾿ a “45.. £24 69/- B41) 
ΝΕ ΕἾ pO HEF RECORDED 

ΞΕ ΙΕ 11 JUN 1 1964 
ες - - 4 



τ ee gacne OQ. Ὁ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE | 
‘ ° [ 

ae 

SAC, Chicago (13446 Sub B) June 2, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

«Fou po 
INTEMRAL SECURITY + Ο 

EeCGiet 4/30/64, with a copy to Kew York. 

.. _Belet enclosed a photographic copy of a docunont which 
Gus Hall had provided to CG 5824-S* during carly Aprii, 1064, . 
Th ained a handwritten mossage reportedly furnished 
by oncorniny an allezod CIA Agent who had infiltrated 
the Comunist Party of Japan, Relet points out that according to 
CG 5824-S*, the docunont must have boon given to Yall by either 
Hickey Lima, of San Francisco, or Botothy Healoy, of Los Angeles, 
since both of them wore in New York City in early April,- 1964, to 
attend a neoting of tha National Executive Comittee of the 
Communist Party, USA, 

For the infornation of New York and Chicago, tho Burea 
Laboratory ‘conducted a handwriting oxanination comparing the kn 
handwriting specimons of Hickey Lina and Dorothy Hoaley evailable .- 
in Eufiles with the aboveenontioned document. The Laboratory 
advised. that the specimens of Lima and Healey avallabie in Bufiles: 
are inadequate for comparison; however, for possible invest igative. 
assistance, differences wore noted between the questioned. hand« 
writing in the above-mentioned docunent and the handwriting 

. pecinens of Lina and Healey in Bufiles, 

1 = New York (100-134637) ΕΣ 
λ $ WGS:1at ἡ" 

(5) | 

REC- 53 \ 
. + ᾿ ¢ +s 4 

. . aOdg— wet ἅ ] 7 ‘ ᾿ τες. Len 2 BOTT 
OLSO0 σαι ᾷ ~ ἋΣ € 

Usk πΤ JUil #1934 . ΤΊ JUN 2 πὶ 
Casper . od r COMM-FEL | 

-- 
ae emma —— τ Meare Tot 

We Rasen we 
Sulltvan en “32 ω k ῤ 

Trotter ——- eA ‘ 

Bavearn! 5 | 1904 | “Ks 
Gofdy SS μὰ, ROOMULZ TELETYPE UNITE] . δ 4 



DIRECTOR, FBT (65-6505) 

. ane; ἩΠΗ YORK (65-17696) - 

TRACING OF - AUERICA MONEY USED 
ΕΞ SOVIETS. IH ESPIONAGE OPERAmONS ο re 

. : {00% NEW Yor) 
. ἢ 

-EXTRENS CAUTTON HUST ἘΝῚ ‘EXERCISED. ἯΣΕΗ RESPECT TO 
DISSEMINATION OF THE: THFORMATION TERGIN INASMUCH AS BY. TES. - 
NATURE ASIA LD XNEORMATION TENDS ΤΟ. IDENTIFY NY 6oll-s*, , 
VALUADLE INPORSANT AS TUE SOURCE. UNLESS THIS Tnror LIATION Τὸ 

." OSTATKED Tr ERO A COURCE OTHER SIAN TY GS4-S%, Τὰν SHOULD NOT BE 
~~ ἘΝ ΣΝ Hn PARAPHRASED FORM IN THe THUESTIGATIVE SECTION 

5 the Bureau is, award, WwW 694-3 on n/r/e 
- , received $85 B80 from VALENTIN A, ZATTSEYV, his. Soviet ‘piineipal, 

Trcludéd among the #165, 000: wax $15,000 br transnittal. to 
λ JESSICA STG for New World Review. The above $165,000. conpisted 

ΝΙΝ #34000 in $1000 notes -€nd$162,000. in $20.00 notes. ἴω 
; δ ae 
᾿ ¢ imen the: above money was broken doyn into Federal a 

ΝΣ Reperve Distriets and series the following was noted: ~ ἊΝ 

ἷ ᾿ ὩΣ . . $10.00 Ν a ot ) ᾿ " ° δ τσὶ ὕ ᾿ ΕΣ εἰ 

ΠΝ εὐ Boston ὃ τ τ 
1950- | 3 | " ΝΞ 
19508 Ν 19500 is ; 

Totak ar’ a εὐ 

᾿ς ἣἢς Ἐ coor (ret). - ay ΝΞ πὸ 

Teor ee og 4 (coro) ς m8} / ΝΣ is ¥ τι. {9 "ὧν = ie ῳ RE sad Fee auf 3 " - ae, _ ᾿ς. 
B+ Hew York δ “ epee! - ad ἐπ 

| & 100-: “Tise0) (S010) NOT RFCORDED. ee 
1- 100-74560): (cP; USA. Us) 98° May 22 1964 . ze 

eo? 5: 

os JBinvi . - -ς ᾿ ΕΣ γκεῦθεθων Jeanne osama BS. 
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$20.00 notes 

he . 

- _. San Pranciseco 
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186 4 x ᾿ . + 

ΕΝ Cleveland. 7 



NY, 65.17696. εἰν τ νιν τ τοῖς τ ἦτὶ 
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fotal ὃς 213, 

7 @ oe  Oheafo ᾿ τὸ ς 
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τι ONY @5-17696 
7 ᾿ ᾿ . Ly τ ᾿- " 

Pout Ta Ble | So. εὑ 050 . τς . ᾿ς ἄσσον, ; _ L950B' . ἰϑθῦσ “΄, 
Ν ποῦ  _ 

1 . a 
3 =< : 

ee. ee - 8 “ “LORAD - a ΝΣ . 1950 ̓ , ἘΣ co, 0808 
Lor. 

- ΝΣ " 33308. - 

. So, 7 Total ᾿ τ 

᾿ τ ον . es 5 τ -- 
eT ae 

i wor ΝΞ τοὶ -- 3950 ᾿ —- LO50A: ὌΝ ' 19508 
, ᾿ " oa | vt 19300: Lot 
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NY 65-17696 . 

Lb. , _ ‘San Frandéisco 

19238 1 
1934 412 
LOSHA 81: - 
293} CC 14 
1934¢ "ἢ 
1934D. 2 
1950. 226 
19508 ᾿ 12 
ἸΟΡῸΒ 14 ᾿ 

me - 1950C 312 
1950p © 22 

Tova. 99 

: 7 τ Bromthe-total of 300 §10.00:notes the: NY ERD on Εἶν δ the highest with-numbér of notes oviginally Ssued from, + τος that FRB with 19 notes. (49.75). | 
Froth the total, of the 8100.$20,00 notéa;, tne. _ 

“Ay RD Was. the bighest ween number of notes oripinally dasued, 
. from that BRD. with 4038 (49.9%). The Richmond FRD: waa the 
- Second. largest. with cere s or δὸς 00 notes’ issued With L210 | 

« (14.9%). “Bh San Franetsed FRD tas the Hie largest. FRD 
“with number of $20.00, issued with: 99. (22.7%). 

‘fhe combined total: of $20. 00 notes from the NY, . 
Richmona and San Francisco FRDs amounted to $123,940 of the _ 
total of $162,000. ‘The remaining 9 FRD's has. a combined ‘total 

τιν Ὁ" $33,060. whieh, originated from: ὦ one Fespective -FRDS+ ΝΞ 

bal 



NY 65-17696 ΄-- ες 

- From. the above it ΝΞ ΞΕ 

Ore 75p of the $162,000 βένθῃ to the CP USA in $20.00 notes ; 
by the Soviets. on AST /Ok > Originated from the ‘three ERD! B : , 

is. intérésting to. note that 

7 of NY, Richmond and San Francisco, /- 

ecg When-the $10,00-siotes wore: compared against the ‘Jist of money thich, Was Jssued to the Soviets in NY; δρᾶ τς WFO, no Adentification Was cffected. 7 ; 

. ον When the $20.00 notes: were compared atainst the List of currotsy walth was issued to the Soviets jn NY and — WFO the following was noted. One $20.00 note, serlal rumber . BODOL 78 MBs Series 1950 was tdentleal with group E95817701B ; to E95818000B, series 1950¢ which tere $20.00 notes issued, _ ΠΣ to the Soviet Embassy representative in Washington, DC; on 8/30/62, ° This $20.00 note was the only one thas was identital among a checking, ‘the currency afainst the currency issued to. the Soviets. 

᾿ When the $10.00 notes. were comparéed-against thé ἡ index of CP and soviet blot espionage. roney maintaingd ine captioned cage, xo patterns of sequence jere observed with any of the $10.00 notes furnished by ‘the Soviets to: the CP, USA, 

to ana 

$20.00 notea. previously recovered from the Soviets and ‘subse- quently furnished to-the CP, USA on. the date indicated. .- _ 

. π᾿ » | δ + ‘ --. * - 
τ + - 

- ΕΝ ~ * ' ει cof id 



᾿ τ' ~ ἢ " " " ᾿ ~ . - ' , + 

HY 65-17696 

-Mention is also made τὸ the fact “that there | 
were no identical. Yiotes included in, the $165,000. when, Ὁ inserting, - 
said notes: into: the N¥sourrency index. 

Information conceming compaiinon, againet the 
andex is not to bé set forth in report forint or ‘dissemination 

| henorandun ‘without Buréaw authority. 
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Mohr 

Memorandum 1 2 Suliivan aed 
1. =| Baumgardner fife el 

(αἷς 

" W, C. Sullivan oh DATE: $=30-64 ΝΣ τοῖο; ee) 
Sulllyan . 
Tavel 
Trotter 

, . J, Baumgardner 1... Wannall ‘Tele. Room «ας 
FROM F aumg . 1 ὦ. Shaw Y~ Holmes 

Gandy μ- 

Con : 1 = Gurley 

SUBJECT: 50 ; 
INTERNAL SECURITY «-- COMMUNIST bug) 

This is a memorandum to inform you that NY 694.8% is 
currently in Cuba as part of Solo Mission 15, 

OO ἐνμμιμμαμμαιμμμυρηβυθεκριμ κςλὰ 

It is recalled that NY 694.5* is abroad on Solo Mission 15 
and one of his targets was to attempt to go from Moscow to Cuba, His 
efforts to go to Cuba would depend on an invitation from Fidel Castro, 

At 9:50 a,m,, 5-30-64, SAC Roney of the New York Office, 
telephonically advised Division Duty Supervisor Lawrence T, Gurley 
}that CG 5824-S* had advised the New York Office this morning as fol WS: 

The wife of NY 694-S* returned last night from Moscow where 
she had been with her husband, She stated that NY 694-S* had departed 
Moscow. for Cuba about the middle of May, 1964; that their plan was that 
She would remain in Moscow for one week after his departure for Cuba 
and that if NY 694-5* had not returned by that time she would proceed 
from Moscow to the U. 5, Since NY 694-S* had not returned at the end 
of the:.week, she immediately departed Moscow for the Us; 8. 

CG 5824-8* advised that the wife of NY 694-S* was very tired 
and that he had an opportunity to talk with her only briefly. CG 5824-S* 
is departing New York for Chicago today and does not know whether he 
will have another opportunity to talk with the wife of NY 694.5*, ὁ 
In the event he does talk with her, any pertinent information will be 
immediately furnished to New York and the Bureau advised, 

ACTION: REC- 134 / 00 -\t 1304] | 35 4 io 
For information, You will be kept advised of pertinent 

developments as received, = gs ἢ vert CE 

- 100428091 {gor 
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Transmit the following in 

—— a ἤττα τῦται 

ΝΙΝ 

| 
| 
I 
ἰ 
| 

FBI 

Ι 
Ι 

Date: 5/26/64 | 

Ι 

(Type in plain text or code) 
I 

AIRTEL . | 
(Priority) © 

τὸ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Remytelcall to New York, 5/26/64, 

CG 5824-S*. on. 5/26/64 advised he had reservations to 
depart Chicago on American Airlines flight 50 at 12:00 noon, CDS] 
5/27/64, for New York City. Source will arrive New York 2:53 p. 
EDST, The purpose of this travel to New York City will be to 
attempt to complete a meet with the Soviet contact at 7:00 p.m., 
5/28/64. CG 5824-S* intends to return to Chicago via American 
Airlines flight 67} which will leave New York City at 6:00 p.m. 
EDST ‘on 5/30/64 and arrives in Chicago at 7:12 p.m. 

On arrival in New York, CG 5824-S* advised he will 
contact the New York Office for any possible last minute 
developments in connection with the meet he will attempt to 
make 5/28/64. 

{ -. 
> 

fA G)- Bureau (RM) ACO Le F09/23 9 § 7 
1 - New York (100-134637) (Info) (RM) 
1 - Chicago a le 

RWH:b11 | " yo JUN 2 1964 ΜΞ : 
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Date: ENN. 

t 

-Ξ--- ---.-...-.-. 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

REGISTERED MATH Via AIRTEL 
“TI Priority) 

ΕΣ -------- τ ---- ar a ee ee λὼ.....ς. - ΚΕ 

ἢ TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) bpp | 

ik j , 
Ay fe \ 

2 
᾿ 

FROM: SAC; CHICAGO (134-46 Sub atl 

7D Remytel call to. Director and SAC, New. York 5/38/64... ἢ 

On. 5/28/64 cS[______ provided to SA RICHARD W Ny 
HANSEN a letter written in the NORMAN FREED "open code" from Ἂ 
NY 694-S*, The letter bore no date, but the.envelope in which ΝΠ) 
it was enclosed bore a postmark of Moscow and a date believed tM 
to be 5/19/64. 

Set forth below is the verbatim text of NY 694-S*'s 
letter and a translation: of certain words: therein which appears 
in the parentheses: 

"Hello: , (A 
. "This. will tell you that we had a wonderful time in ΔῊΝ 
Volgograd and thé weather was just perfect as well as the Ke ‘> 
intourist people. It was only for two days but it was in. . 
place of M (Moscow) while waiting to see if the Beach (Cuban) 
reservation was accepted and sure enuf when getting back that 
confirmation from peaches (Castro) did get in and even, the 
local hotel people (International. Department, CPSU) are happy 
about this, and so now at long last I can really take a rest 
after a. Long long voyage there. .AS.to how long one cannot 
tell for Mrs.. guud (NY 694-S*'s wife) decided it. would be much 
too much for her and will: see the Ballet and opera instead... 
George (CG ΝΣ was most kind in. writing to us before our 

γ Θεωο ἐξ 1) CRE - 7 OO i fe OGL 22- 566} an 

1-New York: (100-134637). (Enc; tint CRM)” ΔῈ JUN 4 1894 1- - 

Sent 

XN 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

ng to Volgograd and ¢t Roscoe (NY. soa-se'd ] 
| and Fil (NY soa-se's| ol were the boosters 
Was needed, Wally (GUS Should not be so impatient 
about. the beach (Cuba), theseason is on now and its most 
difficult even for the madison firm (CPSU) to send their 
actors (representatives) there, therefore the interest in 
my case. In fact they were even more impatient ‘than willy - 
but its all ok now and am sure if all goes well the rest 
which will be had in the next 10 days 2 weeks Should tell the 
doctors much. If only the weather would not change so much - 

ἘΞ could safely say that its been an experience of very hot to 
510 very cold but thanks to the medicines I think it helps much. 

Should the beach (Cuban trip) take longer than expected Rush 
(NY 694-5%*'s wife) will go to Roscoe (return home) by herself 
for long waits can be tiring. Its been a good tour and the 
hams (CPC) are still a big pain in the neck and more with 
each day - weddings (conference) should not take place this 
winter at least thats the family gossip. even it be from the 
‘brides father. Intourist does a wonderful job in keeping 
tourists busy and I could say that its a split second schedule, 
Believe it or not we havé had already 2 tours but it looks 
now with the beach (Cuban trip) that the main tour of rest 
will -be cancelled out ~ its perfectly o.k. far fil is more 
important. The attention and care is indescribable its: more. 
than perfect, Love to thé Roscoes (children): Love to the 
good (CG 5824-S*) a,‘million thanks to Geo and Jim (CG 5824-Sx). 
for the nice flowers - (letter)... If you don't hear in the next 
weeks its only that the sunshine on the beach (Cuba) is being 
"lapped up! 71 hope/ - - the very best to the family. 

"Berch and. the Mrs," 
(NY 894-8 and wife): 

Enclosed with this note of NY. 694-S* was the carbon ᾿ 
copy: of what appears to be an Pnglish language -press release 
of Hsinhua, the official pressfagency of the Peoples Republic 
of China, dealing with ROBER TAMS. One Xerox copy of 

this item is enclosed herewit for ‘the Bureau-and the New York 
Office. | fs pare 
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. and non-violent demonstrations in order to mobilize the masses” 

- 

- brutal oppressor to the extent that: he will voluntarily. 

dark dungeon. of slavery and misery." 

L'a 

= bu ὁ we must do it collectively. we must condition ouwselves | 

“.willians emphasised. 

proved to us that they are not susceptible to guch mild ᾿ εν 

᾿ pressures for reform and that -they will. utilize massive ᾿ς = 

its power to prevent the true story of the horrible plight of πον 

! 

! 
' 

| 
_-phychological warfare, job discrimination, police prutality » a 

. ες ἢ 

i 

-\he masses ‘of. our people from reaching the outside world." j 

) 
i 

. ia ” " 
4 ‘ - ΕΣ aod 

ai ma * 

(HSTNHUA-050914) --Φ famous, negro ‘Leadér on u.s racism 

havana, tay eighth (hsinhua) -- "a’ malignant cancerous sore ᾿ 

on a society like the chronic race hatred that infects the united 

states of america, can*ot be cvred by mild medications. shock 

treatment is the best treatment. in most cases it is considered < — 

a highly successful remedy. a cancerous sore requires a. 

serious physical operation,” gaia the famous nerro leader robert 

williams in.an article published in the -Latest issue of his 

monthly newsletter "the crusader". , | - * 

referring to forms of negro struggle avainst racism in 9.5.8. 9 

robert: williams siad, “yes, we should 811 advocate peaceful | 

of our people and to expose the true nature of ues. racism to’ 

the world, but let. us not be so naive as to believe that we can 

conduct a revolution without violence. let us not beso asinine 

as to believe that we can appeal to the conscience of δ΄. 

_-release our people from alzost 400 years .of shadies and the 
; , A! 

: fue mst defend ourselves. we must fight back. -we nust | 

reject the unwritten commitment that so-called negro Leaders 

have made guaranteeing our brutal .oppretgorss inmunity from 

retribution for their heinous acts of violence agahnst our 

‘defenseless people. not only mist be defend ourselves peires ΤΠ 

. 
. 

. 

- 
“ 

a "“ 

" 
| 

| 
| 

| 
, 

for defense, both physically and psychologically. we must: 

become adept in’ the methods: of massive defense,” robert. 4 ἢ 

a 
᾿ 

΄ 

- “Po, ΕΠ 

- ool 

=i 
i 

‘we prefer peaceful negotiations, but our oppressors have .- 

1 

¥ ~~ 

violence to attempt to contain our struggle," said robert. re gd 

sys williams. 
in another article, robert williams: sad, "atvo-american ¢ 

freedom fighters must oordinate street action with _ 

ὁ court frame-ups and racist violence of brutality-mu-t be 

“ “brought to the attention of the entire world... the racist 

oppressive government of the usa is doing everything within oo 

it was necessery "to form foreign relations committees in 

‘alll civil rights groups that truly represent the, best interests . 

‘of the people", robert williams pointed out. 

‘ we must expand our arsenal. we must -become proficient in 

‘the art of psychological warfare == the achilles heel of the’big. . . 

bad racist oppressar," said robert williams. “let the’ whole , 

-yworld ‘mow we. take our liberation seriously. We, like our 

| plack brother of south africa are not engaged in a petty lover's 

- quarrel withthe racist savages of america but in 8 Tife and “ 

death struggle". vend item | 
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FBI 

Date: 5/27/64 

Transmit the following in 

Via ATRTEL 

Priority σον 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (105--104811) Ὁ 

YG τς FROM : SAC, NEW YORK 

SUBJECT: FEDORA 
IS - R 

Re ΝΥ investigative airtel, an 

TION ATTRIBUTED τῶ THIS SOURCE “AND NNO" Foner 
TAKEN VE WHICH _ COULD LD CONCEIVABLY JEOPARDIZE THe ΘῈ BOURSES 

Tt Prine inert PaO ae pen ramos ἀπεκῥι μα δ δησδουδνιιδοδι ἜΝ Ib 7 D 

On 5/26/64, Leb νας interviewed by 
SAS VINCENT J, CAHILL » MORRIS, JR, During 
this interview, the informant furnished the following 
information: | 

4/- Bureau (RM) 
(1}- 100-428091 

1 « Néw work | bon sakes tev.) (#42) 1+ ‘NewWorke 6100-1346 
2. New York (fav; y 

ORIGINAL ΠΕΡῚ “9.-- “΄ BOSS -/ BY fet de “ἐξ ὧ ἢ 72 

\ τττ- VICr1gb For Sor aco ΩΣ 
(13) 108 Jun 101 

ΠΡ κα 
ΜΒ. wee “πὶ 

Approved: sent M Fer ΝΕ 
Special Agent ἀπ Charge - 

yee 
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Information Concerning Return 
of ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN to the 
soviet Union on Sunday, 5/24/64 

970 ad the 

in the 
Ovié 3 as ‘Peet, . 

» on that date, informant 
received a the main lobby at the 
Mission from NIKOLAY KRUPENTKOY, KGB co 

an ad just 
mere in Moscow, end had 

Colonel BORTS IVANOV 

on Saturday, 5/23/64, 
Mis Which time, 

ΚΕΟΡΕΝΊΚΟΥ ΤΕ IVANOV 
o the KGB quarters on the 8th ᾿ ¥ 

floor to see KRUPENIKOV, 

5 minutes later, informant received 
in from 

ALEKSEY Ko Ormanc nas 
y identified as a KGB emptoyee affiliated . 

rity Branch in the NY R ant 
hat KOLOBASHKIN 
and IVANOV then recte 
N contact IVANOV as scon as he 

returned to the Mi salon. , 



Informant said that about two hours later, 
OLOBASHKTN] = =—=—sy§$§CY'“‘l_ ] SgzWe@E_ Mt ssiion and informant 

ἘΠ ΗΕ ΙΓ Γὺ ἢ ΌΣΘ ἡ 1 ὙΓ ἢ {1 

| ΓΕ ΕΊΞΟ TVANOV 
av IVAN SLEPOV and NIKOLAY KRUPENTKO KGR code clerks, 

had a message fo OTOBRASHKTH ; 

ΚΟΙΟΒΑΒΗῚΝ  Π6ὦ42]ΔΕὁ0ἔΕΟοΙ [225 Qarters To 
see IVANOV and to obtain the message, 

said he next saw KOLOBASHKIN 
at about 2 

ID KOLOBASHKIN 
. . KO “5 

At about 
VEADIMIR CHUCHUKIN 

KOLOBASHKIN's 
Informant sai 



πως 

t said that he does not know the 
ΚΟΙΟΒΑΘΉΚΙΝ ἢ ΝΦᾷἅᾷἜἝἕ. βονλοῦ 

: imq—k : aicmentoion ib 
CTT LCHUKIN 

| sd torment sald that CnUCHURIN and ROLOSASHKIN 

and or ese reasons ᾿ a _ 

fae Deen told by KOLOBASHKIN the 
to Moscow, Informs ssid he supposed that COUCHURLN 
ΒΈΔΕΒ elsisia Ξ =a 

Informant sald that he heard_no more about 

GENT ERMAK 
on “Sunday, 5/24/04, when nformant Po 

&t ERMAK!s | ar Rockaway, a 
nrormant said hel________JERMAK, in the hope 

that ERMAK might know and im the 
reason behind KOLOBASHKIN! “ΝΙΝ oviet Union, 

1d the informant, however, that he] —| 
the Soviet MLssion at 8:1 on Sature ΡΞ, ΘΝ, 

an ΤΆ [1] uae μων ἢ ἢ 

otegh πο τυ σ--Ἢ 
as a mp Loy ΠΤ ΓΟ 
idency, 

A review of the logs of the stationary 
observation plants covering the Soviet Mission,for 
Sunday, 5/24/64, disclosed the following: 

At 10:40 a.m., on Sunday, 5/24/64, ALEKSEY 
KOLOBASHKIN, accompanied by his wife, and the wife of 
DMITRI KAPUSTIN, left the Soviet? Mission and headed 
toward Lexington Avenue at 67th Street. 

~ Wo 
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At 12:47 p.m., ALEKSEY KOLOBASHEKIN returned 
to the Soviet Mission driving his personally owned 
automobile, 

At 5:22 p.m., ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN, dressed up, 
and carrying three suitcases, left the Soviet Mission 
with his wife and children. They got into a vehicle 
driven by EVGENI KLIMOV, a chauffeur employed at the 
Sovlet Mission, This vehicle then left the area of the 
Mission, 5G og 

At 7:53 p.m., EVGENI KLIMOV,still driving the 
Same vehicle mentioned above, returned to the Soviet 
Mission with Mrs, KOLOBASHKIN and one child. 

White the NYO has received no confirmation 
from INS of KOLOBASHKIN's departure from the US, it 
eppears that he might have been..on his way to the 
airport, when observed with his wife and children, 
shortly after 5:00 p.m., on Sunday, 5/24/04, 

in connection with the above, attention is 
directed to NY airtel of ἀρ θὲ, Page 2, wherein 
it was reported that ALEKSEY K 
informant,in the early part of 

? 

Informant told intervierting agents 
evening of 5/26/64, that he is unable, at 

isn the reason behind : 
soviet Union, but said 

3 On the 

Mane Sa τε 
agents, at once, if and when such ni 

information comes to his attention. 

Additional information obtained from the 
informant, during the interview of 5/26/64, will be 
submitted to the Bureau in a separate communication, 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

‘Memorandum ἢ | "ἢ ΩΣ 
TO : Mr. W. C. DATE: 5/19/64 “Rogen. 

. a 7 1 = Mr. Belmont sullivan 
/ L=- Mr. J. P. Mohr Trotter 
FROM : Myr, BF. J. Baumgardne 1 - Mr. Callahan Heleee = 

S Δ = Me. Sullivan ee 
τς Δ - Mr,. Baumgardner κ» 

SURJECT: SPECIAL AGENT PHILLIP M, BROOKS 1- Mr. Donohue δι," 6 ¢ 
SPECIAL AG De a wi 
SUPERVISOR 7c , FPR ty 

be INCENTIVE | © TO _ 

| ἊΝ . 
sac, (ten york’ Letter and FD-255 dated 5/13/64 recommends 

incentive ‘avar Phillip M. Brooks, William C. Martin 
and Supervisor The reconmendation is based upon 
their sustained above-average per rmance which involved the overcoming 
ΘῈ unusual difficulties in developing NY 4309-S as a security informant 

of the highest caliber, 

SAC, New York, advised that.the office has been attempting 
for several years to locate an acc able~informant to work closely 

With NY 694-S* ‘and CG 5824-S* in ἐξεξβοτο poration and who might replac 

them if such becomes necessary. The Ὁ operation vertains to the —. 
extrémely covert liaison activities. performed by NY 694-S* and CG 5824-- 

_between the-Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), and top officials of the 
other communist parties of the world.. The New- York Office handles 

NY 694~-S* whose activities are primarily connected with the clandestine 

communseztion apparatus which exists between the CPUSA and the Communist 

Party of the Soviet Union, NY 694-S* has been trained in the use of 
codes, ciphers, radio, secret inks and microfilming and utilizes this 

training in his communications with the Soviets. 

] 

ji 

ORIGINAL FILED 

eee re ee .».-.--..ὕ ae ee care ee 

4 ὦ _ FO» 

In selecting possibilities to aesist Coie 522, 

NY 4309-S was considered as he had been tained in Russia. in the 1930's 

in radio and operated as a Comintern Agent. Investigation in the 1950's 

failed to disclose current espionage activity and after several 
unsuccessiul interviews his case was closed, NOT RECORDED 

ΠΝ 

- With Supervisor it was agreed to approach NY 4309-S on a .- 

new basis, namery; e not interested in his background but did ©“ 

desire his cooperation on a confidential basis. After discreet Sur- . 

velllances to determine the habits and routine -of NY 4309-5,he was 

appreshed on 10 (18. and 12/63 and state out 
ENF es Jb 7D 
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Menaandum to W. Οἱ, Sullivan ; 
RE: SPECIAL AGENT PHILLIP M. BROOKS °°. 

SPECTAL A a 
SUPERV ISO 
INCENTIVE 

cooperating. Additional interviews were conducted on 10/19 and 30/63 
and 11/30/63 during which SAs Brooks and Martin continued to questién 
informant about his personal life and endeavored to obtain his 

confidence. 

Though NY 4309~S indicated a desire to caoperate, he refused 
to give a clear-cut answer until he determined what we wanted. of hin, 
On 11/22/6 s interviewed by SAs Brooks and Martin and Ine 
Supervisor jin an effort to resolve the question of his noc 
full coop Ss emphasized that we were fully aware of his 
experience in Russia despite his denials and for him to show good faith 
and Sincerity we would have to have a full and free discbsure of his ᾿ 
pgst activities even though it might be repetitious. On 12/2/63 he said 
he would cooperate. 

The next problem to resolve was to determine a way for 
NY 4309-S to work into an effective position with NY 694-S* without 
NY 4309-S being aware that we suggested the association. NY 4309-5 had 
indicated he-considered NY 694-S*% tobe an important individual and a. 
plan was devised whereby NY 4309-S would be led into suggesting NY 694-S* 
as being the most dangerous individual in this country if he were still . 
active. The Agents then pointed out to NY 4309-S that since he had 
suggested the dangerousness of NY 694-S* the first assignment of NY 4309-S 
would be to determine if NY 694-S* is still active. The plan was 
developed whereby NY 4309-8 contacted NY 694-S* to find out if the 
latter could determine the present status of the father of NY 4309-5 
who was last known to have been in Russia in the 1940's, 

Since then NY 4309-S has developed to the point where he has 
been assigned the task by Νὰ 694-S* of clearing a drop for clandéstine 
nessages from the Soviets while NY 694-S* is on a sécret mission abroad. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

We have been placing considerable emphasis on our program 
of locating individuals who can be developed for high-level coverage 
in the CPUSA and particularly to assist NY 694-S* and CG 5824-5* in the 
Solo operation. We have considered 41}. communist informants. and potential 
“informants in the New York and Chicago Offices as well as selected 
informants in other offices, NY 4309-S was developed by New York despite 
his uncooperative attitude in the past and the fact that he has a 

-2- 
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Memorandum to W.iC. Sullivan - 
RE: SPECIAL AGENT PHILLIP Με BROOKS _ 

SPECIAL A 
SUPERVISO 
INCENTIVE AWARD ἢ 

ΤΕ 

a responsible position as technical consultant, G. ‘Schimer Sound 
Genter in New York City. It was only through the extremely skillful 
interviews of SAs Brooks and Martin that NY 4909- Sfwas developed as 
an informant. The technical background of NY 430958 can be of : 
considerable assistance to NY 694-S* who is in clandestine communication 
with the Soviets and whose many duties have taxed’his physical 
gondition. We are'rconfident that the addition of NY 4309-5 to the 
Solo operation will*bring greater success to our coverage of 
international and national communisn. 

The performance of SAs Brooks and Martin in overcoming 
unusual difficulties in developing NY 4809-S as an informant is 
particularly noteworthy and deserving of incentive awards to each of 
then. ‘ 

Ait of NY 4309-S was under the. supervision ot 
of Superviso and he participated in two interviews, τος 
it is noted ὕ terviews were made after the confidence 
and cooperation of NY 4309-S were obtained by SAs Brooks and Martin. 
In view of ntive award is not warranted for 
supervisor however, he is deserving of a letter of 
comnendati 

RECOMMENDATIONS ; 

(1) That Special Agents Phillip M. Brooks and William C. 
Martin be given incentive awards in amounts to be set by the 
Administrative Division. 

ve 

letter of commendation be afforded Sw ervisor 

ge. ΤΩΣ 
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Date: ‘6/1/64 

. 4 7 ' 

τ. 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) I 

Via __. AIRTEL | REGISTERED MAIL ; |. 72 
Ἵ ΜΝ τ (Priority) ; 

ν ‘TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

CG 5824-S8* returned to ‘Chicago in the late p.m. of 
5/30/64 after unsuccessful efforts to contact the ‘Sovict 
principal in- NYC 5/28-29/64. 

Upon. -his. return, CG 5324- S* advised ‘that NY 694=S*'s 
wife had returned to NYC from Moscow during the late p.m. of 
5/29/64 and that he had met briefly with her on | 5/80/64 before 
returning to Chicago. 

According to CG 5824-S*, NY 694-S*'s wife indicated/ 
that NY 694-S* had departed for Cuba around: 5/80/64 and at 
that time had. not anticipated an extensive stay. in Cuba. 

om 1 After NY 694-S* had not returned to Moscow by 5/27/64 and : 
᾿ _ Learning, through independent sources that there were only two 

Havana-Prague. flights a week, Sunday and Wednesday, she 
decided to réturn to the U.S. Accor¥dingly, she contacted 
representatives: of the North atid South American Section; 
International Department, Central Committee, CPSU, in Moscow, wha 
would have: preferred that she wait in Moscow for the return of 
NY 694-S*, and they arranged with Party representatives in 

' Prague for her return trip to this country, On her arrival 
in. Prague on 5/28/64, she was met by representatives..of the 

ς International. Department, Central Committee, CP of CZ, (ἘΝ) 
“Γ΄  CHERNICK: and (FNU) JANDIK, and these individuals arranged 

_ tratisportation from Prague’ to. Zurich, Switzerland, aboard 
a Swissair’ plane. In Zurich, NY 694-S*'s “wife turned in her 
‘TWA ticket for a Swissair-flight which was Leaving within a. 
matter of minutes after her arrival oy fp δὶ on 72784: ~-8 Ἵ g ie 

(-ὰ 9} Bureau. (RM): <0 _ REE ‘ 
-New York ' 100~ 134637 (Info) (RY) 

L-Chicago 0 JUN 5. 1854 Ἀρρι διε: Or 5 _M Per +: 
egal s nt in: Charge ᾿ - SS . 
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. CG 134-46 Sub B ee, 

- τς CG 5824-S* advised “that NY’ 694-8e - Was. -reported by. 
ae his wife as in a generally good phySical ‘condition and 

, . hopeful that he ‘would be returning to the country Soon. 
7 . Source further advised that he did not press NY 69494 ts 

wife for any information as he felt. this would be indiscréet 
and also. bevanse any informatio she might have. would 
“necessarily have. been secondhand and subject to later modi-. 
fication, She did, however, bring ‘back a brief note addressed 

| to CG 5824-S* prepared by NY 694-S* relating ‘the réasons for. 
ἐπ the Soviets’. failure to make. their scheduléd meet on 5/15/64 
" in ΝᾺ with CG 5824-S*. This note will be made available to 

the Chicago Office by CG $824-S*¥ at -the first available 
ppportunity | and the content théreof will be forwarded to the 
ureau, ᾿ 

4 
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OPTIGHAL FORM NO, 10 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
- Conrad We DATE: June 3, 1964 

\/ FROM/, . Ἐς Downing 

το 

NAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuablé confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 

On 6/2/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies,. but no messages were trans- 
mitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

4 

- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) , 

Γθρ σ οί ὍΔ ΙΒ 

Τὴ ἢ = 
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ROUTE IN Ei voLc% 
ale 5/25/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

. Via AIRTEL eo 
VA TO ° (Priority or Method of Mailing) i 
jeg ee ne eh ——— = -- 

TO ὡς DIRECTOR, FBI (100-426091) 

FROM -.: | YORK (100-134637) γων » 

O ων 
SUBJECT: ~SOLO 

isso ' 

On 5/25/64 thee was received at the Michael Pelham an 
mail drop in New York a note from LESLIE MORRIS, Géneral. 
Secretary .of the Canadian. CP to GUS HALL, General eneral tt 
of the GPUSA, dated '5/ 415/64 enclosing a letter to MORRIS, 
dated 5/6/64, from BEATRI. » GPUSA representative in 

" aap Cuba. The envelop contac @ the -aforementioned communications 
[oe is postmarked May 15 and said envelop apparently has been 

tampered with, in that the letter from BEATRIGEJOHNSON was 
stuck to the “inside of the envelop, as a result apparently, 
of the resealing of the envelop. 

The note from LESLIE MORRIS to GUS HALL is as 

ΜΕΝ 
follows: 

"May 15, 1964 

"Dear Herb: 

'areetings! How are things with you? 
We follow your events as well as we can. The 3-point 
manifesto was of high interest--similar stirrings here, 
It is a pattern. Perhaps the critique by Victor was a 
Ol ag tactically? 

| aad OR, (100-428091 ) (RM ) 
- Chicas o (134- aa ee {Evels. 3) (RM) 

1 ~ NY ἜΝ -91 41) 
Δ - NY 100-134637 ny, bom p— Yo δ' azeg !-B§ES | 
Acbenje © REG 45 

% 2: JUN 8. 1964 
ys ̓ ee] -- GE ‘ 

40h Ge ὥρη... ὃ Μ᾿ Per TN ὃ #F .- 
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ΝΣ 

NY 100-134637 

"we had one of our chaps in Beats place for the 
. fiesta, and we shall hear from him later. If anything of 
prime interest to you will let you know. Bea sent the 
‘enclosed note for you. The music box and conditioner we 

_ are trying to arrange. 

"A11 best, and a good summer to you all! 

"(Glad Win is back, Give him our best. The old 
man is away to fiestas in France and Aussie. ) . 

"Drop a line when you can, 

- δ ἮΝ n _ 

The letter from BEATRICE JOHNSON to LESLIE MORRIS’ 

is as follows: 
t 

May 6, 1964 ᾿ 

“Dear Leslie: 

"T am taking this opportuni ty to greet you and 
send a message to my friends. 

"Ih. The mail from here to you has now ‘been delayed 
three weeks and I dont know when it will resume,. My pieces 
for the paper for this time are waiting somewhere to go further, 
T am worried about this and will try to send thru a copyto our 
friends across the water., But our correspondence comes by the 
same route and alas, if this keeps up I shall be stuck. I 
will try our mutual friend in Prague. Moishe should advise me 
about it. 

"dO. My girl must leave at the end of this month and 
as yet I have no word from anyone. We have ‘sent a wire from 
here but as yet no answer, Time is getting short. 

"3, The atomosphere ‘here is littie charged with 
anti feeling which spills over in any directions. I would 
Tike to suggest that some one do an article, in a hurry 
‘dealing withe the hostile attitude of the administration, the 
anti C propgdanda, the reactions and sentiments and the 
activity in bahalf of stopping the air violations. Tt is 

ἊΝ ᾿ 2 - 



ΝΥ 100=134637 

"most: important ‘to. ‘have this: published ‘here, If I had the 
infotmation I would write about. it, but. since I have not had a 
paper for 4. weéks, I am not. suffictently informed of all ‘angles. 
The paper you have ‘sent, so faithfully are also stuck somewhere. - 
enroute, so you see my position. Its really frustrating. Since 
Winny left the extras = was getting from that side. have also 
‘stopped, . 

- oh 
i 

4 

' WH, Have been writting regularly for the paper heré., 
@he last-article dealt with the Anti~Imperialist traditions. of. 
May Day. These help keep. alive a feeling of mutual traditions 
and the need for solidarity and better understanding between 
thé twos, But as to a real basic relationship. and an exchange 
of views. and ideas; it not in the cards. yet, not for me or 
anyone else for that matter. 

ey "5, Iam firmly ‘convincéd that I must see soniedne 
real soon.. I cannot come to your’ country, as G ‘suggested, 
not now anyway, but. I can easily get to M at: ‘anytime it is 
arranged: over théré; It -would be good for this summer and 

ἐν τς would be véry ‘important’ at this. time. Let Moishé arrange it 
* and the. vest will. be easy. 

ες NG, ‘There is a delegation from the NY Gaurdian , 
here with a. chip on. their ‘shoulders, They were very hostile 
to me, altho ως ΠΤ made effort. to contact theni .and- talk with 
them, They: Want to see the big. -boy but IT doubt if he will in. his 
present mood, 

“And finally, thanks for the. trouble with the music box, 
If explained, And I am going. to bother you about something else, 
The heat, the flies ave killing. , I need a portally air 
conditioner, Are they being made in Canada?’ If so please send 
me one, When. the comrades: sénd: mé some: money again it can go. to 

pay for this life Aine, 

ut eaniiok possible get it here. ‘Thanks. 

"My very best 

τ ΝΞ ἼἬὙἘ ΝΣ 'Réetrice" 
ἢ . ἔμ." ᾿ re i 



NY 100-134637 

In the absence of Ne Υ 69h-g#, who is. still abroad ; 
the -originals.-of the ‘above-mentioned - note .and letter are. 

| being transmitted to Chicago and it is requested that 
2 | 

cg. 5824-s advise the Bureau and New YorK with respect 
to the interpretation, of the sald note and ietter. 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

ATRTEL REGISTERED [° 
CO ce yer -.... 
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Transmit the following in —— 

ν 
' {Priority or Method.of Mailing) I 

Pee ee pee eee eee ........ 

᾿ .|TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (¢100-4%28091) 

M FROM Kun) YORK (100-134637) 

susseét: ἴδοι 2. 
, ARN See τ Ἀερχ5 

On 5/28/64, the Chicago Office transmitted telephonically 
the contents of a letter, received at a Chicago maildrop, from 
NY 694-S* to CG 5824-S*, the postmark on which was not legible but 
is believed to be the 19th of May. The text of the abovementioned 
letter is as follows: | 

"Hello: of OR? 

"This will tell you that we had a wonderful ‘time in 
Volvograd and the weather was. just perfect as well as the Intouris 
people. It was only for two days and-it was in place of M while 
waiting to see if the Bedch reservation was accepted and sure enu 
when getting back that confirmation from Peaches did get in and. 
even the Hotel people are happy about this so now at long last I 
can really take a rest after a Long voyage there. As to. how long 
one cannot tell for Mrs. Guud decided it would be much too much 

| for her and will see the ballet and opera instead...George was most 
| kind in writing to us before our going to Volvograd and the news 

of Roscoe and fil were the boosters that was needed. Wally. should 
Jnot be so impatient about the Beach, the season is on now ahd it is 
most difficult even for the Madison firm to send their act there, 
therefore the interesting my case in fact they were even more 
impatient than Wally...but it is all OK now and I am sure if ali goes 
well the rest which will be had in the next ten days, 2 weeks should 
tell the doctors much. If only the weather would not change so 
much...could safely pay At'S been an experience of ery hot to very 

Se 
AO Bureau (RM) [3 J Ot - 22 ὅ57). 3g & “0. 

Chicago (134-4%6-Sub B)(AMR) Nie 
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; "Famous Negro Leader én U.S. Racism so Havana 

(NY 1o0-194697) 

"cold but thanks to the Madisons 1 think it helps much, Should she 
Beach. take Ionger than expected Rush will go to Roscde herself for 
long waits can be tiring. It has been a good. tour and the hams are 
still a big pain in the neck and more with each day...wédding should 
not take place this winter at, least that's the family gossip even it 
be-from the bride's father. Intotrist does ἃ wonderful job in keeping 
tourists busy and I could ‘say that it's a split second; schedule, 
Believe it or not we had already two tours but.it looks now with 
the Beach that the: main toun of rest will be cancelled out and it. 
is perfectly OK far fil is more important, The attention and care’ 
is | indescribable, “it is more than perfect. 

"Love to the Roscoes, love to the Goods, a million thanks. 
to George and Jim for the nicé flowers. If you don't hear in the 
next wéeks it 15 6énly that the sunshine on the Beach is being 
lapped up. (I hope). The very best to the family. 

Birch and the Mrs." | avt Lod 
ι : 7 ᾿ ᾿ d 3 41 eee eee 

. Ιὃ te Ζρα 

: fi a news clipping 
(WILLIAMS entitled, - 

7 ecording to. 
the Chicago Office the article described. the- racial Situation in thé 

There was. enclosed in the aforementioned 
from the Chinese news agency "Hsin Hua" on ROBE 

‘USA,: Stating. that eancer requires seriotis physical operation. 
WILLTAMS, called for peaceful and non violent demonstrations to mobilize : 
the masses of the people to expose U.S. racism saying, “Let us not be- 

1 so naive a& to believe that. we can conduct a revolution without 
Violence." -He Called for militant action on the. part of the Negroes 

+ and for rejecting the unwritten commitment which Negro leaders. have. 
been making in guaranteeing brutal oppressors inimunity from retribution 
for their héinolis. acts of violence against defenseless people.” 
WILLIAMS called ἔθ ‘Neghdes! iz to become adept in the: methods of 
massive defense. WILLIAMS further stated that he preferred peaceful 
negotiations but stated that the oppressors of the Negro will use. 
massive ' violence in an attempt to restrain the Negro struggle. 

The abovementioned news article according to Chicago Office 
interpretation referred to another article of ROBERT WILLEAMS. wherein — 
he said Afro American freedam fighters must coordinate strong action 
with. psychological warfare; and that job ‘discrimination, police , - - | 
brutality, court framéups and racist violence and brutality must δὲ 
brought to the attention of-the entire world. The article further 

' stated that the vacist oppressive govertiment of the USA is.*doing 
everything within its power to prevent the true story of the horrible 
plight of its people from reaching the outside. world, WILLIAMS called 
for the. formation of foreign relations committees in all civil rights, 
groups to represent truly the best interest of the people. 



ΝΥ 100-134637. 

According to CG 5824=S*, currently in New York, NY 694-S* in 
the abovementioned partially coded letter was advising him to the 
following effect: ; - 

That the informant and his wife had visited Volvograd for: 
two days while awaiting determination of whether or not He would 
receive an invitation to visit ‘Cuba; that upon his return he found 
waiting for him an invitation from Castro to visit Cuba. The: Séviets 
are -quite happy. about the invitation. from Castro and hé does not 
really know how long he will be in Cuba. The informant!s wife has _ 
decided not to. gd to Cuba but ‘to remain in Moscow and in the event 
that NY 694-S* should be delayed for a lengthy period in Cuba, she will 

“yeturn to the U.S. The news forwarded to NY 694-S* by CG 5824-S* 
regarding the New York informant's children. impnoved the morale of the 
informant and ‘his wife. GUS HALL should not be impatient about NY . 
694-S* going to Cuba as even the Soviets. are. having difficulty trying 
to send their. own vepresentatives there at-this time.. NY ‘6OH-~S# was Ὁ 
of the opinion that he expécted to be in Cuba for ten days or ἐδ’ ~ 
weeks. and anticipated that he ‘should’ acquire Lmportant information 
while there. He expressed concern about -the attitude of the Cubans 
intimating that they "blow hot and cold," The New York informant was: 
much appreciative of the assistance that was given him by the Soviets 
in securing the invitation from Castro to visit Cuba. 

international meeting of the Communist Parties undoubtedly is not 
- ἢ The Chinesé are’ still causing considerable trouble and the 

scheduled for the immediate future. 

- In view of the fact that NY 694-S* ‘anticipates being in Cuba 
in. the immediate future he has cancelled ‘his. scheduled tour to vacation 
résorts in the Soviet Unions He feels it is far more important to 

‘Igo to Cuba and obtain what information he can. than to spend any further 
time in. the Soviet vacation . resorts. NY 694-5* stated: that if ΔῈ 
Ishould ‘be that CG 5824-S* does not hear from him, for the next few 
weeks the chances are the New York informant will be-in Cuba. 

a 



_Cadper whether Lt May Te rlect some. Lingering sympathy ‘for -the CP, . 
a Chicago. ΔΒ Gonsideting the ‘possibility of an informant. interview, 
δεν αι σπ - approach t BO ome: ae a 2. —_ ' 
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, ; 1 - Mr. Donohue - oo +, 
- . ᾿ 1 Mr. + shaw ΝΕ . 

SAC, Chicago. (134-46 Sub B) . June 5, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428081) Jalen ὃ τ, 

ΟΡ 

Provided 313. security is assured, “you. are , authorized” _ 
to conduct a: survey onl: as. requested. ‘in relet.. Promptly | * 
subnit the results of your survey as well as Form FD-142. 2. + : 
Keep the Bureau promptly advised of all developments. - 4, 

ἢ * ae 7 ¢ τὴ - 

NOTE: ; . τς " ' 7 Ε τς : 4 

is’ an old-time communist η΄ forbier’ ' " 
of the Comminist 

"as well as a former .mem er: of. the - 
a pp area. He. ‘has been: a Long-time’ | 
a <- 5824~S*, as. well as 

us Ha enera sexs ary 2. ἢ the 1950s, and. 
until ‘1962 there. was 70 an: al activity or connection’ 
with Party leaders by] = 0. ἰ Due to 
ee TSA: io Ὁ ὉΘὉΘὉΘὃΘὃρόρνΨνΨνΨψΨψΕψΨὌΨὌΨνΝυνοὃψῳυρψ"ἝἝἝἜ. 

: Soest ὁ ονοῈοὸοτ᾽ 
Within recent months, he has been " ᾿ 

Of CGE 58 haw 3 [γε ata Tmo ny - hare ha heen sona: - 

Indication: that he is a 

Chicago. requests authority . onduct thisijsunveys'for = ᾿ς 
SST tO > fully explore and dete 5 “οομάμος Ὁ : ide” 
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Ma sinorandun® 
το. TOR, FBI (100-428091) - pare: May 28; 1964 

| . " - - τ ̓ ΝΕ 1. a 

FROM: “SF (CAGO .(134-46 Sub B (7 eget Aas a f 

μ᾿ ΠΣ EES BE CHR. 
ee J ne ΠΣ! 
4 SUBJECH: - 0 . ες ἥν 

Ἐπ ΕΣ { ,. 128 me | 
DMG ett VIDE gee rbd deo 

τς 7 Re ‘Bureau le /64 relatiye to. the. | 
ΤΡ | increasing activity of συν and mequesting Chicago's ' 

observations in this regard, 

ΝΣ The Bureau? s. observations are indeed annreciated 
Chicago concurs. in the Bureau's conclusion tha 1 SS 

man USTRALL in 7/7 
“ Land such 

(HALL on Bis] __—Ss— "Ἵ VIG aery pommed | 
- out by the Bure ame ;. th has. acted as ΝΣ 

SF ee πα!" 
aay BALL: S Party, has . 

ει OF been s¢§ $79 — and tas permitted 
ὍΣ 88268" %GQ_CCSC“C(‘“CN’SCNCOC*#*C*‘é«d 

to arrive: alt. an accurate analysis and 
wate 

." '~ place rolé, in proper perspective in relation to | 
7 ' the. So mis a whole,!‘a thorough review has ‘been 

made. o file and pertinent. facts from that file 
. are set “below, following! which Chicago! 5Ξ observations 

are: set, forth: | . _ - 
Η - - - ϊ " - . 

he | sds ἢ currer Lives at] ss Βύχοουν, Chicago, 
- <—ELMogTs, “which is 

1G ΠΩ Ὁ Δ΄. δὰ τος om spout 1954. both CG 9824-S* and 
bib 7 

Was Lorimer. 
a es ee 

ΕΝ ᾿ . ΔΙ 2 πα τὸ 

described by: CG 5824-8* 

ΝΕ | @- ni Bureau: (RMD: _ “af Ae. Lert ζ.942)- -3 ΓΝ 
᾿ - : Ch ΟΝ ΝΕ ΡΟΣ Ως ΝΕ at JUN 9 1964 
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! etn about. 1953:;; ‘at the behest of the Chicago Oftice, 
ca 5824- S* who: was. then "under r Cevelopnent by this: OLE LCG and. 

putl SS records 

a in’ ‘late Γ- 7 — 
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rrr ct ee -τ.κ..... 

uy 

soy -τππτττ--- a Sa 

I (7: roc: =: 5  ὁ΄΄ο ς΄ Γ 
᾿ Tie 4 

ΙΝ etc,. There is nothing in 

οτος ᾿ Ἵ leaders ‘on. the part Of 

τι ᾿ τς : τ τι As - the. Bufeau will- ~pecalh;_ throughout his period of... 

4 aetivity. for the: Bureau, CG 5824-S* has, -been din extremely i11 

eS ἢ health. As his activity increased, ‘thé. informant became-more 

and. more. burdéned. with duties which he aS an individual found . 

τος insufficient time to. do, either because of illness, Or because 

GDruaLy. 76 P τὶ becaus 
illness, was, required to; ook’ for a third party to meet, GUS | 
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. - In July, 1963, HALL: arrived in? Chicago and one-of 
-.the first matters he raised: was what. he described as his _ εν 

. . .  “inajor.unsolyed problem,’ that. is; the: development ΟἿ business. 
᾿ τς -yenturés for Party funds. He was unyielding in regard to. the 

> need for such investments and stated they were an absolute _ 
“necessity. He insisted that CG 5824-S* do. something to remedy 
this situation immediately. He instructed that CG 5824-5* 
put funds to work drawing interest and gave ‘him authority to 

: invest up to $100,000 for the Party. ee oe 
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The. Chicago Office has -considere@—tha- 
"ἢ Sibil ; hal 

S analysis were at the: folowing qualifica- 
- tions are: nécessary: εν . 

‘He ΡΝ have Yong experience and training, 
im the CP, USA, in a leadership capacity: 
with a working class background, 

He tiust be known. ‘to and trusted by the 
Russians, either through direct personal 
training or other contact with them, or: 
have a solid recommendation from. the cP, 
USA, aeadership from the top. 

Hé must be completely trusted by the CP, - 
ISA,. léadership and particularly now by 
US "HALL, This trust tiust have been 

engendered by virtue of many years of | 
trusted service to. the Party. τς 

"Host impottantly- he. ‘must. be a political 
man Troma Marxist-Leninist stanc poin' - ΕΞ 

by training and experience. 
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_ 4 

“ΕΘ must be of the. white race, 

In-rélation to item number 4 ‘above, the Chicago 
Office noted. that the. group co leadership this. type | of = - | 
individual might come from.within the CP would include. - poe 
district organizers, possibly’ ‘former editors. of "The Worker" ὁ - 

. ,0r "People's World," political writers for these and other = 
' Party publications such as "Political Affairs," and positions 

‘of other similar categories of leadership which have in the 
past required political acumen. In. the case of CG 5824-S*, 
his record following his three years of training in political 

_|matters at the Lénin School in the USSR has always been ina. 
+leadership position where he acted on and made- political. - ΄. 
Jdecisions and interpretations. of international political moves  - 
ff from ἃ Marxist-Leninist standpoint. “CG 5824-S*. was. never and 

--"e ig not, now .an apparatus. man in: ‘communist parlance, although 
τς ' "On occasion in a purély incidental way he does perform ‘some 

. apparatus functions. His. main value to the CP, USA, toddy 
and. ‘to the USSR is in the political field and his ability to. 
make: political andlysés and interpretations ‘based upon his. 
‘extensive Marxist-Leninist training and: his experience as ἃ 

_ conimunist. deader for ovér 40 years: . 

_ As the Buxeau is aware, when: ‘the- informant visits 
the: Soviet Union, - his “chief discussions. cand: meetings. center 4 
around subjects - involving international political affairs, 

to and problems, NIKOLAL Ve MOSTOVETS; International Department, 
ὌΡ. SU, and NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV himself speak with him as an 

᾿ expert on political affairs and dépend upon his political ᾿ 
analyses. and seek his advice as a trusted communist leader 

with: experience in the” heartland of. imperialist aggression. 
“for many: years, The problems Ke takes up with all-CPs and 
the Russians - concern the international communist : ‘problems, 
strategy” and tactics from a political standpoint vand, therefore, - 
he. must necessarily have had the. political background and .-ς- 

- knowledge - ‘of the inner. operations and decisions and policies: 
of the CP, USA, This knowledge can only be gained through 
intimate participation ‘in the innermost policies and secrets 

- ‘of ‘the. CP, USA, because. -he must” intelligently analyzé- ‘and . 
a ‘interpret’ these policies in- discussions. at “the highest levels 

-in- the’ international communist movement. As a corollary he - 
must also be able ‘to analyze ‘and comprehénd: the bends and / 
turns in; the- international corimunist moyement ''s political arena 
immediately. 
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~ It must be recalled that as a part of CG 5824-S*'s 
duties, ἢ he is charged with thé fesponsibility of negotiating 
for and obtaining the yearly subsidy of the CP, USA, by the 
CP, SU.. In order to accomplish this, he Spends. long days | 

-in the Soviet Union preparing detailed justification. of the 
- -expenditures.dontemplated by the CP, USA, and their political . 

τι ' gignificance, To do this’ he must draw. upoh his long-years. of 
experience previously noted and his intimate knowledge of 
those matters which are aéceptable to the CP, SU, and by which 
he can persuade. them to furnish the CP, ‘USA, with a substantial 
subsidy. It should be noted that CG 582 4.511 success in this 
capacity constitutes no small factor . in his retention of ‘the, 
trust and confidence of GUS HALL. 

,.75 . “ τ Bron’ a “comparison of the: facts concerning 
het ‘background, experifin = andthe ane S$ present | |involvenent : [555 5555» 5. ae—aee—ee of the 

ee ΦὃΦἕὅἝὅἝὅὃὅΡῬΘῬῬΒῬοΆΗΨ ΝΣ SA. and or cP, USA, 
—e—a_rn_ae._ OOOO τῦ - 

4, ee τ ς-------- 

inv vensnt Has beén| CF Part εἶ} — 

A al SOOO ESE rr SDS 

b7D | : one 2.. 
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bID 

4s comments in regard. 
In our considera+ 

4 
bID 

NY 694.S* during interview in 1954 enumerated a 
large numbér of businesses. and individuals active in the CP, 
USA, funds. operation in the period of the 1940's for the 
national, New York District; and other areas, none: .of which 

᾿ 10 Ν"Ν 
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ILLIAM WEINER and -he-was 
NY 694-S* worked with WEINER, = —- 

oT TST Tourer wy the 2a). t time, Yo. 

a eee 
Ε . τ οὖ ς- as asent ; ᾿ or . . a t 

- theft 
involves 
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us due to the. fact that most o£) 

US HALL and. we. are 
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Further, wa recall thal ye" 
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Tn analyzine exactiy what wol ΞΟ ὁ ὃδ6ὃ ἰὩ 
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be, "" Theo ion thevefore is, is it to our advantage 
7 | Sevexal possibilities | exist if 
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. PEALE youre 
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abroad and in New pees the -nuné? 
by‘ the National Office without the 

ΝΕ * is operaténg ‘alone “today and he would “néed help - 
"and ‘the -only solution would be to provide him with help under 
“four control which. the’ Bureau, other field. offices, and this. 
ae ‘office to :date have been. unable to provide. - Such’ a person - 
“Enpust be mobile and available with a trusted Party | backgyound , 
and thege ‘People axe nost difficult to Pind. 

4 

a 
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The Chicago (Office, in analyzing this overall 
-Situation, has been * evaluate. the benefits we 
presently have c ee 5 : : 

lopisive individual such as GUS onestly 
ca possibly 1ὰ δὴν 
Way CG 5824.5: rte Tcas et forth 
-heretorore,. ererore.,. here is a τὸς... 
whether it would be . 
at this time and 
on the details of 

᾿ We have given careful ς igyation to recommend- 
ing - that action be instituted against under the ~ - 

_ provisions_of th ε ΟΧῺΒἽ, Security Act o 7 ἃ careful 
review of]  —-—s»-_—«s«qWqEe. bas been made and we have “heer 

3 CO Pe be ΩΣ ΓΤ ιν ἢ Ὁ τὸ τ ERs 

Cf __ cringe, is 
yena iM 5 possibr yor developing other’ sources 
through which. an TSA of 1950 presentation could be made, at. 

deem such action advisable , 

at best can be considered as an 

5 
evidence ,. heretore , for purposes of an: TSA. of 1950 prosecution, 
at this “time Appears: to be remote. 
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As. the Bureau ig qgumx uo he Sones 

considered the advisability ds 1 ander 

the TOPIEV- Pras ————— ee 
zeached that 

because of the | 
vhich night | 

ΤΟΙ 
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urthermore a ever ovide what was | 
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Tinal authority in those Mmitters, 
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- under the right circumstances » ‘he > mdieht ke 
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. However, in order to more fy explore the 
sibili a successfull | 

: the. Chicago Office@_hbelieves ihat. we should | , 

. jlore Tully explore and determing . __Jattituce tovard 
oe op mand CG 5824-8. bis Ld 

- ”C~—CC*#dU hg aS LLWW9""|9 ___ (_a_a_lsSSSS——OC—OCCCCC 
ond το CU TORT INVOLVED | 

of. Lie, USA, thanefove—chicaso “reauests 

ep ee |S oa | Cd we 
[{τεττοτσ τ ὦ 

, chicago, Jilinois, te ἜΡΠΟΣΘ 
[ 

in x 
sveE-tmat this. coverage, in addition to-haing ΟἹ asss ance 

elation to éxploring the_ possibilities ᾿ 
: . 3 as Office ‘in: res aTnhee 2 ms tre 1th, O nex 4 

“Suchl se —(—i‘“‘<‘<‘zwTCSCS | *" sf], ae aid the Ch 
g24-G% 

FaF oR 4949 Fs 

pile ary Uneh o ~ =, 

raya fo The USS i, IL Cae Ucar countries 

_ -ὶ πὶ ποττατ primed States., = = 

_ Cc ___________ Jin“ tpis country, As a xesult,. 
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Gs ββ)4-8ὲ in order to 
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wo -- Γ΄ Ἰρρὰ it Ts pelieved that throug a 
of psueRD_ | such] ὁ 
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SO Tr 7 
i Chicago wants the: Bureau to know that we have 
made and are continuing to make a most conscientious effort - 
to find a logical replacement and/or assistant for--CG 5824-S*.- _ a 
We’ ΓΕ appreciate -the Bureau's assistance and the assistance: oan 
of other: offices: because, as the Bureau knows, ‘the available 

naterial in the CP in Chicago ‘from which we have-to choose 

4g Limited, We aré continuing to analyze each and every possible 
-eandidate, CP member and -non-nenber,,- as to the possibility of 
development fox this PUT POSE. ᾿ ες 

4 

The Bareau! 5 observations in referenced Bureau - 

᾿ Ξ . Bor the Bureau Ss, infortiation, this meniorandun has 
“been prepared by the interested agents. in this. natter, and . π 

- τς CG §824-$*- has not been consulted fox ‘his current views. in . πὶ 

a ος this: viatter we . os ᾿ 
. 1 - r 

t τ - - 7 - 
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GSA GEN, REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

wt i SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: Osoro 

ΞΟ 

ReBulet dated April 15, 1964, 

DATE: 6/1/64 

Pursuant to instructions set forth in reBulet 
and because of the interest of CIA in these matters, there 

The originals of the above items were secured 
from CG 5824-S* through a mail drop which he maintains 
in Chicago. These originals have now. been returned 

τ ¢he source. 

AW Ὁ 
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2-Bureau Cine BF ayy Spe 
t 1-Chicago «OY . & » 

ES Zz Cf: RWH: MDW 
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ομιῦναι FORA HO. 15 Ν salo-106 ᾿ ΝΕ ᾿ 

marine canon a) Ό - τοῖο τ γα 
᾿ς UNITED STATES GO fe NMENT . ἡ Belmont --ἀ τς 
δ : Casper ΒΝ 

ὃ Memorandum na 
ie ~~ 

x. (V . Gale ae - 
το : ir, ἃ, Ἐς Belmont! © DATE: June 8, 1964 RODEN ener 

Teter 

FR ; Mr, W. C,. Sullivan . Holes — 
andy 

SUBJECT: Osorno pols 

In confirmation of my discussion with you ‘last evening 
during which you were advised that NY-694, who has just returned 
from the last SOLO Mission to the Soviet Union, has some matters 
let great urgency to discuss with me, I am leaving for New York 
at 10:00 a.m this morning to confer this afternoon. with this 
informant. I will return to Washington tomorrow morning. 

For information, 

sageamil” 

1- Oe Belmont 
Nonr 

i ir. C Callahan REC- 49 26 6.-.- “23 50 180 

1 - Mr. Baumgardner 

ACTION: 

1 - My, Gurley 15 JUN 9 1964 

SSS et 
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‘Transmit the following in . --- -- :- : 
ΝΣ ἡ [7 Ὴ ὙῪἙΡ6 in plain text or οὐδ). = 

Via,_._- AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL ΝΗ 
| ᾿ "(Priority or Method of Mailing) "Te 

Va SSS Se L------- 

4! | | 10. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) “ ~.. ν᾽ 
- - ' 

eo. " fr .» 4 

- ᾿ 4 . ἐν we , Pa 

Remyairtel dated. 6/1/64. ne 

ΕΣ ' Reairtel referred τό a “jnessage prepared by by NY 694-5* 
in Moscow on. approximately 5/20/64 for CG, 5824-S* which had 
been brought to. the U.S. by. NY '694-S*'s wife and. delivered 
to CG. 5824-S* on 5/30/64: | 

ΝΙΝ The text of this message, the original of swhich | 
is enclosed, was as follows: ΝΝ ΝΕ 

a 

‘Dear Me 

. ‘Rush. will tell you why she will get home 
before me and about thé last minute leaving 
for the beach. I cannot tell you very much at. 
this moment (must grab. the plane within minutes) 
but iet me just say this. Its a hell of thing. 
for: one to go away on a vacation and hear that 
Sales have snafu'd as usual---was there no way 

» a Ν in which that, advertisement could have ‘been . 
- avoidad???:,. Am So. goddamn mad how its. indeScrib! 

able, do my best to get home and back to - 
the ‘bus S aS soon..as Possablens +7 . δι.--- fb £09 / BS] ; 

REC. 35" ee (3)Bureau (Eney 1) CRY) 
1-New aca (Info) cus rr 1 JUN 10 1964-- 

- I-Chicago oo et 
_. PRR MDW Se τς ΒΚΤ 

(5) eee 

; wae & Pw, ak 
Δ» 

War. ἢ ᾿Αὐριονοᾶν : an xd - Sent : —M Per- 

| θυ June 15 Ge Agentlin qas
foe 
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In regard to the above-noted. MESSAage , CG 5824-S* 
has advised as follows: 

; 1). Background and Circumstances Surfounding ᾿ + 
His Receipt of This Letter : 

The message had been prepared in Hoscow by NY 694-S* 
-and given to NY 694-S*'s wife. She had been requested by 
NY 694-C¥ to turn this note over to CG 6324-0 upon her first 
contact with him upon hér return to the U.S. She hand carried 
the note on her person back to. NYC and.when she delivered it 
to.CG 5824-8*, it was turned over without an envelope. 

2)’ Comments Made by NY 694-S* Regarding ‘the . . 
Note and Circumstances. Surrounding It_ _ a 

When, delivering the note to CG 5824-5*, NY 694-515 
wife stated that NY 694-S* had prepared it and this ~epresented 
the only written document that she had brovght tack to this 

‘ country. The note, in part,. she renarked , represented a partial 
explanation for the failure of the Soviet principal: to 66 © 

with CG 5824-S* on 5/15/64 in NYC. She said that NY 694-5* 
had told her thatthe advertisement referred to in the note 
related td some newspapér column that the Soviets had: seen 
and. showed to him. ΝΥ 694-S* had advised that the information 
in the column had been the basis for the Soviets cancelling 
their meet with CG 5824.s* on 5/15/64. She added that NY 694-S* 
had told that he had a "knock down, drag out" discussion with 
‘the Russians for having | used. the-cortent of this column ἈΞ 
their: Yexcuse" for their failure to maké the scheduled meeting 
aud that NY 6944S* had reportedly told the Russians that their 
reasoning was silly, She alse noted that NY 694-S* had stated 
that the Soviets had agreed, notwithstanding the newspaper 
column, to néet with CG 5324-£* in NYC on 5/28/64. NY 694<S%_ 
had further told her that the Russians had sone "stuff" they 
wanted to pass on to the Party and included in this was some 
speech of OLfTO KUUSINEN, tecently deceased member of the - 
Presidiun of the. CPSU. 

- 

3). Regarditg interrogation of NY. 694-Sx's 
_Wife Concernin the | Note. . 

The. Source stated he aid not at 5 the time he received 
this. note nor does. he now feel that he could minutely interrogate: 



yconfidence in either him or WY 694~S*. He ‘stated that he ' 
fbases his opinion oh several things. First, ie rerdrked’ ὌΝ ; 
‘that had there been any suspicion, he felt quite. certain : 

‘fo leave the Soviet Union ‘nor would they have assisted’ her - 
“in the gracious’ way in which-they did which. enabled: het to ᾿ = 

* any time as their guest and at’ their expense. The: Russians 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

NY 694-S*'s wife for gore information Surrounding this- note. - 
He pointed. out that she is not.dware of the: details -of and 
the telationships involved-in this operation and that- any 

_ detailed inquiry in this matter now could cause only addi= 
- tional concern and problems. - : 

Ἐ 

a 

4) CG 5824-S*%s interpretation 
of this Hessage _ ens 

*~ 

ΝΞ σᾷ 582 4- noted that it wai" quite ‘obvious that 
NY 694-S* was extremély upset at the time he δα: prepared: 
therssage which his wife had brought back. to CG 5824-£*, 
Personally, he did not have the faintest idcu as to what 
newspaper column or article NY 694-5* was referring to. He _ 
noted that he had personally not seen any recent articlé " 
which, he felt would haye caused the Soviets. to react in the } 
manner in which they aid. . " ᾿ τς 4 

The source futher noted thet an’ an effort to 7 
ais 

Beneotecy of the CP, eee and spocitically Sekod him if. 
he knew of any: article dealing with.the Patty which would 
have caused “our: friends" ‘to. fail to keep their appointment . 
HALL stated ‘he knew of no such article. | 1 ~ , ᾿ 

a, - , εις 

᾿Βλ. Génerall Conments: of cG S824.5K ΝΕ rae 
* 

- CG 5824-8* οἱ 6/2/64, while discussing NY 604-9% "'s 
message, stated that in his. opinion ’ πὸ was, Gonvinced that 
whatever the article was that NY -694+5* was geferring to and | 
which had caused the Soviets. to react in: the “‘itannes. in which 
they: did, it had not had any direct. efféct. on the Russian 

that the Russians would havé never allowed NY 694-Sk's Vite τ τ' 

get back to the Π.5. in a very expeditious. manner. ‘in. addition, ~ . 
NY 694-S*'s wife stated that the Russians at the tine of her’. * 
departure had. invited-her to come back to the Soviét Union at 

had also sent back with NY 694-S*'s wite the warmest greetings. 
fron. the Feadership: of the CPSU to CG O324-SK. Im addition, — 

ἐπ ἃ = ᾿ 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

CG 5824~S* noted that in an effort to alleviate any appre- 
‘henSion. concerning the status of this Solo Mission and possi- 
bility that either he or NY 694-S* was under suspicion, ‘he 
had intentionally met with HALL twice during his last visit 
to NYC, these dates. being 5/27/64 & 5/30/64. He felt that 
with his experience in the communist movement ‘he would be 
able to determine through conversations. with HALL. and HALL ts, - 
personal reaction whether there was any indication that either: 
he or NY 694-S* was under suspicion. Source noted. that 
‘relationships appéared to be normal and he,-HALL, was his 
usual self. He had a number of contacts with other Party 
individuals in NYC. and there was nothing to indicate from 
these contacts that there was cause for concern regarding. 
his or NY 694-S¥s Party relationships. He added that if ὁ ὁ 
something had gone wrong while NY 694-S* ‘was abroad and fron 
this: suspicions had. arisen, this information would, have gotten; 

- | back to the Party... He stated that there would’ be Iittle τι" 
᾿ἘΡρχορῖθῃ for the CPSU to get such information back to the Party: 
a leadership here because thére is constant contact between the: 

Party and Russian personnel as well as Russian, press repre- 
‘sentativés in NYC. 

Source noted. that. baséd upon information, presently: 
available: to him, but without, benefit. of the article, referred 
tO by NY 694-S*, he had at this point. no real ‘serious appre- © 
hensidns regarding the continuing Soviet trust in either him - | 
or his brother. He noted, however, that. at the present time 
his greatest fear arises from the dangers to. NY 694-S* in. 
connection with ‘his current trip to Cuba. He stated that he 

| bases this on recent ‘reports of arrests and executions of 
j "CIA agents" in Cuba which have been. mounting in recent days.’ 
.In addition, he. remarked that this was a real fear because 
Americans, whether they are: communists or not, axe subject to 
abuse, nistreatment, ete., from all elements. in ‘Cuba. 

. On: June 2, 1964, the NY Office telephonically advised. | 
‘that from a review of newspapers: and syndicated columns: which 
appear in NYC, they: now felt that the article referred to ‘by 
NY 694-S* was possibly one. authored by VICTOR. RIESEL which 
had appeared on 5/14/64 in the "New York Journal American, ". 
which article appeared in RIESEL'S syndicated column. entitled, 

- -"EInside Labor," Ὸς | 

- The- NY Office is requested το submit its: comments -to. 
the. Buréau and Chicago regarding its interpretation of the-com- 
munica jon received from NY 694-S* and any other pertinent 
commen ch ght be related. ‘thereto. 

« " 1 

-~ 4 =. - , . = 
᾿ 





Dear ἡ: 
Rush: will tell you why she will get howe before ne 

and about the last minrte leaving for the beach, I cannot 
Vell you very much at this moment (must grab the plane 
within minutes) but let me just say this, Tts a hell of 
thing for one to go away on a vacation and hear that 
sales have snafu'd an usual---wad there no way in which 
that advertisment could have been avoided??? Am go 
goddamn mad now its indeseribable, Will do ny best to get 
home and back to t*e business as soon 88 possible,.., 

[to - 4a Go4\= S841 
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~ UNITED STATES-GOVERNMENT | Βείοροι 
Ῥ pT τ lo. rien τι yr cet ὃ 

Memorandum ἜΣ IN fay vy wLOPEES—= 
Gole 

‘Oo + Mr. D. J. Brennan, A eV DATE: June 5, 1964 Selliven 
: Tete — 

Tele. Room 

FR Ξ i olmes ΟΜ: S$, J. Papic ρίας — 

, a WH, 
SUBJECT: . res μι 

7 On June 3, 1964, CIA inquired if certain ‘information “Ὁ 
disseminated by the Bureau concerning the Sino-Soviet conflict 
could be included in a study to be prepared by CIA for 
distribution to U. S. intelligence agencies. The particular 
material referred to by CIA was set forth in a Bureau letter 
dated August 28, 1963. The information originated with Bureau's 
sensitive source. The excerpts which CIA desired to use were: 

"As early as 1960, Liu Shao-chi is reported to 
have told Japanese Communist leaders that it was absolutely 
necessary in every Communist party to establish an opposition, 
revolutionary grouping." 

party officials in private conversations with foreign 
Communists are reported to have engaged in direct attacks 
on the CCP for its splitting tactics in the fronts; 
specifically, the CPSU 15. known to have charged the Chinese 
with organizing a new trade union organization." 

Pursuant to discussion with t aes ty bs 
Section, the Liaison .Agent advised Mrs. on bic 
June 4, 1964, that the Bureau could not permi Θ᾽ use of 
the referenced information in the proposed study. The 
Agent explained that this position was being taken in order 
to provide maximum security to a sensitive Bureau source. 

| ACTION: 

"Sometime thereafter (after April, 1963) Soviet by 

: The above information is being directed to the attention 
of the Internal Security Section. 3 

SIP :mab 
J 30Q5 | 

ae Lf OO TF five + ᾿ 

μια 769-87... 2. “ ὁ. 
Ἵ Ξ ἤν. Βαυπιρατ ποτ ΝΞ JUN 10 1964 

! 1 - Mr. Papich REC:39, 

“we ΟΝ ᾿ 
65 JUN 10 1964 ὁ ΕΝ 
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" UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ee - προ π-πΞ τΡ “ ‘eae LY 

“Memorandum ee 

| “no. =< DIRECTOR, FBL €190-428091)- Sit.» DATES . 6/4/64 
. ᾿ ἦν 

7 LO το αὶ 

ἢ ὁπ : _ dhe, γεν; YORK dloonasieazay | a 

an “Retyyet S66 ne aa rere αὐ 

_ The records of - the NYO. reflest the following - 
anes regarding SOLO funds during, | the month of. May, 

964; 
iB τ ἢ G¥edits 

- "" Z . oe oa . ἐκ : ΠΡ ! 

Oa Hand S/M 68% τ προ ὅτ τον $4K0,595,00) | 
ΠΕΣ _— "Debits τὴς ee τ ἦν 

5/201 to C6 δβ ένα, ae 7 
| J for GP Purposes. - ἔτι τος ΝΣ 
, per instructions ae ἘΝ 

- ΟΕ GUS HALL: - po .ᾳ0ᾳ.Ε a ΝΣ 50, 600, ὅσ, 
ae - . , . 

τ" τ πὶ ἧς ΠῚ poe 

ΤᾺ ες μον τ δ πὶ "" ve δ Ν" " "Balance: τὶ “'9390,595:00 

ἐν ὅς τ Ghicagos αὐ. (solo) (nin) Te re 
“fds NY 134591 CINV) G1) ..- Oe : 
εὐ 1 NY 100-128861 - ‘(cUsa-Pumps-REsERVE Funns) (2) 

στο ἃ 5 ΝΥ ΊΟΟξ 134637, Ga). ΜΝ 

τ “ obsmsb: ee 

ΝΞ i (δ) ἐτῶν "" 
ες 

be -ga - -- 

Ἶ " τε 

κ κ᾽ eo 

= G5 suits Bi 
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OuTE IN ENVELOPP 
UNITED STATES ae, 

το : | RECTOR, FBI (100-428091) bare: 6/5/64 

Memorandum 

- nfl SAC,CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

ν΄ ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated April 
30, 1964. . 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, instructed Chicago to 
set forth details of receipts and disbursements of funds in 
possession of CG 5824-S* and report such information to the 
Bureau by the fifth of the month following the month being 

~ reported. 

Balance of Funds in Possession. of 
CG 5824-S* as.of April 30, 1964 

Solo Funds 

"Maintained in cash h in safe deposit 
“box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
. Chicago, Illinois. Le cencscenteaeuccncneeee sab 356.44 

_Maintained in cash in safe deposit | ¥ 
“box, Mid-America National Bank, 

; Chicago, Illinois, eee αὶ ᾧ ἃ ἃ Fe δ ἃ 4 ᾧ ἃ δ Φ ῷ ᾧἃ ᾧ FF ἃ TS δ ὦ 62, 000, 00 

% Py USA Reserve Funds 
a 

“Maintained in cash in ‘safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, TLLinoisS.... ccc cece cc ecenes eee reece 18 ,053 .32 

Kae Total $80 , 409.76 

3 REN eg #2 £29/-3 rf 
@sBureau. (RM) 

2-New York (RM) _qo JUN 11 1984 
“= Cb = 100=134637) (SOLO). ᾿-- an - 

‘(1 -- 100- 128861) (CP, USA - Reserve Funds) can 
1-Chicago 

iy "ΜΌΝ Memo bul, SuHli Vern 

we 6 -/g-64 
60 JUN 151964 wes: 



r . i - π᾿ Ξ t 

rh 597/64. ἰὸ National ‘Committee “to Repeal.’ ott a 

. . Ε Ν 3 7 =, ᾿ . 7 ᾿ τὲ / : 

- ie - ὦ . re 

CG134-46 SubF Ὁ Ὁ Fe . 

‘Additions --- - ΝΕ ΞὟ Oe πὸς 

Solofunds 2° - τ, ὺῦὃξΞ ν ΝΕ ΝΣ 

- 5/21/64 monéy: transferred: from: New York 
Sdlo Funds to Chicago Solo Funds Ὁ ᾿ 
GG $824-BF τυ το τε μετ ceases cesar erases tte βαρ, 000.00 ΕΣ 

CP. USA. Reserve Funds τος ον ον τον ἫΝ τς 

“None. ΠῚ τς ν τ  - . 

Disbursements’ 

Solo Funds: τος Ν . . - . : 

‘B/1/64 as cost .of first ‘class: plané fare wy 
for GUS HALL from. Chicago ‘to New: York. - 2.45 “ΕΝ - 
Cty εν εννον με μοζννον εν ἐρευεενμενεκονεν στ  BT AE 

5/77/64 purchasé. cost of books, sent abroad ae 
τ with NY. COARSE sre te eae ee Hebe αι nbs d ses Sedge - og 20. 00° 7 - 

5/22/64. cost of. eablegran. and qhoney ordér. a 
wi ILLIAMSON, London, England, τ πο τὸς πρὶ - 

wie ea ἐκῶ τὸ ων Eyee gene eweend δι - . 111. 00. 

5/26/64 το JACK KLING, Chicago, to hold dé, 
depository of reserve. LUNES eee sie ew bade eee ee, 15,000. 00. 

τ os. Beka τ ᾿ 3685, 188. fa 
- 

1. 

cp, USA. Reserve, Funds Moe ΕΣ ee 

τς the McCarran Act; Chicago, τος ἜΠΕΣΟΝ * an ἊΣ 
WEINSTEIN, -as. BUBBLAY ὐ ττε enrwoeiwand chegy en “5. i, 000; fats) 

8/8/64 to MAX . Chicago, for Oo _ 
- tY¥ansmission to as reimbursement: .-" ΝΞ . 

“for pérsonal funds ΟἹ Wife invested {π΄ -᾿ - - 
CP, USA business YODEUTEs ας τον ow See siete EE 2.000: 0: 

"" * 

ee Total -. . _ $3, ,000. δ “τ 
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total. Fonds in Possession. of. 6 5834-5 - αι εἰς WT oe τὺ - 
as of May 31. 1964 ΙΝ - ᾿ ΝΕ ” ᾿ 

_ Solo: Funds : Os Ss ; 

Maintained “in cash: in- safe: ‘deposit 
‘box, Michigan Avenue. .National Bank; 
Chicago, FRCS: 4:4. aee ere bee nt RS: 

_ ‘Maintained: in cash* in. sate. deposit. . 
- “pox, Wid-America National ‘Bank; 

Chicago, ELUAMOIS ye awe es ἐν κε rere de 

4 

- CP, USA Reserve. Funds ᾿ . 
a 

( Haintatned in cash “in: Sate deposit i 
ΕΝ Michigan Avenué National’ Bank, 
“Chicago, TUL n0a Sy ce sseegeenbienneese tages 
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‘ROUTE IN EN y LOPE 
Date: 6/5/64 

Transmit the following in : | 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vie AIRTEL __ REGISTERED MAIL | 
΄ρ“-- δ λ[ (Priority) © “ ] 

----.-..-.-...................................... | _ 

| TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
. . 

j FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Coy 
Shore). 

On 6/1/64 CG 5824-S* advised that NY 694-S* had 
requested that his wife upon her return to the τ. 5. convey 
to CG .5824-S* a message regarding OTTO WANGERIN which 
resulted from contacts of NY 694-S* with representatives | 
of the CP of Czechoslovakia. The message relayed. by. 
NY 694-S*'s wife on 5/31/64 to CG 5824-S* was. as follows: 

The CP of Czechoslovakia would be rane to ° 
give favorable consideration to accepting _OTTO ANGERIN Ks ᾿ 
in Czechoslovakia for medical treatment if two precon tions 
are met, The preconditions set forth by the CP’ of a or 
Slovakia were as follows: 

1) The CP of Czechoslovakia must be furnished 
a detailed, comprehensive doctor's report regarding the 
true current physical condition of OTTO WANGERIN;. 

2) The CP, USA must guarantee the paymént of 
the fare for OTTO WANGERIN to Czechoslovakia and back to 
the U.S. if he is invited. 

"es 5 AGW ὃ ὅ 99 | — 

νὰ Gaze we ) (Info) ( a “00 00 90] -New York (100-134637,) (Info) (RM 
3-Chicago ᾿ nto Wetbeetien WERE EAing WBN 

᾿ ee -46 Sub B-3) ΕΣ fo JUN IL 1964 ᾿φὴ 

(6) ὧν 

-- Sent _ ὁ Μ Ρεσγ 
Agent in Charge 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

On 6/1/64 CG 5824-S* advised that. the above pre-~ 
conditions set forth by the CP of Czechoslovakia were 
discussed with CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and GIL GREEN, leading 
functionaries of the CP of Illinois. GREEN, who had been 
working on the WANGERIN matter, noted that they would not 
at this time advise WANGERIN that the CP of Czechoslovakia 
might be willing to favorably consider his admission under 
the noted preconditions, However, GREEN indicated he would 
advise WANGERIN that prior to any decision the Czechs made 
regarding an invitation for him to come to Czechoslovakia 
for medical treatment, it would have to be preceded by a 
detailed and comprehensive medical report prepared by his 
physician for transmission to the Czech Party. 

In noting the above, CG 5824-S* advised that if 
‘the CP, USA accepted the Czechs' offer on fares alone, such 
payments by. this Party would probably. involve more than 
the total cost of medical treatment for WANGERIN in this 
country for the next several years. He further noted that 
he did not believe that the Party would accept such a pre- 
condition since it would involve at least two first class 
fares by air, each way, plus probably additimal fares or 
expenses in connection. with providing WANGERIN companionship 
and treatment enroute. 
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T Ν τ κα τι : = Posen μὲ Ὁ . Conrad ᾿)»52 «το pare: June 9, 19θ64. iS ——S 

| " - - ἢ " Frater — 

FROM . F. Downing τς 4 sa 
é : - ; - Gandy — — 

SUBJEC . - 

“-ζ ΥΝΤΕΒΝΑΙ, SECURITY “Ὁ 
Ι - 

9 Captioned. case, involves the Bureau's highly 
valuable confidehtial informant NY 694-S* who has been 
-receiving communications- transmitted, to. him by radio, 

_ On 6/9/64, transmissions were heard by the 
Bureau's radio station at Midiand at scheduled times ἢ 
and frequencies, but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: . 

For information, 

- ἧς 

1 - Mr. Conrad ns 
_ _2 = Mr. Sullivan (Attention: dr. J. A, Sizoo, Mr. W. G. shaw). 

L1 - Mr. Ο, τὸ, Downing ory 
1 = Me. P. W. Paddock whey 

-ω ᾿ ~ - - - o gi. x dag a 

; = C7 & Mig, . 

ὃ WP; 68 Rr . 
(6) 

j bon 22 220-8896 
Tee fae acs 

. 1} .- 11 1 JUN 42 1964 

ce 7 20H: 

vs REC. 34-4 

Wve Ar. CU 
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cai tee SECTION L 7 δι. ΞΞ JUNG 1964 ae ΕΣ: i My Cailabam.._ 

ir, © d TELELYPE ° Me fon 

; Mr. Evans. 

| CODE ἐν 4 i pale—. 
JeD τυγέτνρε PAT a rr --ὄ.ὕ.ς OER | ur. Seite? 

( PE ROU ? ἂν ima τοῦ of Γ ; Mr Tavel.. 
Zir, Trotte ORK ἄπ Trott — 

. i Miss Holmes. URGENT 6=9-64 DAE NY ἢ | Miss Gandy, 

FROM NEW YORK 100-134637 ; 
(Ge asa “ΤΕ .),22 Seu, Ty~ Comm onli στ ~ | wy 694-5 ἡ A ON ‘SIX, EIGHT SIXTY FOUR, CE ἡ δὰ 

TO ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, We GC. SULLIVAN, AND Sa 

AND ALEXANDER CeSBURLINSON A SUMMARY Of THE HIGHLIGHTS OF HIS RECENT aie τι 

TRIP ABROAD. FROM Be Ne PANOMAREV, MEMBER OF THE SECREFARIAT OF THE ἐπ cA gt Comm wns Lapp ae S00) kee Lea CENTRAL COMET TEE: OF THE SPS'°AND HEAD OF THE INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT ᾿ς ALY, 6 9ε4-- SAE OF ‘THER Ἐξορϑυξξ -Ἔ ASCERTAINED THE FOLLOWING? _ [Δ = 
Ae > Ἔ clituesé=sovrer coverwment RELATIONS ARE Now MORE SIgo weer van Seven. 

| sov Fer RELATIONS WITH THE U. S. ARE FAR BETTER THAN THERE ARE ayITH 5 
iy CHINESE. 

° | 

SAT PRESENT, ‘THERE ARE SECRET NEGOTIATIONS BEING CQNDUCTED BELVEEN 
THE SOVIETS AND THE CHINESE /WIgH prt THE’ BORDER “DISPUTE, sir \ 
THESE NEGOTIATIONS ARE DOOMED Τὸ Και thee SPECIAL COMMISSIONS FROM ‘THE 
USSR AND FROM CHINA ARE ΠΣ ΠΣ DISCUSSING THE HE BORDER DESPUTE δὴ THE 
CHINESEMARE pEnanDnn@ on THE SOVIETS TERRITORY ah ee fs είν TO FIVE 
TIMES THE SIZE ‘or. GREAT ‘BRETAINS\ —e A τι" piteu- Oe Che 2 
END ‘PAGE ONEsccseseee = = ‘11 JUN 19 1964 i 

HR, BELO Ἵ FOR THE ΩΝ 
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_- ewe 
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| THE CHINESE ARE * FAR FROM COMPLETING AN ATOM BOMB". AT THE MOMENT, THE 

) 

y 

F | 

PAGE TWoecseseees 

ACCORDING TO Ve Ge. KORIANOV, FIRST DEPUTY TO PANOMAREV, MENTIONED 

ABOVE, THE USSR HAS GIVEN STRICT ORDERS TO ITS TROOPS STATIONED AT 

SENSITIVE BORDER POINTS NOT TO SHOOT DESPITE WHATEVER PROVOCATION 

THERE MAY BE» ALSO ACCORDING TO KORIANOV, THE CHINESE ARE PRESENTLY 

CHARGING THE SOVIETS WITH DELIBERATELY UPSETTING THE CHINESE MONETARY 

SYSTEM AND AS A RESULT THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT IS WITHDRAWING FROM 

CIRCULATION ALL THREE, FIVE AND TEN YEN BANKNOTES. THE CHINESE ARE 

CHARGING THE SOVIETS WITH DELIBERATELY FLOODING CHINA WITH MONEY MADE 

FROM PLATES IN THE POSSESSION OF THE SOVIETS. 

FURTHER , ACCORDING TO KORIANOV, THE CHINESE SINCE MAY, SIXTY THREE, 

HAVE MADE NO PROGRESS WITH RESPECT TO PERFECTION OF THE ATOM BOMB. a 

i CHINESE ARE ATTEMPTING TO BUILD A “REACTOR”, AND IN THE EVENT THEY ARE 

UNSUCCESSFUL IN THIS RESPECT, THEY HOPE TO BUY ONE WHICH THEY CAN EXPLODE 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF CREATING THE IMPRESSION THAT THEY ARE SUCCESSFUL IN 

THEIR ATTEMPTS TO BUILD AN ATOM BOMB. 

TRADE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE USSR AND CHINA ARE NEGLIGIBLE». THE 

SITUATION IN THIS REGARD IS WORSE NOW THAN IT WAS IN FORTY NINE. 

ONLY " TOKEN PURCHASES” ARE BEING MADE BETWEEN THE CHINESE AND THE 
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" soviets AND THESE ARE PAID FOR IN CASH. THE INFORMATION REGARDING THE 

Ὁ CHINESE “ SOVIET TRADE RELATIONS WAS FURNISHED TO THE INFORMANT BY SERGO 

ΜΊΚΟΥΑΝ, SON OF ANASTAS I. MIKOYAN, FIRST DEPUTY PREMIER OF THE USSR, 

"ON MAY THIRTY, SIXTY FOUR, WHO STATED THAT HE HAD RECEIVED THIS 

| INFORMATION FRO Mf HIS FATHER ON OR ABUT THAT SAME DATE. 

ACCORDING TO SERGO MIKOYAN, ROUMANIA-S RELATIONS WITH THE USSR, 

TezeckosLovaKsa AND POLAND HAVE REACHED * A CRITICAL POINT’. TO 

‘DATE, THE ROUMANIANS HAVE NOT DIVULGED TO THE SOVIETS 49 THE CZECHS OR 

“THE POLES ANY INFORMATION REGARDING THEIR DIPLOMATIC AND COMMERCIAL 
i 
"NEGOTIATION WITH OTHER COUNTRIES. AS GF SIX FOUR SIXTY FOUR, THE 

} 

[βθυμανταὴβ HAD NOT DIVULGED THE NATURE OF THEIR TALKS AND AGREEMENTS MADE 

fin WASHINGTON, De Coy WITH THE Ue Se GOVERNMENT. THE USSR, CZECHOSLOVAKA | 

Jann POLAND FEAR THAT ROUMANIA MAY DO AS TITO DID~ ΝΣ ΤῊΣ SOVIET BLOC. 
4 

i 
ΓΝ ν΄ Ge 

: THE FOLLOWING WAS OBTAINED BY -NY—SIX—-NINE—F-OURmme Se ASTERISK IN A 

(CONFERENCE WITH Ve Ge KORIANOV, MENTIONED ABOVE, AND NIKOLATI 

‘MOSTOVETS, HEAD OF THE NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICAN SECTION OF THE 

“INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CPSUsese 
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| THE SOVIETS WISH THEY COULD KNOW PRESIDENT JOHNSON BETTER AND THEY 

REALIZE IT IS HARD TO ™ MEASURE A MAN" BEFORE ELECTION. THEY ARE 

GREATLY CONCERNED AS TO WHO WILL BE HIS RUNNING MATE AS VICE PRESIDENT. 

KNOWING WHO THIS INDIVIDUAL IS WOULD BE INDICATIVE 

OF THE “ DIRECTION * IN WHICH PRESIDENT JOHNSON WILL GO IN THE FUTURE. 
) 
THE SOVIETS HAVE VERY FEW CONTACTS WITH THE WHITE HOUSE AND THE STATE 

‘DEPARTMENT AT THE PRESENT TIME. THEY HAD FAR BETTER CONTACTS DURING THE 

ADMINISTRATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY AND THEY ARE NOW SEEKING WAYS OF 

IMPROVING THEIR CONTACTS WITH THE WHITE HOUSE AND THE STATE DEPARTMENT. 

Γ WE MISS PIERRE SALLINGER VERY MUCH". THE SOVIETS WONDER WHETHER 

PRESIDENT JOHNSON IS FULLY EXPERIENCED IN SOVIET AFFAIRS. THEY FEAR 

THAT THE UNITED STATES WILL BECOME “ BOGGED DOWN” IN A WAR IN VIETNAM 

‘AND THAT THE CHINESE WILL THEN EXERT PRESSURE UPON THE SOVIETS TO ENGAGE 

IN A WAR AGAINST BHE Ue Se FROM THE CHINESE STANDPOINT , THIS 

WOULD BE AN IDEAL SITUATION, i THE CHINESE ARE AINING TO HAVE THIS 

HAPPEN. THE SOVIETS FEEL THATTHE CHINESE DEFINITELY WANT A CLASH BETWEEN 

THE Ue Se AND THE SOVIET UNION. THE CHINESE AIM IS TO INSTIGATE AS 

IMANY " WARS OF LIBERATION " AS POSSIBLE AS A MEANS OF INVOLVING THE 

tsovIETS AND THE UNITED STATES IN A WAR. 
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ON SIX FOUR SIXTY FOUR, Be Ne PANOMAREV, MENTIONED ABOVE, STATED 

an THE IDEOLOGICAL DISPUTE BETWEEN THE CPSU AND THE CP OF CHINA IS 

\eeovtve STEADILY WORSE AND THAT THERE IS NO PROSPECT OF RECONCILIATION. 

i sre IS PRESSURE BEING EXERTED BY OTHER PARTIES TO AVERT ™ THE 

| EVENTUALITY OF A BREAK". THIS IS WHY THE SOVIETS ARE STILL 

HESITATING TO HAVE A FINAL BREAK WITH THE CHINESE. THE CHINESE HAVE 

lms THE POINT WHERE THEY ARE NOW MURDERING CHINESE OFFICIALS WHO 

EXPRESS ANY OPPOSITION TO THE CHINESE LINE. 

TIMUR TIMOFEEV, DEPUTY HEAD OF THE INSTITUTE OF ECONOMIC AND 

E94~—-S¥ | 
| INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, ADVISED -tY¥~SLLLAEIE POURS" THAT HE HAD LEARNED 

| FROM SERGO MIKOYAN, SON OF ANASTAS MIKOYAN, MENTIONED ABOVE, THAT THE 

| CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE CPSU HAD BEEN CONSIDERALY WORRIED ABOUT 

a CASTRO=-S LOSING POPULARITY IN CUBA, AT THE END OF NINETEEN SIXTY 

THREE. THAT WAS THE REASON WHY N. Ve PODGORNY, MEMBER OF THE 

PRESIDIUM OF THE CPSU CENTRAL COMMITTEE IN CHARGE OF ALL SOCIALIST 

i COUNTRIES, WHO WAS IN CUBA AT THE TIME, INDUCED CASTRO TO GO TO THE 

SOVIET UNION FOR DISCUSSION WITH KHRUSHCHEV. 
Commun: st fairy , OSA 

ACCORDING TO BEATRICE JOHNSON, -CPUSA~ LIAISON tH THE CUBAN CP, AND 
A ὀὐφψ 

i 

ALSO ACCORDING TO MEMBERS OF THE PRESIDIUM WITH WHOM M 
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2% TALKED IN MOSCOW, THE RECENT RAIDS ON CUBA AND THE BLOWING UP OF THE 

} SUGAR REFINERY AT PORTA PILON DID MUCH TO BOLSTER CASTRO AND TO GIVE 

oe 

HIM THE NEEDED EXCUSE FOR MOBILIZATION OF THE MILITIA AND OF CUBAN 

STUDENTS μὰ ἣν USED TO CUT SUGAR CANE. AS A RESULT HE NOW WILL BE ABLE 

TO MEET HIS COMMITMENTS FOR EXPORT OF SUGAR CANE AND TO TIGHTEN THE 

SECURITY OF CUBA AND TO GAIN FURTHER CONTROL OVER THE POPULATION. 
gy og oS 

ON MAY TWENTY EIGHT LAST, CASTRO TOLD ΝΣ IN 

SECRECY THAT HE EXPECTS TO ™ SHOCK THE WORLD SOON” WITH RESPECT TO 

HIS ANTICIPATED PRODUCTION OF CANE SUGAR. HE EXPECTS TO PRODUCE MORE 

THIS YEAR THAT EVER BEFORE. 

CASTRO ALSO BOASTED THAT HE DOES NOT FEAR NUCLEAR WAR - THAT 

HE WOULD WELCOME IT. HE STATED THAT THE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES, IN THE 

EVENT OF WAR, “ MUST HELP ME". CASTRO SAID THAT IN AN ORDINARY WAR, 

y " WE CAN DEFEAT THE UNITED STATES OR ANY COUNTRY”. 

ACCORDING TO BEATRICE JOHNSON, FROM INFORMATION SHE OBTAINED IN CUB 

CASTRO POLITICALLY SUPPORTS THE CPSU POSITION ON THE IDEOLOGICAL DISPUTE 

j}WITH THE CHINESE BUT DOES NOT PERMIT OPEN DEBATE ON THE SUBJ. 

ACCORDING TO LADISLAV KOTZMAN, CZECHOSLOVAKIAN AMBASSADOR TO 
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